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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
ilfnllnlirilfralfnlfniirnir
NEW ADVKftriNKMKNTM THIN WEEK.

Elderly

woman wanted.
Mr* Fullerton Merrill—Help wanted.
M K Holme* Insurance statement*.
Bnrrill national bank.
Holf—Baker.
K Q Moore Druggist
Stan wood's
.Studio—Japanese art prints.
E J Walsh—Insurance agent.
Mrs Marks Hertz—Household goods for sale

BURRILL D AM If Ellsworth

DMlllV

NATIONAL

Deposits

in

—

Maine

Bldbhiu;
H H McIntyre—Eggs for sale.
Philadklphia:
People's National Fire Ins Co—Statement.

Savings Department

our

on

will be held at the
board of trade rooms, Hancock hall, Wednesday evening, April 3, at 7 o’clock, to
nominate nine delegates and nine alternates to the State and district conventions

AT KLLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

or

In

effect Dec. 3, 1911.
MAILS RBCEIVED.

Wbst-7.18 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
East-11.06,11.57 a m; 5.47. 10.52 p

F«om
F«om

MAIL CLOSBS at

to be held at

m.

postoppicb

Ooiwo WBUT—10.80,11.80 a m; 6.15,9 pm.
Got no East—6.45 a m; 8.46, 6 pm.

23 Main Street. Open 9 to 4. Sat., 9 to 1.

Registered mail should be at
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday train*.

an

Postoflice

open on

postoflice half

Sunday from

9

The first mayflowers of this spring to
reach The American office were picked
last week by Mrs. C. H. Druramiey. The
snowstorm last Sunday temporarily put a
stop to the gathering of these beautiful

harbingers of spring.
A republican caucus

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

before April 5 will
draw interest from April 1 at 4%
made

leased for four years. He will continue the shop in the Peters block, having
engaged J. W. Coughlin to take charge of
it.

to 10

a

m.

Bangor, April 10.
George Brown was found guilty in the
Ellsworth municipal court last Wednesday of assault on his wife. Judge Hall
sentenced him to thirty days in the Bangor work jail, and ten days additional in
of default of payment of costs

case

of

court.
Miss. Eva Aiken

is

visiting: friends in

Portland.
Mrs. W.

ing

Save Your Money: We’ll Help

There will be

Bangor. Maine.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE
well-

following
Fancy Patent

Winter Wheat flour:

The lecture by Rev. R. B. Mathews on
poets Keats and Wordsworth w ill be
given at the parsonage this evening at 7.30.
Miss Caroline M. Joy, of Grand Forks^
N. D., and Mrs. Charles H. Knox, of Chester, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Calvin P.

Joy.

Town Talk, William Tell, Radiant
DELIVERY.

PROMPT

E. W. Ellsworth, formerly sub-mastcrat
the Ellsworth high school, now of Portsmouth, N. H., is visiting friends in Ellsworth.

HAYNES & CO.,

WHITCOMB,

ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

Saturday evening the Boy Scouts will
meet in the Methodist vestry for installation of officer*.
Refreshments will be
served.

Haskell

E. D. Kizer will attend the East
Maine Methodist conference in Rockland

BARGAINS
A CARLOAD OF Great
Terms.
For Cash or oir

next week.

Oapt. John

the lot of
high school building to Patrick E. Kearns, who intends to build some

Easy

land

Daniel
the

with

WALSH,

Everybody
can save a

Financial

little at

success

is

a

time.

simply

a

sticking to yoifr saving plan—making your

•natter of

Character
any Temptation

stronger than

to

spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
r===fiank=
e|l»worth,
Mains

__

Commenced Business
May 1. 1878.

lunch counter
I have opened a lunch counter
for ladles and gentlemen.

^ E A U
S
SERVED
W. L. THOMAS.
Hi*'* Street, opp. Bttsm;Laundry. Ellsworth

GEORGE S. OBER,

blacksmith
Horse Shoeing and Jobbing

_

by

oi all kinds.
w»ter Street, E1Uworth.

Dr.H.W.OSOOOD

New Location Manning Blk.

The Sanitary
BAKERY
“Roundthe Comer”
Holt's Bread in the last three months
has driven alt competitors, save one. from
the held. At the request of one of Ellsworth's leading ladies, 1 have decided to
offer a $10 decorated fruit-cake to the
person in Ellsworth, or vicinity, who will
write the best article as to why Ellsworth
people should patronise home Industries
and Ellsworth made products.
This article not to contain over 600
words, and to be used as an advertisement. Increased business makes it necshop in the
cessary for me to enlarge my
future. My bread is made from
near
Pillsbury’s Best flour, with pure lard,
milk, etc., in plain view of my customers.
We use no lard or oil compounds, and
nothing but Pleischmann's Yeast for raising purposes.
We now employ four people, and a little
will use a larger number, all of
later
whom will be residents of Ellsworth. Our
prices are no higher than you par elsewhere for inferior products. Through
the courtesy of our merchants, Holz’s
Bread la kept in stock and delivered with
their other goods.
Address pll articles to Hols. The
Ellsworth,
Water
Street,
Baker,
Maine. For further particulars enquire at
oar shop and salesroom.

HOLZ, Baker.
Money to Loan
ON

JHaaicipal aad Otker Bonds
of approved legality and ascertained
strength.

C. C. Burrill & Son
IS

STATE STREET.

Charles W. Joy have

serve

traverse

as

April term of court,
Tuesday, April 9.

Sheriff Jellison is at present ill
Bar Harbor, but expects to be able
come here in a few days.
Mrs. John
Webster is moving from the jailhouse
the Howe house near the railroad.

of

ELLSWORTH. MR.

Maine,

which has

been

The

services

taken

Sunday

Palm

Methodist church will be

which

jurors
will

at

con-

“The

m.,

E.
to

for

a

as

at

the

follows: 10.30

Sacramental

observe Decision

day.

Friday evening, at tne dome or Mr*.
Harry Jordan on Water street, a graphophone social will be given by the J. W.
class ot the Methodist Sunday school.
Samuel W. Moore and wife have been
visiting relatives and friends here and in
Mariaville and Waltham the past week.
They returned yesterday to their home in
Belfast.
There will be a special meeting of the
Merchants' association this evening, when
the committee on shoe factory will submit
a definite proposition for the consideration
of the association.

Austin
boy, was

L.

Maddocks,

in town for

He is

a

a

former Ellsworth

short

vacation last

engineer, and is now
in charge of the building of a storage dam
at Norwood, Mass.
week.

a

civil

Rev. R. B. Mathews, of the Congregational church, has been seleced
of the

judges

in the debate between

ilt'orTtxtinuiia.

A

BARREL OF EXTRAHEAVY

WATER
GLASS
NOW ON HAND

25^ Quart.
Moore’s Drug Store,
Opp. P. O., Ellsworth,

Maine.

Re-

large attendance
is hoped for at all these services, as it will
be the last Sunday before annual confer-

ence.

The basket ball game at Hancock hall
last Thursday evening between the Bluehill

academy

and Ellsworth athletic

sociation teams

was

as-

too one-sided to

be

interesting. The home team had the advantage of weight, and outclassed the
to 12 in favor of

The

Ellsworth.

score

was

A dance

55

fol-

committee recently appointed by
the Merchants’ association to arrange for
The

three entertainments to raise
the association’s
dates

May

as

proposed

funds

for

work, has decided upon
June 4.
It is

10 and 24 and

to have

a

minstrel

show’

and

play and dance, and a condance, but the order in which
they will be given has not been decided.
dance,

Stock

Semi-Annual Dividends Payable February I and August I.

Capitalization

Portland R. R. Co.

Capital Stock.'..

$ 1,908,000
Bonded Debt...
2,500.000
Five Year 4 1-2 Per Cent. Notes.;.
350,000
The Cumberland Power A Light Company leases the Portland R. R. for 99 years,
gnaranteeiug the payment of the 5 per ceut. dividend by endorsement on each certificate of
The Cumberland County Power A Light Company also controls, through stock ownerElectric Company and the Lewiston, Augusta & WatervilTe street railway
companies will be under the direct management of Messrs. E. W. Clark
A Company, of Philadelphia.
the Portland
ship,the
combined

ana

Capitalization Cumberland County Power

&

Co.

Light

Preferred Stock (0 per cent. Cumulative),.$2,300,000
Common Stock. 2,700,000
Bonded Debt.
830.000
Based on actual earnings of consolidated companies for the year 1911, it is estimated
that for the year 1912 there will he available for payment of dividends on the Portland R. R.
stock in excess of $300,000.00, or three times the amount required.
Attention is called to the fact that the capitalization of Portland R. R. has not been
increased. No new obligations have been issued.
All the formalities of the transfer of the Portland Railroad to the Cumberland County
Power & Light Company have been completed and the lease has been approved by Hon.
Charles F. Libby, Hon. W. M. Bradley. Messrs. Verrill, Hale & Booth.
We offer the unsold balance, subject to sale or advance in price at 112 50-100 and accrued dividend, yielding 4 44-100 per cent. Free of all taxes.

UNION TRUST COflPANY
Ellsworth, flame

back

caucus.

of the cart.
did not

apparently

Mr. Cousins

it

Monday evening, April 8, at Hancock
hall—Play and ball by Ellsworth firemen.
Saturday, April 20, 1.30 p. m., at
county court house—County road meet-

see or

right upon him
Just before
as he was crossing the track.
locomotive
struck
the cart, Mr.
the
Cousins wras seen to reach for the boy.
hear the train until

ing.

train

Bacgor.

boy

The

Mr. Cousins died

backed to

was

died

soon

on the train, and
after reaching the

hospital.
Mr. Cousins lived at

Bangor

with

Tuesday, April 30, at Hancock hall
Concert by W. R. Chapman, Miss Potter,
contralto, Miss Schaller, violinist John
Barnes Wells, tenor, under auspices and
for benefit of Ellsworth festival chorus.

—

The train

board and the

on

was

boy were hurled high in the
stopped, they were taken

Man and
air.

:

J

Mrs.

Leonard, a relative. He is surby his wife and a son—Eugene L.;
Mrs. Julia C. Cousins, of
bis mother

abbcrtisnitnufto

Chester A.
vived

Burry; two brothers—Eugene, of Bluehil),
and Bion, of Brooklin; two sisters—Miss
Altha B. Cousins and

The Literature club

met

la9t

Mary Gaynor, who
structive and
interesting
with Miss

evening

read

an

paper

inon

Bertha Mc-

Mrs.

Innis. both of Ellsworth.
bodies

The

services

were

brought

to

Ellsworth,

being held at the Congregational

vestry yesterday afternoon.
Former Orland Man Killed.
E. Gross, a native of Orland,

Bert
was

in

mine

a

near

crushed

Heiwent West before he was twenty years
of age. He had lived at Cripple Creek

His wife has recently been
twelve years.
living in Denver, the altitude at Cripple
Creek affecting her health. She arrived
at

the.hospitai

too late to

see

her husband

alive.
Mr.

was

wrosa

a

meraoer oi me

New

Morang,

president

Roosevelt campaign club ot Ellsworth,
went to Portland Saturday to attend the
He was the guest
Roosevelt meeting.
while in Portland of Col. Frederick Hale,
chairman of the executive committee of
the Portland Roosevelt club. Mr. Morang
was put on the city reception committee,
and

was

with Col.

of the time he

Roosevelt

was

in

during

Portland.

most

While

Col. Roosevelt was in Portland, a State
Roosevelt campaign was organized. Mr.
Morang was made the vice-president from
Hancock county.
Walter Dolan, of Old Town, was arraigned in the Ellsworth municipal court
Monday, charged with assault on J. A.
Dolan had been boarding at Mr.
French.
French’s for some months.
Monday Mr.
French learned that he was about to leave
town without paying his board-bill. He
met him at the Ellswqfth Fails station as
he was about to board a train, and asked
if he intended to feave without paying

nkh

steaders.

$5,000.
He was a nephew of Ira F. Gross; of Orland, and N. B. Colby and Mrs. Abbie Little, of Bucksport.

At the suggestion of Mr. French’s
the fine was suscoats.

Klre at ftargentvllle.
Sa.bgentvills, March 25 (special)—
John F. Gray’s barn was burned last
Tuesday night, with all its contents, including a valuable horse and a cow. The
loss is estimated at fl,500, with only |200
insurance.

season
depends upon the
proper food. There is nothing better than H-O-Stearns Cooked
C hick Feed. Try a bag and your
chick troubles are over.

I Have a Complete Line of Poultry and Dairy Supplies and
can quote the lowest
H-O-Stearns Cooked Chick Feed.

H-O-Special Scratch Feed.
H-O-Dry Mash Feed.
H-O-Milk Feed.
Beef Scraps.
Bone Meal.
Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Grit.
Chick Grit.
Oyster Shells.
Charcoal.
Alfalfa Meal.
Dr. Hess’ Poultry and Stock Remedies.
Dr. Hess’ Instant Louse Killer.
Kow Kure. Garget Remedy.

AUSTIN H. JOY,

EEJJS&J"®

Just Received
a new

heavy,

barrel of

nice,

white

Water Glass

The cast of characters follows:
Earl of Darincourt.Fred E Cooke
Cedric Errol, “Little Lord Fauntleroy,”
Christina Doyle
Mr Haversham, a solicitor..-Frank Dunleavy
Mr Hobbs, a grocer.Roger Higgins

Now is the time to

mCKUr°tb,‘Ck' !.Walter

are

Wilson

Thomas, a servant.W C Logie
Mrs Errol, “Dearest,”.• Miss Marion Rideout
Mina.Mrs Mollie Taylor Wescott
Mary. Mrs Charles E Mohaghan
A ball will follow the

by Monaghan’s

The
(special)
occupied by Yetts H.
—

morning. The fire
is supposed to have caught from a defective chimney. There was a small inwas

G.A.

cheap.

Parcher,'Druggist

music

Sedgwick.

March 25

house owned and
Cain

yonr eggs for
winter—while
they

save

orchestra.

Fire at

Sedgwick,

play,

with

burned this

Japanese Art
Prints

surance.

by telephone and church bell
was quickly responded to by neighbors far
and near, who worked faithfully until
his board. Dolan, incensed at such a re- nearly everything of value was removed
quest in the presence of some young from the burning building. It is remarkable that none of the buildings in such
women friends, struck Mr. French, doing
no serious
His arrest at Old close proximity caught fire.
injury.
He pleaded guilty in
Town followed.
Anxiety For Deer Isle Captain.
court, and was sentenced to a fine of 95 and
Deer Isle, March 25 (special)—Anxiety
F. Giles,
counsel,
pended on payment of

this

lodges of Yeomen and HomeHe carried an insurance of

and locals

South”. Equally
fine papers were read by Miss Eppes on
Firemen’s Play and Ball.
“New Orleans, the City of the South”, and
The play, “Little Lord Fauntleroy,” will
Hamilton on “Song
and Song
Miss
Writers of the South”. The next meeting be presented at Hancock hall Monday
will be with Miss Annie Stockbridge, evening, April 8, under the auspices of
Senator Hale hose company. The play is
April 9.
Fred E. Cooke.
under the direction of
Charles L.
of the
“Writers of the

Success with your Chicks

prices.
em-

Cripple Creek, Col.,
by a falling rock recently,
from
which he died in a
receiving injuries
hospital a few- hours later.
Mr. Gross was forty-four years of age.

ployed

short

a

cert and

coats.

for Preserving Eggs

of

A

lowed the game.

The office of the Western Union Telegraph Co. will be moved, probably next
w eek, to rooms in the Manning block connected with the telephone exchange.

Aspect

7.30 p. m., “The Prison Door
At 11.45 the Sunday school will

ligion;”
Opened.”

p. ra. to-morrow.
Supper by the united
committees will be served at 6.15.

Cor.

to

study, will be resumed and the reading of
“Evangeline” will be continued. There
will be the query box, club paper, music
and a grab-bag. It is earnestly hoped all
members will endeavor to be present.

visitors in team work.

as one

at

The 8. L. C. will meet with Mrs. John
H. Patten to-morrow evening. The State

The Thursday club of the Congregational society will meet at the vestry at 2

oa

ALSO DEALERS IN

OHiotNy:

FRIDAY
OHIm : 12 Qrovc St.

Ellsworth.

Improved, Productive Seal Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

and

A cold-meat supper will be given at the
Methodist vestry this evening. The comMrs. Grant, Mrsmittee is as .follows:
Wardwell, Mrs. True, Mrs. Garland.

insurance

E. J.

Doyle

vene

JUST RECEIVED STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC GO.
fire:

A. Lord has sold

the

been drawn to

Line of 10c Music.

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY

near

time this year.

FULL LINE of EDISON and VICTOR
TALKING MACHINES.
our

5%

Guaranteed

Company

—

fi.

and Rev.

See

Portland Railroad

9.

week.

a.

District-Superintendent H.

PIANOS

April

Tax Exempt Investment

John Blood, jr., arrived Saturday from
KILLED ON RAILROAD.
COMING EVENTS
Lewisburg, Pa., where he went to superintend the shipment of the last of the
ELLSW ORTH.
J. Holt Cousins and Son, Formerly
knitting mill machinery and his houseof Ellsworth, Struck by Train.
Wednesday evening, March 27, at
hold goods.
He brought with him two
Jeremiah Holt Cousins, aged forty-six Methodist vestry—Cold meat supper, 26
necticut.
girls who will act as instructors in breakcents.
years, and his eight-year-old son Esley
Mrs. Katherine K. Staples, who has spent
ing in the new hands at the mill here.
were killed at a railroad crossing in East j
Thursday, March 28, at vestry of Conthe past week in Boston on business, is exThe Giles store on Main street is being Hampden Saturday afternoon, when the
j gregational church Supper by united
pected home to-day.
fitted up for occupancy by E. Palmer, of cart in which they were riding was struck committees at 6.16
p. m. 26c.
Mrs. Harvard C. Jordan was the victim
Portsmouth, N. H., who will open a five by a train. Mr. Cousins and his family ! Friday evening March
29, at Society hall
of a surprise party given in her honor last
and ten-cent store.
He expects to open moved to Bangor from Ellsworth only a
—Dance.
evening by Mrs. (J. F. Newman.
for business next month.
A new plate
few months ago.
Friday evening, March 29, at home of
The Boy Scouts basket ball team was glass front, with enclosed show-windows,
Mr. Cousins was employed at a farm in
social by J.
defeated in tbeir return game at North- will be among the improvements on the East Hampden.
He was employed Satur- Harry Jordan—Graphophone
W. class of Methodist Sunday school.
east Harbor Friday. Score, 36-14.
building.
day hauling sand from the river to the
Admission, 10 cents.
Miss Jessie Nash, who has been in BosSheriff Otba H. Jellison has moved his farm, and was returning to the river with
Wednesday, April 3, at 7 p. m., at board
cart when the accident octon on business, is now in Presque Isle, household goods here from Bar Harbor, the
empty
of trade roomB, Hancock hall—Republican
where she will be employed this winter.
and bis family expects to came here this curred. His little boy was riding in the
the

in stock the

known brands of

j of work

No. 13.

|

—

Bra nches at Old Town, Mac hi as and Dexter

now

rehearsal of the festival

a

KNT1BRD AS SECOND-CLASH MATTIR
AT TH B ■LL8WOATB POSTOKKIC*.

evening.
C. W. Orindal and wife left Monday for
a short visit in Massachusetts and Con-

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

have

visit-

evening at Society hall,
Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will work the
second degree on two candidates this

terest rate. We urge YOUR immediate investi
gat ion—in person or by mail.

we

is

chorus to-morrow

Money deposited In our Havings Department is
given not only tbe absolute protection afforded
by this bank's splendid financial strength, but
also is helped to grow constantly at a liberal in*

that

I.OItnstead, of Bangor,

relatives here.

The mayor and aldermen have asked for
bids for the laying of a new hardwood
floor in Hancock halt. Bids will be opened
to-night. The specifications call for the
completion of the work before April 19,
the ball to be available for the beginning

f

Stmetisrmente,

the Bangor and Bar Harbor high school
pupils at Bar Harbor Friday evening. *
Carlton H. Donnell will on Monday take
charge of the Nealley barber shop, which
he has

j

1912.

The alarm

is

I have now in stock a nice assortment of genuine Japanese color
prints, imported from Nagoya,
Japan. Send 25c for sample print
or call and look them over, as my
space cannot side them a just de-

scription.

felt here for Capt. George L. Holden, of
James B. Jordan, long over-

the schooner
due

on a

trip

from

Norfolk, Va.,

nam, Dutch Guiana, with coal.
sel sailed from Norfolk Jan. 3.

Coombs,

of

Btonington,

was

to Suri-

The vesWilliam

mate.

Give me my
“Hello, hello, Central I
“W,hat number?” “Oh, the
if
fourth, you must know, you impertinent
thing 1“

Stanwood Studio,
Main Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

husband.”

The more eyes an advertisement eatehoe
the more dollare it ie north.

loom

Mutual iltnttil fioinmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

Motto:

It*

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning March 31, 1912.
Topic.—The foreign missions of my drnomination, a birdseye view —Matt, xxviii,
16-20. Edited by Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.
Our obligation to Cbrlst to obey this
command, “Go ye. therefore, and teach
all nations, baptizing them in the
liame of the Father a fid of the Sou
and of the Holy Ghost.*’ should make
ns deeply interested to know what Is
being accomplished. What most of us
do in foreign mission work we do
through our denomination. We do not
go ourselves. Many of us cannot go.
We give cur money that others may
be sent and supported. But if we try
to meet our obligation in that way
with any proper realization of our re-

aponsibility we will not be content
merely to make our contribution.
Our obligation to those in darkness
seek to be inshould stimulate
formed. Jesus is God’s gift to a lost
“God so loved the world.”
world.
They have as good a right to Him as
we.
It is as though we should find
a purse filled with money and with
It would
the owner's name, inside.
We
not be enough to forward it.
ought not to be content until we receive Information that it has reached
the owner’s hands.
Then we have an obligation to pray.
JeMissionaries desire our prayers.
sus tells ns to pray to ‘‘the Lord of
the harvest, that he will send forth
laborers Into his harvest.” (Matthew
lx, 38.) But it is only as we “lift up
our eyes and look on the fields and
sec
how they are white already to
harvest" and realize that ‘‘the harvest
truly Is plenteous, but the laborers are
few" that we will have either the disus

to

or ability to pray.
That we may become acquainted
with the foreign mission work of our
denomination In such a way as to appreciate the sacrifices made and the
real Influence of the missionaries on
the field we need to seek general information as to the conditions and customs in the different countries in
which our denomination has become
actively interested. This can be accomplished In mission study classes
and by reading everything that will
give information as to the people and
customs In the lands occupied.
Reading the lives of missionaries is

position

exceedingly helpful.

Probably nothing
is more effective in awakening interest and giving a clear and definite conception of mission work and in stimulating to earnest prayer than an acquaintance with the biographies of
those who have gone forth in obedience
Vivid picto the great commission.
tures are impressed upon us which
cannot entirely fade away. Such books
enlarge our vision and warm our heart,
making us stronger men and women
for the work at home.
Our denominational missionary literature should be faithfully and prayerfully read. Every home should have
on the table such denominational publications as will build up and maintain
interest in the different foreign mission fields, and these magazines or papers should be read and the interesting items should be talked over in the
family circle. The advantages of such
nn acquaintance with the foreign missions of our denomination will appear
in more earnest prayer, more liberal
giving and a real interest and enjoyment in a line of reading and study
that was never before appreciated.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Ps. xlviil, 12-14: lxvii, 1. 2: cv,
1, 2: Isa. ill. 1-7; Nah. 1, 15;
Matt. x. 1-8; Acts i, 1-8; XtU. 1-3;
xiv, 21-28; Rom. x, 14, 15; Rev.
xxil. 17.

Be Helpful.
The fellowship of the primitive
church was one of its most helpful feaIts absence from our present
tures.
day church life Is one of our greatest
weaknesses.
Poor indeed must that Christian be
who cannot find some place in the
modern church where he can be helpful.
What a field the Sunday school and
society of Christian Endeavor offer!
How the prayer meeting cries out
for the expression of this spirit and
how Stephen and Dorcas could he multiplied in the gracious ministry of the
church to those that are in need!
Yes, let ns write large over the individual life, the home and the church
these meaningful words. “Be helpful.”
—William Shaw in Christian Endeavor
World.

Trusting.
X recently met two young lady missionaries 1,000 miles from home in one
of our island possessions.
Scarce a
handful of people speak their native
tongue. The work they do must show
slow returns.
They have few to counsel with and fewer to speak an encouraging word. Yet I found them '■
sunny, optimistic and in love with
their work. They were Christian Endeavor trained, and they have well t
learned the lesson of the pledge,;
"Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for
strength.”—John K. Clements.

BY

KDITRD

**

and

Build thou a solid wall
Of faith around to-day.
With sweet old sontrs of:
“Trusting all the way."
“Nearer, my God, to Thee.”
More love 1 pray,”
“1 know in whom IJhave believed/'
“Follow on” and “Some g-lad day ".
Build a little fence of trust
Around to-day. with loving words.
“I’m with you all the way.”
“Let not your heart be troubled,"
“Thy strength is as thy day,"
“Thou who dost mourn. I’ll comfort thee,”
‘’Be of jood cheer; I am the way,”
“Whoever wi'L may come to-day.**
s. c. s.
For the M. B. column with loving greet-

ings.

_

M. B. Friend*:
In the days of formality, before ^the
modern familiarity, letters were usually
begun: “Respected Sir;” later it developed
to “Dear Sir”; whatever the manner or
mode of address, all was simply a matter
ol form. But, no matter how many scores
of times 1 have addressed you as above, 1
Dear

write it without

never

a

comprehensive

thought which takes you all in.
sweep
It is w hat I like to call you best.
of

Tbit column it deeded to tb> Or»nf*. *»to the intp* of Hnocock county.
The column It open to nil tringer* lor the
dticuulonol topic* of general intrrett. tnd
tor report* of fringe meeting*. -dtkr letter*
All comronnlcntloni mutt
thort tnd conclte
he elgned. but otme* till not be printed elcept by ptrmlttlnn of (hr writer. All communiention* will be tubject to tpprevtl by
the editor, but non* will be rejected without
good

loomed

some

letters

which will

To all M. B-’t* I send a loving Easter greeting and hope all those who have been called
to stay in the house this cold winter, may be
able to get out that day, and aa the warm,
springlike days come, feel better each day. I
was glad to read in a paper that Ah was able
to be out to her place of duty.
1 want to tell yon bow 8. 8. makes her pudding sauce, for we do eajoy it, and think
others will. too.
Two teaspoons flour blended with cold
water until smooth, then pour boiling water
to a cream-like thickneas. boil juat a
minute
or so, then add nearly a cup of sugar, grated
nutmeg, small piece butter and aet where it
will simmer, not boil. When ready for the
table, add one teaspoon vinegar.
Don't waste your time in longing
For bright, impossible things
Don’t set supinely yearning
For the swiftness of angels’ wings.
Don't spurn.to be a rushlight.
Because you are not a star.
But brighten some bit of darkness
By shining Just where you are.

Halurtitr.

LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
Elliston, Va.—“ I feci it my duty to express my thanks to you and vour
I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been conI could not do my
fined in bed over one third of my time for ten months.
housework and had
spells so that my husband could not leave me
fainting
alone for five minutes at a time.
“Now I owe my health to Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a suffering woman I want to tell her what
these medicines have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
them.*’—Mrs. Robkbt Blank ass mp, Elliston. Montgomery Co., Va.

great medicine.

LETTER FROM LOUISIANA
New Orleans. La.—“I was passing through the Change of Life and before I took Lydia E. Pink ham a Vegetable Compound I was troubled with
hot flashes, weak and dizzy feelings, backache and irregularities. I would
get up in the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
“Since I hare Wen taking your Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all
Mrs. Gaston
right. Your medicines are worth their weight in gold."
Blonpkau, 1541 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La.
—

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.
Wauchula, Fla.—“Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my symptoms. headache, backache, bearing-down, and discomfort in walking, caused
by female troubles.
“I got two bottles of Lydia E Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound and a

Sanative Wash and that was all I used to make me a well woman.
“1 am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
But I started
not taken your remedies, I would have been a great sufferer.
in time with the right medicine and got well. It did not cost very much
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
your remedies than have a doctor."—Mrs. Mattie Uodnot, Boa 406, Wauchula, Florida.

There is need of the tiniest candle,
At well aa the garish sun.
The humblest deed is ennobled.
When it is worthily ckme.
You may never be called to brighten
The darkened regions afar.
6o fill for the day your mission
By shining just where you are.
Dear M. fl.’s:
Now, have |I not kept still quite a spell?
Have had a fine winter, done lots of work,
made two large rugs, had lots of business and
some company.
Have not hired a washing
done since the first of December. Now, don’t
you all think me smart, for it has beeu a
habit with me for years to hire my washing
done, but that hot water all ready to start
with has beeu the one great thing. Have not
had to say to some one: “Please get me some
Well, March is here

and

soon

we

ahall be

watching the doings of that extra session of
the Maine legislature that is to go down in
history for its doings. Let it be as it will; Ve
women must begin to look into things, as the
inclined

share the
public burdens. Are they getting tired of the
heavy load and want us to lay the blame
upon when things don’t go right? Never
mind what it is; the day is near at hand when
the women of Maine will be styled as citizens
1 was glad to learn that our town took an
informal vote in favor of a subject which has
been my hobby for years; that is, to havejhe
Slate take charge of our unfortunates that
are styled paupers.
What a saving of lawsuits between towns to see which shall care
for a pauper! Who of us but had rather go to
a good country home than to have two towns
at law about us?
Then the harden for caring
for the poor will be more equally divided,
scattered all over the State. Besides that, we
all know of cases where people will look out
better for old age than aome do now. I expect to see the matter come up in next winter's legislature.
Busan and Aunt 8ue have so ably *fllled the
column through the winter that we have had
a rest from recipes, etc., not but what they
are all good.
Hope the sick sisters will all
get out with the warm days of spring. I
shall soon have to start out with my doughdish to the call of the hungry chickens, as my
better half is warming up an incubator, getting ready to fill up his empty hen-housea.
Have had some delightful letters from
members of the elau during the winter. For
all such I am thankful. Had a beautiful W
C. T. U. Willard card from the second Mrs
Day from Calais last week. Wish she would
write us about the good work there.
What a long letter, but Aunt Madge can put
part or all of it into the waste-basket if
that is not all ready full. Do, sisters, come
out this spring with the croaking of the frogs
and make yourselves heard as of old.
Dbll.
I second your invitation.
There are
men

seem

more

to let

LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.
Martinsburg. W. Ya.—“ I am glad to say that Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and myself.
I have told dozens of people about it and my daughter says that when
she hears a girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take your Compound."— Mrs. Mast A. Hocuutbkbby, 712 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg, W. Va.
ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
years ago I was troubled with snch pains
and bloating every month that 1 would have to go to bed.
“A friend told me to take L^rdia 11 Pinkhara's Vegetable Compound and
I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and my
doctor approved of my taking it.
“I will be glad if my testimony will help some one whole suffering
from female weakness."-—Mrs. W. J. Blayton, 1029 Hampton Ave., Newport
News, Va.

ns

many and many whom we have not beard
from for a long time. Aunt Sue's travels
will be read with much interest this week,
and Susan’s will be continued another
week.

you

try this

Just as our train wag being transferred to the
train-ferry at Valley's, to take ua across the
northern arm of Ban Francisco bay. here
called Ban Pablo bay.
Outside, the air was fresh and balmy, and
we greatly enjoyed watching the sea gulls
and the craft in the bay. Across to our left
were the Mare island navy yards, at which
place, yon remember, the battleship Oregon
built, which made the famous voyage
around Cape Horn, arriving in time to play
an important
part in the victory over the
Spaoish fleet at Santiago.
the
From
ferry termiuus a short ride brings
us to the city of Oakland, styled “the bedroom of Ban Francisco". To our surprise we
found it not only a city of handsome hutnes,
but also of many substantial business blocks
and well-appointed stores. The number of
its bauks would also indicate that it is something of a financial as well as a commercial
was

centre.

Here in Oakland we get our first sight since
leaving Minnesota of flowers in abundance.
Hedges of caiia lilies, trees instead of heliotrope plants (at least the heliotropes in some
garden shocked in at the second story window), roses and carnations, Jonquils and violets, with smilax and ivy vines climbing over
walls and fences.
We began to feel that we
had indeed reached “the land of sunshine
and flowers”.
A pleasant trolly ride brings us to the beautiful city of Berkeley, delightfully situated
on several hills topped by substantial residences. From many *of thes<‘ homes a magnificent view of the surrounding country is
obtained, and on clear days Ban Francisco
bay, even to Golden Gate, is distinctly seen,
and residents of some of these homes, on “the
mountains of dreams come true", as oue
friend calls it, claim no more gorgeous sunsets can be found in all the world.
Berkeley’s chief attraction is the University of California, which has a fine campus
and most substantial buildings.
Keturni 4 from Berkeley, we take the
ferry
to San Francisco.
One of the pleasantest
ferry ride* we have ever taken, especially in
the earl> mo ning. is that across the hay from
Oakland 0 .Han Francisco. These boats arc
immense in size; the larger of them, if loaded
to her capacity, 'carries enough people to
make a moderate-sited city.
San Francisco has always owed its commercial supremacy to its splendid harbor, situated as it is on the bay which has a length of
fifty miles and an area of over 450 square
miles with its deep-water entrance
the
famous Golden Gate. It is pleasing to note
that notwithstanding the rivalry of Seattle
and Portland, and the fact ti^at only a few
years ago it suffered the greatest calamity
that has ever befallen a modern city, it still
maintains its supremacy, not only as the
metropolis of the Pacific coast, but also the
m^st important city west of the Missouri
river.
Visitors to-day going up Market street and
—

reliable

this devastation.
The traveler is filled with admiration for a
people of such unrivalled courage and Indomitable will—worthy successors to the old
-4»era—who could from such utter wreck and
desolation, in so short a time, produce so
thorough and complete a modern city.
In size and value the new buildings generally exceed their predecessors. Over fJOO,.
000.000 have been expended on them, and owing to this complete reconstruction. San
Francisco is equalled by few cities in possessing office and business buildings of the most
modern type.
We especially admired the
postoffice and courthouse which withstood
the fire, but has since undergone repairs. The
architecture is Italian renaissance, and contains m< st exquisite specimens of Italian.
Maryland and Tennessee marble.
uerr artseveral
magnincent hotel*—the
Palace. Ht. Francis and the Fairmont. The
parka of the city are extensive—Golden Gate
of about 1.014 acrea. the ftovernment
presidio.

Sutro Heights, the private grounds of a noted
pioneer, Adolph Sutro and the Sujro Baths,
floe, enclosed baths and winter gardens, all
open to the public. While watching the
bathers and enjoying the wealth of
flowers, it
is hard

to

realize it is winter weather back in

Minneapolis and Maine.
Nor did we forget that old|landmark of Han
Francisco's early history, the old Francescan
mission, popularly known as Mission Dolores,
nearly in the centre of the city and easily
reached.

And here

learn much about the
coming exposition uf;i91&—that great Panama
exposition to commemorate the completion of
the most stupendous work ever
performed by
we

No belter Illustration of the faith of

a

peo-

ple in their city is needed thsn this, that the
citizens of Sin Franciso have pledged lift.Ouo,OUO for this great
enterprise.
California has so many places of interest 1
save the patience of Aunt
.Madge and
my renders and say nothing more about Han
Francisco, but now (Feb. 9) bid you “good
night” to say “good morniug” in sunny Los
Acnt Hck.
must

GOLDEN THOUGHT.

Grow old with me,
The best is yet to be,
The last of life for which the first
Our times are in his hand.
Who saith, “A whole I planned.
Youth shows but half: Trust
God; see all, nor be afraid.
—Robert

was

made.

Browning.

“Does your wife boss you?” “I wouldn’t
pat it tbst way. I also bare two daughters, you know. I work under a commission form of government.”

Imcm
Call to order. music
Conferring fifth decree
Paper. Home training of children for
character building.Jennie Whitmore
Diacussion of wrof topic
Program of host’grange
Closing

Francisco, Feb. 8—After a good night's
found ourselves ready for the day,

Glorious News
comes from Dr. J. T. Curtiss, Dwight, Kan.
He writes: “I not only have cured bad cases
of eczema in my patients with Electric Bitters, but also cured myseif by them of the
same disease.
1 feel sure they will benefit
any case of eczema.” This shows what thousands have proved, that Electric Bitters is a
most effective blood purifier. It’s an excellent
remedy for eczema, tetter, salt rheum, ulcers,
boils and running sores. It stimulates liver,
kidneys and bowels, expels poisons, helps digestion. builds up the strength. Price 80 cts.
satisfaction guaranteed by all druggists.

*”

**•

£

Music
Fifth degree

Music
Address

SUu

...

Nssirr

SOUTH OOULHBRoro.
Mr». Freeman, ot
Milbridge, j,
Mr*. Nettie Hunker,

tlof

Will Cook and wile bars
been vint
",a*
relatives in Ashville.
Kdmond Hooper and William
FW01U
™“
in Uonldaboro tor a short
time

are

Mrs, Fannie Sargent, who k«»

es&K* ^ot-

Mrs. lieorge Jacobs, who h«.
's
Ibis winter, is here f„r « f.«
rt
Mn>
preparing to move to Bangor.
Murch Sullivan had tbc

Hangor

mlstorw*

wid^ST* b,‘

While climbing trees
Mein.
Hanna sustained a fall which
him unconscious tor a while.
n0

IFridav,

were

render.!
^

broken.

Miss
JessieJ Hunker, s trained eam
who bas had cases in West
is with her urole f f
Sargent, lor s abort visit before n
to Boston.

Sullinn,2

Prospect Harbor,

tarni£

March 25.

„

__

SfttrntEnntms

Brook I in granre held it* regular meeting March 19; twenty-fire present. A*
the lecturer was absent, no program was
presented. One candidate was elected to

membership.
tao, «rm.
rhe regular meeting of Arbutus grange
Alter business, a Ion*
w as held March 22.
The lecturer
recess was (riven for irainea.
ABBirrrs,

being abaent, no program
There were twenty-eight

BAT VIEW,
ing to bad

Ow

Cough
and Colds

presented.

was

mem tier*

ent and three viaitora from bat

You could not please

pres

about

387. SA1.MBCBY OOVB.
w eather, only about fifty

enjoyed

were

at

then railed to order

recess.

by

Master

chitis. Thousands

Stearns, and an interesting program, consisting uf current events, music and recitations. was enjoyed.
aKDowtOL, 344.

bership,

and two

applications
"
evening,

received'
the older

presented a fine program of readings, singing, conundrums, old sayings,
dialogue and an original poem by Sisttr
Clara Cole. Neat Friday
evening the
“young folks" will give the entertainment.
_

Mot'icTAis vikw, «m. wmrr bdkv.
At the regular meeting Friday evening,
the third degree was conferred on eight
candidates. The leader of the men's aide,
I-aw rence Higgins, presented a pleasing
program. Tha men were declared winners in the contest.
Next Friday evening
there wiil be work in the fourth degree,
and a harvest feast.
or SUM A.V,

371, OorLMBOBO.
was
night
observed at
Cushman grange March 30, with
twentyseven members and visitors from Greenwood and Uncoin granges present. Program:
Headings. John Whitaker, Gilbert
Moore, Kenneth Tracy; original poem
John Perry; readings, Alvsh Dyer, Ira'
Guptill, Ira Ubby, Frank Guptill. LunchGentlemen's

eon was

served

by

Charles

Tracy

and Am-

Young.

MAMAPAQUA, 477, aolTH BMJEU1LL.
regular meeting of Massapaqua
grange was held March 21; thirty-five
present, including visitors from Hrooklin,
Harborside and Norm Sedgwick. Program:
Headings, Julia Sylvester, Vletla
DuBy; conundrums and quotations; song
Nonie Colson; recitation, Leroy
Flye;
question: “Which has the more influence
on a child,
parentage or environment?"
The

3R9, NORTH Kurt WORTH.
There was a good attendance al the
meeting of Nicolin grange March 16. The
first and second degrees were conferred on
NICOUJC,

The grange will have a
May 1, with music by Higgins'
of liar Harbor.
one.

r-

families
always keep it in the house.
The approval of their physician and the experience of
many years have given them
great confidence in this
standard cough medicine.
Sold for seventy years.

Orange
Harry

March 22 a regular meeting was held;
fifty members and all officers but one in
attendance. Two were elected to mem-

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

for coughs, colds.cn,up. hr,

present at the grange Wednesday
evening. The third and fourth degrees
were
worked. After buaineaa, refreshments were served by the lady officers.
Uamea

bel-

us

ter than to ask your doctor

Hluehtll.

were

brose

Hsrmlo,

question tor general
dtaeuastoa
«r. .hooid a good
uke „

BBOOKLIH ,* 251.

oi

Any good doctor will teil you that a medicine like Aver’* Coerry Pevtoral cannst
do iti beet work if ths boacis ire co*>
•tipired. Ask your doctor if he taoai
anything better than Ayer’* i » forcorreefing this sluggishness of the liver.
by

ia«

c. Area co

DOM’T

km»

Lo««

BE BAM).

Nearly Any

One MiyJHfcurr a Splendid tirowth of IIm1 r.
We have a rvmedy| tbit ha* aided to
grow hair and prevented baldnes* in 3
out of 100

case*

direction*

for

where
a

according

used

to

length of

reasonable

That may Mem like a strong »tateis, and we mean it to be, and do
one abould doubt it
until they have pat
our claim* to an actualitest.
Hair
We are ao certain* Krxail
Tonic will cure dandruff, prevent baldness, stimulate the scalp |and iiair roott,
stop falling hair and grow new hair, that
we personally give our
poaitive guarantee
to refund every (enny paidiu* for it 10
time.

roent—it

every instance where it docs not give
tire satisfaction to the user.

Hexall **W3! Hair Tome is

as

spring'water % It
fully perfumed, and does n>

use as

clear

en-

5v*ant to
flight.:r<

.1*

or

'• |I ®*
Two sixes, rf*
cerWith our guarantee back of 1,
*tore
tainly lake no risk. Hold only a!
—Tbe Ueull Hlore. E. O. Aloof..- cot.
opp, post office.
or

gum tbe hair.

Back.

Money
Here's Some Talk

on

S<|ii»r'

Line*.

of

i
Fifty rents; that's all, for >
MI O-liA stomach tablets that "ill
bring a smile to your dyspe; tic <mUrn
tenance ten minutes after t‘
■

dose.
And G. A. l’archer states that if
May ball. MI O-XA doesn't end the n i-'if
orchestra, indigestion or banish stomach ilistres*
of any kind, you cau have your uiuutf
back.

This guarantee applies to tlie i> s'*ing ailments: Gas, acidity, he.ivii.essdistress after eating, fermeii'-tiok
belching. >ourin the chairs,
Kaymond Cunningham as heartburn, waterbrash,
biliousness,
ness, pain in stomach,
master. The older members
furnished
dizziness, nervousness, sleeplessness,
the program. It was an
interesting meet- bad dreams, nightsweats, headachA
ing.
constipation, des|>oiideiicy, til> .iting.
At the next
meeting, March 30, the foul breath, coated tongue, sea or car
young people will fill the chain, and tnr- sickness, morning sickness.
niah the
Fifty cents a bo* for MI-0>A
program, instead of on April 6.
The brown-tail moth
stomach tablets at G. A. I’arclier»
contest will close
and druggist* everywhere.
March 30.
BABVBBT HOME,

40Q. wmrr ELIS* WORTH.
Harvest Home grange held Ha
regular
meeting March 23, with the young
people

HIGHLAND, 3tM, NOKTH PENOBSCOT.
met March 22;
lortymember, and eight ri.itora
prewnt.

Highland grange

Watch Your

nine

Supper

was

Hair, Ladies.

.erred at recess.

Penobscot, 240.
Penobscot grange held a regular
meeting
March 22; thirty
prewnt, including one
vi.itor. The maater
being abwnt, the
chair was Btled
by Put Ma»ter Leach*
One application was
presented
The
trea.urer-elect, A. W. Perkim, ,u ta.
•tailed.

rest we

Christian Endeavor Is Missionary.
To have a live interest in missions is
the ideal of one Christian Endeavor so!
ciety, which makes its power feit in
the church by Ita gifts to missions, i
This society goes to the mission fields j
When you have rheumatism in you foot
through its gift, and It grows at home
in nnmhers and strength. A living so or instep, apply Chamberlain’s Liniment
and you will get quick relief
It costs but
defy is a giving societySarah X Me- a quarter. Why suffer? For sale by all
dealers.
Creery.

BttliMM
Hr port* of granges
Topic: Thr farm ft* a buslneas^proposl.
tioo: as ft place of business; M» home;
»• fttt iubrri tamer.H J Hftrrinaftn,
Fannie LlUie

members

remembering that during the earthquake and
destructive fire of 19«k the buMdings ‘on both
sides of it and adjoining areas <a total of Ml
city blocks, or 2.000 acres) were reduced to
ruin, are astonished to find so few signs of

AUNT SUB IN CALIFORNIA.

San

Opening eifrci*«
Addrea* of welcome.Freemen Hmltta
Hetpoate.J W.Eldridg*

ft being "old folks*

remedy?

'*DlT»r.l«ed

CUiltaUon".*

HAitoocK rostoitA. ia

Following it ibe program for the meeting of Hancock l*on on* grange with
Veron* grange. April 6:

was

Newport News,Va-—“About five

P»p»r

March SO- Meeting of Cliwn
with i’tmol* (frtnfe,

Baekapoit.

'pi'

Response...

1*001011*

Tuctday, April 6-Meeting of Hancock
i’oBion* grange with Verona grange,

a.,"

Opening exercises
Address of welcome.

Question bo*
Closing in form

Hancock.

positive

Why don’t

__

Mountain

and reliable proof that a certain
had
cured
remedy
many cases of female ills, wouldn't any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble.
Here are five letters from southern women which prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

When shown

reteon.

PATH*.

package of
Here you have
do you all good.

with Patnola grange,
lUocock
March 30:

^rangrr*

prettily

Hopeful.-1

The peipowi of this column are succinctly
Mated In the title and motto—It 1* for the mutual
benefit, and atwis t»» be helpful and hopeful
Being f<*r the com .non good. It Is f*r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for thelnterchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communication* must be signed, but the name of
writer win not be printed except by pornlsson
Communications win be subject to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The AMEBICsh.
KUsworih. Me.

thr

3mong

MADflt"

AUWT

“Helpful

e tn.tit

At the next
meeting there wlU be work
the first and second

Eternal Vigilance Is the Price of bUI*
uriant and Radiant Hair.

If dandruff germs are devouring tlj*
n
nourishment that belong to the hair
will soon begin to fail. Furthermore,
it will lose its life and lustra and ww
become dull, faded and even ions

slovenly.

If you have any Bigns of dauaruu
degrees. The you ought to go right to your druggiy
brown-tail moth contest will dose
A#
April 12. to-day and get a bottle of PARIS!
SAGE. This delightful and refreshFollowing i. the program lor the meet- ing hair tonic is guaranteed by
mg 01 Ureen MonnUin Pomona
«>«*“
grange Parcher to kill dandruff germs,
the head of filthy dandruff, stop
»<>“•*«'» Mi... a
ing hair and itching scalp or nmne....
hfipk
A nH
if Jnita in at whftt
.19
back.
And
it does just
it*
guaranteed to do and that’s why
in

LIPTON S TEA

sales are so enormous

s?

& anal

over.

the

country
,
—

PARISIAN SAGE is the

vorite of refined women,
proves its superiority.

One

faff-

bottle

£om«ponotnrc.

fltrticrUwmmte

KLLSWOKTH

MAKKKTS

is

<afibrrtf»muiu».

rapidly

nearing completion. Each
finds the crew diminishing.
The
cottage will be ready for occupancy by
May 15.
March 25.
H.
week

A RuK(e»tlon and An Offer.
Los ANOKLSS, Cal., Feb. 29,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
Several weeks ago an able article on
corn
culture was
published in The
American. I fully agreo with the writer

Deeds Not Words.
p|,w»rth

People Have Absolute

proof of Deeds

It

»

that

become

profitable crop.
Twenty-five years

not words but deeds that prove true

that

ago it
Minnesota

southern

busi-

a

very

thought

was

far

too

was

north to admit of the successful production of corn, but to-day Minnesota produces millions of bushels, and in fact

of Doan'a Kidney Pills,
fi,,. deeds
!\,r Kits worth kidney sufferers,
local reputation,
II,VC made their
lies in the testimony of Kllswortn

splendid yields
treme north,
boundary line.

proof

The

have been made in the
to

close

ex-

Manitoba

the

have tteed cured to stay
1- Fraatar, Hancock Hi., EllsMe, saye: “'lime lias not altered
wr;i
for Doan's Kidney Pills,
OT „ k>t, rrtrard
them the best kidney
god i still consider
market. The cure they
uedi.Miienn the
Vr.Bur

writer

the

dent to

proven that, acre for acre, under like conditions, dent is a much heavier yielder
than flint, and bushel for bushel, the dent

has been permanent.”
efjei ;r,t in my case
above statement on
Mr Frasier gave the
ills former endorsement
,oeu,. 7, i#lt.
Kidney Pills, given on February
“I was annoyed
was as follows:
9 |.«i
in my back. 1
by sharp, shooting pains
mid tittle attention to the trouble at first,
thinking it would go away as mysteriously
„gcame, but instead of getting better I
back felt at times as if it
grew worse. My
at night, after a bird
wrrr I r ken, and
work, I could not sit still. The
dn,
trouble «»• »t Its height when I began
taking team’s Kidney Pills, which were
procured lor me at Moore's Drug Store.
Tbe flr*t few doses of this remedy made an
improvement. Continued use cured me."
For sale by all dealers. Price SO cents.
Foster-.Htlburn Co., buffalo, New York,
•ole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's-and take

produces

jlllo*:.

better

flint

results than

when

fed to stock.

reply

In

to letters asking about the
of the two Kinds, corn experts of
the agricultural colleges of Minneapolis
and North Dakota agree that the dent
varieties are easily the most popular varieties grown in the United .States, not
only on account of their larger average
yield, but because they are more easily
digested than the flintvproducing better
results with stock.
merits

The

days of very cheap western

corn

over; hence it is desirable for Maine
farmers to increase their acreage as well

are

their

as

yield

acre

in this most valuable

farm crops, for not even King Cotapproaches in value our three billion
bushel crop of “golden corn”.
The university farm of Minnesota has
been very successful in breeding new and
early varieties of cereals, among which is
a dent corn known as the “white cap”
dent. This seed has been planted and

of all
ton

other.

!

INTERNATIONAL 1
NEW

DICTIONARY

successfully

matured

for several seasons,

Grand Rapids, Minn., and
to the northern limit of North Dakota.

as

far north

as

order to prove it the Minnesota
experts have been sending this seed
to the northern counties, where it is
planted and cultivated according to their
instruction. When ripened, men are sent
t% the different fields (or patches) to
In

farm

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only Sew unabridged dic-

tionary in many year*.
Contain* the pith and eaaeaee
of an authoritative library.
Cover* every field of knowL.
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
Sew Divided Pa fie.
2700 Page*.
400,000 Word*.
0000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable singlo volume.
Writ* for wmpto

Dairy...'.:..

.35 846
30 838

Fresh

-20

laid, per do*

the land, assist in gathering the
crop, weigh it and determine the yield
per acre.
Last season, in Aitkin
114

bushels

(seventy pounds
not

was

crop

per
to the

well

as

seventy bushels to the
are

county,

acre

not

uuusual

of

the

yield

ear

corn

bushel) and in

experimental field,

other

Vegetables.
35 Onions, lb
10
Cab sage, ft
21
Beets, Tb

Lettuce, head

Celery, bunch,
Farsnipe. ft.

06
03

B)

35 <i 60
Oranges, do*
Cranberries, qt. 10 -j 15

Coffee—per

ft

Klo.
Mocha,

20 $28

Javs,
Tea—per ft—

88

Japan,

in

cared for

acre.

an-

which
—

the

only

Such returns

in central and

even

in

Minnesota.
Dakota and Minnesota have profited by the splendid work done by the
I'nitcd States government in the South,
where more than 50,000 boys, through
clubs, form a great army of young corn-

45 $85

Oolong,
Sugar per ft
Granulated,
Yellow, i:
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,

North

Neme this
end
we will
•end free
e tet of
Pocket

paper

growers, and have decided
way to spread the gospel

M*pe

§06
06
02
P2

ft

that

a

good

Le tuons,

80 835
16 325

d oz v

Apples, pk,
Rice, per It*

March 18.

L.

_

Cyrus Conary is poorly.

His

daughter,

Collins, is with him.
John Sawyer, of Bangor, is at I. E.
Lufkin’s for a few days.
Mrs. Hipsa betb Sovereigns, of Verona,
is the guest of her niece, Mrs. I. E. Lufkin.
March 25.

$08
20«j?5

L.

Vinegar, gal

Cracked wheat,
Oatmeal, per ft

Buckwheat, pkg

Graham,

05
04
20

04tt05
04 «o5

03

meal, ft
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Gran

06>a
oo‘y

Kerosene.

10

88$60

12

dent* and Provision

Beef, ft:
Steak,
Roasts,

Pork, ft:

Chop,

25335
151)25
06«12

Corned,

Veal
Steak,
Roasts,
Lamb:

Ham. per ft
Shoulder.
Bacon,
Salt.

25
15 $13

1 15

Lard,

factory opened Thursday.
Mrs. Fred Sylvester is visiting her parents at South Brpoksville.
Mrs.

Hattie

Brooklin,

are

Tyler

the

and wife.

and
children, of
guests of Hollis Eaton

Hollis Eaton and family, who have been
visiting Mrs. Eaton’s parents at North
Sedgwick, are home.
Miss Alice Eaton is visiting her brother
16$18
22 3*25
William in Boston. She will visit friends
12 315
in New York before returning borne.
25 a28 i
March 18.
C.
12 $13!
13

50

Cod,

08

LAW SBOABDIXO WEIGHTS

IS

70
76
1 85

AND MBASUKBS.

COUNTY NEWS.
MARIA VILLE.
crews are

all out of the

woods.

Edward Rankin, of Waltham, is visiting his parents.
Forrest Rankixl is visiting his mother,
Mrs. George Carr.

wife, of Holden,

Forrest Grover and

employed

at

are

Morrison farm.

the

March 18.

F.
_

spent last week in Otis
with his sister, Mrs. Daniel Young.
Albert Frost

Davis,

Fred

Sunday,

of

guest

a

Bangor,

in town

was

at the home of

flND=

—-

100

A bushel of
Liverpool emit shall weigh AO
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall weigh 70
pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order ana tit for shipping, is 60
pounds; of apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and flt for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas,
60 pounds; of corn. 56
pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots. English turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 46 pounds;
of barlev and buckwheat. 46 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

The

SUNSHINE
—

George

Scott's Emulsion

work,

power—
to

think,

throw off and keep
off disease.
Get all the sunshine
you can, and take
to

The Retailer has

Producer needs him

regularly.
you

vitality.
Be aure to get SCOTT'S—
it*a the Standard and ahoaya
the beat.

gaded by
certificate

11-19

one

were

|

Some Advice ThatXWIM gave Time
and Money.
•Strong drink and quinine may relieve a cold, but it usually does more
harm than good.
if»s**~—
To break up a hard coldun either
head or chest thousands are'using this
sensible treatment.
First of all look after your bowels:
If they need attention, use
any reliable
cathartic.
Then pour a scant teaSDeonf.il of UYOMEI into a bowl
of boiling water, cover head and bowl
with a towel and breathe for 5 or 10
the pleasant, soothing, healing vapor.
I>o this just before going to bed;
your head will feel fine and clear and
you'll awake from a refreshing sleep
minus a cold in the morning.
r or
colds, coughs, catarrh, asthma
and croup HYOMKI is
guaranteed.
A fifty cent bottle is all
you need to
break up a cold and this can be obtained at G. A. Parcher’s .and drug-

jnlmites

gists everywhere.

PATENTS
Send modal. I
___-1 frwr report. I
how u> obuuu rwUamU.
--obum
tni
pmmU. trad«
marhi, I
IH ALL COUNTRIES.
Wfft uilk H asti^lat urn (MS

P^UJ?SMR?.?15K!!3K£
9

?*■****»«**■
«

awi/ 0/fM /4c putfnl.
and lnfrW*m«iit Practice

^teftt
r‘t«
J«

or oooa

iin Him.

to

tu

«jp

at

IlliwWy.
_

sum

um htat OB *.

WASHINGTON, 0. C.

|

It is claimed by many of the ablest
in

our

will
it is

land that in

consume
more

importers

;

all of

a

few years

our

our

men

people

food products, and

Nickerson.

The

of the

Pearl

McCrae

is

spending

a

week at

backing

up the
who make the

big forces

toward

a

goods? If so, you are
New England progress.

Pilgrim Publicity

Fred Driscoll and wife spent part of last
Franklin.

Association

Communications Will Be Very Welcome.

week in

Stinson

is

to attend

high

THE TRADE EXTENTION COMMITTEE.

home from

P>«-

The best prize

school.

Bertha Eddy is in a critical condition. Her mother and sister, Mrs. Frank
Babbidge, are with her.

u.i

Mrs.

Atwood has moved his family
Northeart Harbor, where they
have spent part of the winter.
Capt. C. L. Lynam, who has spent sevE.

A.

home from

eral weeks at his home here left

Thursday

vessel, the Puritan, for Portland.
A game of baseball, the first of the sea-

in his

He will
say you have a

a

is

for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
pastry will be a marvel of delicacy—yourmuffins.roilsand bread
light, tender and wholesome.

William
Tell Flour

LOWELL

profitable

ANIMAL

crop

good dinner if you serve
a piece of flaky-crusted pie

It is also an economy—William
occupations.
Tell Flour goes farthest.
I notice, by a recent copy of The Ameri- son, was
played here Saturday between
Order today.
(12)
can, that the Merchant#’ association of the senior and junior teams.
Score, 23-18
has
an
agricultural
city
appointed
your
in favor of the juniors.
committee. This committee can surely do
M.
March 25.
effective work by arranging to organize
clubs
in
committee
disthe
school
SEAWALL.
boys’
tricts, in which clubs several towns may
John P. Mooney, a travelling salesman
be included, If desirable. Potatoes as well wan here (or a short visit with his father,
D. 8. Mooney, last week.
is grain could be included in the plan of
J. 8. Moore had a bad ill turn last week,
growth.
is still quite weak. His granddaughHlftilCUMH, 14 A Y NK.H A CO.,
Tbe offering of prize* stimulates the and
Isa bell Dolliver, came home from
Klitworth Falls,
ter,
boys in this work, and I am aura tbe busi- school on account of his illness.
neaa men of Hllswortb will readily raiae
The people of Seawall and Manset got
THINK THIS OVER.
tbe amount needed; $150 ought to suffice. quite a scare last week, the day of the
Toward such a aum, for ao worthy an ob- heavy northwest blow, when Capt. Peter Thin Offer Shonld Gaia the ConfiBenson and George Dolliver went out in
ject, I will gladly pay $10, and it will also the sloop Spray fishing, and did not get
dence of the Most Skeptical.
me
to
contribute
to
tbe
pleaaure
Boys' back until the next noon. All thought
give
We pay for all the medicine used during
tbe white cap they had been blown off, but they were all the
corn club one bushel of
trial, if our remedy fails to completely
dent rt (erred to above.
snug under the lee of Duck island, with
relieve you of constipation. We take all
Bucceae to tbe Boys’ corn clnb of Han- provisions given them by Keeper Gray.
They rescued a man from Bass Harbor the risk. You are not obligated to us in
C. P. DeLaittre.
cock county!
whose motor was disabled, and left him in any
way whatever, if you accept our offer.
sight of home the next morning when That’s a
mighty broad statement, but we
came in.
He would have had a hard
they
Useful
A
Could anything
Occupation.
mean every word of it.
night if they had not picked him up.
Tbe
;
Lord Lufflngham (warmly)
be more fair for you?
Dolly.
March 25.
hare
ns
noon
will
|
commoner*
wsted
bis
A most scientific, common-sense treat•ut of business entirely, bah Jove!
ment is Rexell Orderlies, which are eaten
INDIAN POINT.
bah
Lord
Wbat?
Pnnlelgh—Ya-as.
like candy. Tneir active principle is a reMrs. Ann Higgins is spending a few
Jove! We’!! soon—ha. ha, ha—be nothcent scientific discovery that is ordorless,
with her son at Bar Harbor.
days
knowl—
ing but recreation peers, y1
colorless, and tasteless; very pronounced,
T. C. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, spent Sunin
Puck.
action, and
gentle, and pleasant
day at Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
particularly agreeable in every way. This
a
Gratitude.
has
been
diarrhoea
spending
Capt. L. li. Walls
ingredient does not cause
Mrs. Gringo—Steve, why do you ap- few days with relatives in Bar Harbor.
nausea, flatulence griping, or other inconclarinet
wretched
that
player?
are
particuplaud
Carlton, little son of J. H. Haynes venience. Rexall Orderlies
Gringo—I applauded him because be and wife, who has been ill of pneumonia, larly good for children, aged and deliTribune.
cate persous.
quit playing.—Chicago
is rapidly Improving.
If you suffer from chronic or habitual
The new Bowiher cottage at High Head
Seasonable Inquiry.
constipation, or the associate or dependent chronic ailment, we urge you to try
Business Manager (to applicant for
To Mothers—And Others.
Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Remember,
vacant situation)—I shall want .von to
.Salve
to
cure
You can use Bucklen’s'Arnica
be partly Indoors and partly outdoors. children of eczema, rashes, tetter, dialings, you can get them in Ellsworth only at
am crusted humors, as well as their acscaly
Blmpleton-Yes, sir. But wbat will cidental injuries cuts, burns, bruises, etc., our store. 12 tablets, 10 cents; 36 tablets,
safety. Nothing else heals so 25 cents; 80 tablets, 50 cents. Sold only at
happen to me if the door slams?—Lon- with perfect
For hoi's, ulcers, old, running or our store
E. G.
The Rexall Store.
don Telegrapb
ever sores or piles it has no equal- 25 cts. at
all druggists.
Moore, cor. opp. posioffice.
of

put out repractically guarantee
claims and the reputation

consumer as

It is the aim of the Pilgrim Publicity Association to forward
BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
way possible. Facts and statistics relating to New England business
or New England conditions will help.

home.

short stay.
Misses Winifred Driscoll and Lena and
lua Jordan have returned to Bar Harbor

according to modern methods, and this
not only aids and encourages them to seloot farming as their occupation, but
1I
makes the State richer by increasing the
number who follow this most important

if

Trade Extension Talk-No. <>, Series of 1912.

cry of “back to the farm”, now heard in
the laud, is generally heeded by our peo-

the best way to obtain the latter is to interest thejfarmers’ boys in tilling the soil

powerful boomerang

Boston

SEAL HARBOR.

Miss Barbara
likely we shall become
these necessities, (unless the Kent’s Hill for a

Maine, like Minnesota, needs more intensive farming, as well as imore I farmers.
It has been conclusively proven that about

a

is every statement you

the

men

Hartie Black and

than

of

if true, and

action,

Retailer,

Mr.

energetic youngsters will be enlisted under the 1mtiner of “the tasseled corn” the

tion.

Up Cold.

prestige.

push the sale of certain definite articles.
strays from the path of business wisdom, it

purchaser is pretty wise these days.
looking for two things: (1) Goods which he
knows are good.
(National Advertising in Newshis
papers, Magazines, etc., had educated him and
low
a
at
as
customers on this point.)
(2) Goods
price as possible consistent with quality.

—

To Break

own

The retail

here, has returned to his home in Bangor,

and
Roosevelt “the most honorable”,
should be the most sought-after occupa-

daily wants.
steadily to accomplish

He is

accompanied by Harry

coming season. They are sure to produce
results aud, what is of more importance,
will become interested in modern agriculture and decide to make that calling a lifecalled by ex-Preaident
work
a work

his

supply

not true.

It will give

Miss Myrtle Parsons
Wednesday, March 20, at
Ellsworth. In the evening a lively serenade was given them. A fine treat aw aited
the serenaders.
All unite in congratulations to the popular bride and groom.
March 25.
S.

The

The Con-

distributor.

To

call to

strength, flesh and

married

permanent place.

a

To maintain and increase his

If he

few weeks

a

in Busi-

is apt to be because he sometimes forgets Prestige
in his eagerness for definite sale—sacrificing the
greater thing for the lesser.
“Worth $9.00; now on sale for $4.50” is a strong

of
better crops is to form boys’ clubs. So
many thousands of these wide-awake,
and

as

a

The Retailer advertises
two definite results:

of the

more

needs him to

important place

a most

and it is

Economy,

ness

Scott’s Emulsion

AIX DRUGGISTS

Blanch, who has spent

shall grow in Business Prosperity—solid,
square deal prosperity. Those who sell the
best lines of goods must handle many New England products.

England

the

means

power to

Frost.
Jack

as

one

(1)
(2)

Two Great Creator*
of Energy
Energy

Business

has any more to Hay, or perhaps as much,
the American Retailer as to whether or not New

No

sumer

are

England

-THE RETAILER-

25

1

New

Benefiting

sound,

iUjocrtisstiiuntB.

08
Smelts, ft,
12£20 Clams, qt,
60
Scallops, qt,
Klonr, Orali a and K««d.
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 50 $6 50 Shorts—bag
Corn. 1001b bag
1 60
Mix feed, bag
Corn meal,bag
60
Middling8.bg
Cracked corn,
1 60

^eechamX

The direction* with every box are valuable—especially to women.
Sold everywhere. In boxes 10c., 2$c.

Plah.
Haddock,
Halibut.

nourish you and you will be strong to DO and to resist. You will feel
greater .vigor and vitality, as well as buoyant spirits—after you know and use

The

12 $18
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each

Oysters, qt,

By

timely use of BeerhanTs Pills. This famous vegetable, and always efficient
family remedy will clear your system, regulate your bowels, stimulate your
liver, tone your nerves. Your digestion will be so improved, your food w ill

SOUTH BLUE HILL.

06

$65 Rye meal,

30

northern

par.
etc.

Turnips,

last week.

Mrs.
05

Is Prevented

Master Hoyt Leach, ot East Orland, vishis grand
parents^ R. S. Leach and

wife,

Costly Sickness

is far too sure to come when your bodily strength has been undermined
by the poison of bile. Headaches, sour stomach, unpleasant breath,
nervousness, and a wish to do nothing are all signs of biliousness—signs,
too, that your system needs help. Just the right help is given and the
bodily condition which invites serious sickness

ited

Ororerie*..

measure

was

8 It
820

10 812
15

77.7.7.7.7.’

Potatoes, pk

Mrs. Susie Wiliins went to Orland last
week to visit relatives.

Serious

18y‘2U

12
13

straw

Baled

WEST SURRY.

Mrs. Ralph Collins is with her father,
.20822 Cyrus Conary, for a few (lays.

Chickens.
Fowl.
Hn>
Best loose, per ton.
Baled...

of the

flint.
Northwest, prefer
One reason is that good authority has
in

ers

Creamery per ft...

Squash,

article referred to
speaks only of flint corn (and that is no
doubt a valuable variety), but nearly all
corn experts, as well as successful farm-

cured.

noantn

Rafter.

is, and also

by careful,

not now, it may
ness-like management

A

extensively pro-

now

that, if

turrit.

no

more

Maine than it

duced In

at Home.

proplc who

should be

corn

The quote Hone below give the range of
prioee In Ellaworth:

retell

^'£eRTILIZ'ER‘
A VERY NECESSARY FACTOR
in the raising of profitable crops, is the reasonable use of
the right kind of fertilizers, not only to stimulate plant growth
and proper nourishment, but to improve the nature of the soil as well.
You are sure of such crops by using Swift’s Animal Fertilizers properly
applied. Being rich in organic matter Bone, Blood. Meat, with high
grade potash, they supply essential plant food in available forms.
—

READ THIS EVIDENCE
to raise a big onion crop, and notwithstanding the dryest
1 harvested 340 bushels on one-half acre. I used a fair amount ot
stable dressing and one-half ton of your Potato Phosphate—also my potatoes were a
I consider your
of the field.
crop, yielding a bushel from eight hills on part
'erulizer the best 1 ever used.”—A. Andhrson, Lakeville, Mass.
I used five tons of your Swift’s Potato Grower last season on 5$ acres, and got
a crop of 1600 bushels of nice i>otatoes, and naturally I ant well pleased with the
results.”—G. K. Linnbll, Stetson, Maine.
MI

started

season

for

last

spring

years,

food

Swift’s Lowell Animal Fertilizers are made for all soils and all
with
crops. Our formulas are based on fifteen years’practical experience
See our local agent, or write us
New England needs and conditions.
direct for our Valuable Crop Handbook.

no!^t«"sstreet
H. B. Moore, Ellsworth; George E. Davis, Ellsworth Falls
SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER CO.,40

—

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Halt Always
Bought
Signature of

CHICHESTER
V"

S PILLS

Hut of to
Ml H-TER n
It It Il-*
\ N l» I'UJ.H. f
td
Ec«#, Safest. A’ways K eilal/I

ill
tsA»«
■MAMONlt
yean k o own a?.

SOLD BY OfiliOOISTS IVLKYWHtRl

?u!ckly.

—

In Constant Use

1Q1 Years
What other liniment has ever undergone such
test ? For over a century

a

JOHNSON'S
QSOOVHE
has been

LINIMENT

curing Sprains, Strains, Cuts, Lameness, etc.

Its long service tells of its merit. It is the household
liniment that does not go out. 25c and 50c bottles.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston. Mass.

&f)c Ellsworth
4

Now Franklin reports an earthquake,
shock being frit there Saturday.

a

slight

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

The

Walter Pio brought to The American
office last week a butterfly found in EllsThe insect was nearly as
worth March 20.

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

lively

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
K. w. RoLLlBB, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

in summer.

as

The report that Socretary-of-the-Navy
Meyer has recommended the abandonment of the Lamoine coaling station, does
not meet with great favor in this vicinity.

tBbacrtptlon Price—#2 00

a year, 41.00 lor six
monos, 50 cents for three months. If paid
strictly In advance. #1 50, 75 an:! 30 rents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar*
rearagesare reckoned at the rate of 42 per

Malue Degtalature In
Special Scanlon.
|
special session of the Maine legisla-

Seventy-Fifth

nmuiin)

EVERY WEDNESDAY ATTERNOON

convened

ture

democratic

Wednesday. At a
evening, it was

last

in the

caucus

voted to confine the legislature to the lour
measures recommended in Governor Platsted’s message, as follows:
A resolve for an amendment to the
st it ui ion,

possible

making

a

i i jrrtiKmmt*.

another vote? Hm rifht of the
majority to role v*a» struggled ?©*
years by the Anglo-Saxons, and is one of
the dearest rights of our race. The real
reason is that the democrats are not satiefted with the result, but want the question
decided their way.
"We have heard a great deal of late
about the voice of the people, especially
asked for

STATE 8OLOK8.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

^mcritan

j
con-

|2,000,<100

PIANOS
VICTOR and

We
from the democrats.
republican#
have been taunted about being afraid to
trout the people. The democrats must be

good

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS

! deaf to the voice of the people. They
A resolve for an amendment to the con- seem to have a deaf ear turned to the
stitution, enabling the legislature to i voice of the people, and their good ear
toward Mr. Pattangall. Who ahall decide
modify the prohibitory system.
County road meetings, under the direcA bill making a new congressional ap- » when this question is decided
right?
Advertlnlrg Rates—Are reasonable and trill he
made known on application.
tion of the State highway department,
.Shall Mr. Pattangall or the gentleman
portionment.
A bill amending the election laws.
Business communications should he addressed will be held throughout the State during
from Augusta? The decision was not in
!
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
April. That in Hancock county will be
At the caucus^! the republican members accord entirely with my views, but shall
able to The Haucock Cofbtt Publuiiisi)
held at the court house in Ellsworth Sat- of the legislature Wednesday
evening, it I say it was not right? Who shall decide,
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
urday, April 20. State Highway Com- wss voted that the members of the mi- anyhow?
missioner Hardison will be in attendance.
nority party refuse to support Gov. j “U has been said that the cities want it
Tltis week’s edition of The
Piaisted’s proposition to give local option and tf>e towns do not, and that some ar~
American is 2.350 copies.
The State fish and game department has to such communities m Maine as desire it. | rangement should therefore be made
OPKXtNo SKHRIO!?.
from Hancock
whereby the cities can have it,*'said Mr.
received two petitions
invalid and
At the opening session, organization I Peters.
“This argument i
2,362 ocunty. One is from residents of Bar
Average for the year of 1911,
Harbor asking for the liberation of Hun- was perfected, the proclamation calling 1 might properly have been addressed to the
at the time of the election laat fall.
garian partridges in that vicinity. The the special session was read, and in joint peopleknew it
WEDNESDAY MARCH 27, 1912,
They
perfectly well then. The
other is from residents of East brook ask- session,. Governor Plaisted delivered au
people of this State know more than you
address
his
reasons
for
the
stating
calling
ing for a close time of four years on trout
I give* them credit for knowing, gentlemen
“Now that I’m so quickly done for, I and salmon in Molasses pond, except on special session as outlined above.
\ of the opposition.”
Mr. Peters said that, after all, the quesI wonder what I was begun for” must Tuesday and Friday of each week; also
Memorial resolutions for ex-Governor
tion was largely one of units. In some
be the wail of the democratic local that Roaring brook, a tributary to Molas- Hill were adopted, and, as a ''further mark state* the whole’state is the unit; in some,
of respect. Senate and Mouse adjourned the county, and in some the city, flood j
ses pond, be closed to all fishing for the
option bill.
men may differ in their opinion of wrbat is !
for the day.
same period.
the best plan, Mr. Peters said. He ex- j
Despite attempts to end the special ses- plained that the towns had an intescst in
Why hasn’t Senator Hanson, of
Guy C. Emerson, of Beaton, an Orland sion of the legislature within a week, it the laws in force in the cities and vice j
Waldo, fairly earned the title of the ; boy, has just been appointed chief con- will be necessary for that body to remain versa. He tbought the predecessors of the j
Jed Davis of the Maine legislature? ; sulting and directing engineer of the di- 1 in session until April 3- The administra- present legislature, who bad originally j
framed the state-wide prohibitory amendOr perhaps he’s trying to out-Varde- j rectors of the port of Boston, w ith a salary, i tion measures were all introduced Tbur- ment to the constitution, had taken this
the exact amount of which has not yet day morning, except the appoctionment into consideration.
man Vardeman.
“There is only one way in which the
been fixed, but which will be between bill, which waa in the hands of the apporconstitution can be amended —by a vote of
112,000 and fl5,000. Mr. Emerson w as su- j tionment committee, and the order that no the people,M said Mr. liters.
“I care
Elsewhere in this issue Dr. R. L.
perintendent of sewers and superinten- ! other legislation except that recom- more for the constitution and for the
Grindle, of Mt. Desert, makes some | dent of streets under Mayor Hart; civil mended in the governor's message should preservation of law than I do for the sucj
suggestions to the republicans of this ; engineer in the employ of the Boston be considered in the special session, was cess or failure of this measure. 1 don’t
believe tbe framers of tbia measure meant
will
do
well
to
which
transit commission in the construction of passed in both branches.
county,
they
to wiifnlly deceive the
people, but this, in
It was planned to ballot for a t nited effect, ia what it does. 1 have nothing to
‘read, ponder and inwardly digest”. the Washington street tunnel; superinand
to
explain
nothing
apologize for. and
tendent of streets under Mayor Hibbard, States senator Thursday morning in both
I shall vote against this measure. 1 feel
and lately consulting engineer of the houses, but it was discovered that the
reasons
will
that
my
justify themselves to I
Senator Hanson’s reference to the finance commission.
federal
that after a tbe intelligent mind.’*
statute provides
late Congressman Milliken, in the devacancy is discovered to exist in the office
bate on the local option bill may or
it cannot be
Comftponorncc.
“John E. Bunker, of Bar Harbor, who of United State* senator,
may not have been in good taste, but is clerk of courts of Hancock county and filled until the second Tuesday after the
of the legislature. Thus it will
the episode reminds one strongly of one of the
Republican Stale Convention.
bright and shining lights of convening;
Mt. Deskbt, Mb., March 25.15*12.
fable of the living ass and the dead the galaxy of stars who guide the destinies be necessary for the special session to conTo the Editor of the America*:
lion.
of the democracy of that part and weighs tinue until April 3.
There ere many reasons why men of
RUSHING BUSINESS.
in at around 275 pounds, has been at the
Things started with a rush Thursday, thoughtfulness and good understanding
Special attention is called to a com- statehouse all the week,” says Sam E. and as an indication that the
pace would should attend as delegates to the republimunication to be found on page 6 of Connor in bis legislative gossip in the
Lewiston Journal. “First he came over j be kept up, it was voted to have three ses- can fttate convention at Bangor next
this issue written by C. P. DeJ>aittre,
month.
Am this convention does not
to the State convention of Tuesday and sions a day until bills were disposed oL
] Before the two houses had
of Aitken, Minn. He makes a pracadjourned, nominate a candidate for governor, there
then he stayed around for tbe#purpo»e of ;
tical suggestion on the raising of corn
be en- is danger that the importance of its work
discussing automobile laws with the mem- j Friday, the Senate had passed to
in Maine which is well worth the con- bers of the
of twenty will not be fully appreciated by the mass
legislature. He expected to grossed by a strict party* vote
sideration of farmers, and his offer at have the new auto bill for Bar Harbor in- | to seven the local ontion amendment; the of our voters.
But 1 believe that never since the days
the close ought to be an incentive troduced at this session, but tne demo- ! House bad passed u> be engrossed the
of the Civil war have the republicans of
crate of the legislature turned him down election regulation law and similar action
to the boys.
Maine been ia a position requiring so
when they voted to consider only such upon it had been taken in the Senate; the
much earnestness of thought, loyalty of
matters as were mentioned in the gov- f redistricting bill had been reported into
FOR COUNTY OFFICES.
in both branches, the purpose and conaislency of action as at
eraor't proclamation calling the special the House and passed
good roads bond issue amendment had had the present time. And in all of our proCandidates Who Seek Nominations session. This has not discouraged Mr.
Bunker. He is going back home to Bar its two readings in the House, given two ceedings in the coming convention we
at Primaries June 17.
in mind that we
Harbor and prepare for bringing the mat- readings in the Senate and was again must keep continually
Below is a list of republican and demo- ter to the attention of the
amended in the Senate by a provision A hat are dealing with a situation which is new,
legislature of
the expenditure of the money raised and in some things very different from the
cratic candidates for nomination for 1813.”
should be divided equitably among the past.
county office, whose candidacy has so far
We are in the minority. The governPOLITICAL NOTKS.
several counties of the State.
been announced, and whose names will
The only change in congressional dis- ment is in the hands of our opponents.
C.
J.
Harmon, of Stonington, who some tricts under the new bill is the transfer And no “mere boy’s play” will get it
doubtless appear on the official ballots
time ago announced his candidacy for the
of Washington county from the fourth away from them. And a very important !
for the primary elections to be held on
democratic nomination for senator, has
to the third district, thus putting it in question to consider is how to idjust our- j
There will undoubt- withdrawn from that
Monday, June 17.
contest, and an- the district with Hancock, Somerset, Ken- selves and our work to the new situation ]
be
several
additions
to
this
list.
The
nounces
himself as the candidate for
edly
nebec and Waldo counties.
brought about by the new laws—direct
Amebican will be glad to add to it on the nomination as representative from his
The administration’s local option bill primary law and corrupt practices acts, t
notification the names of any who seek class.
Of course it is uncertain whether these
bond issue for
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rosds.

•• Main

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE,

|

St., Bar

MM

Mt.

|

1

j

j

j

failed to receive the necessary two-thirds
vote to secure its passage in the House

_

nomination,
crats.

either

republicans

or

demo-

WINTER HARBOR.

—

FOR SENATORS.

Joseph L. Smallidge

Republican.
Melvin D. Chatto.South Brooksville
J. Herbert Patten.Ear Hai bor
George A. Savage...Northeast Harbor
Democrat.
Byron H. Mayo.Southwest Harbor
Dr. C. E. Wasgatt. .Deer Isle
FOR SHERIFF.

Forrest O.

Republican.
Silaby.Amherst

Democrat.
Otha H. Jellison.Ellsworth
Burke Leach.Bucks port
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATE.

Republican.
Timothy F. Mahoney.Ellsworth

effects of

John A. Cunningham.Ellsworth
FOB COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

Republican.
Ellsworth
Henry E. Davis.
Hollis B. Estey.Ellsworth
Molbnry K Haslam.Waltham
Henry J. Joy.Ellsworth
PredB. Page.
Bucksport
Paul W. Scott.Deer Isle
John F. Wood.Bluehill

March 13, from

a

day afternoon. Rev. Ephraim Drew officiating, attended by the relatives, many
friends and citizens.
Mr. Smallidge was a son of the lata
Capt. Thomas H. and Elizabeth Smallidge,
who survives him, and with bis father followed the coasting trade until Winter
Harbor began to develop into a summer
resort, some twenty-three years ago, when
he took up the carpenter’s trade. He beskillful workman and

came a

Democrat.

died

cancer, at the age of ftltythree years and nine months. Funeral
serv ices were held at the residence on Frithe

competent

upon Grindstone Neck, chiefly in
the employ in the past few* years of the
Winter Harbor Co. and Samuel P. Wethbuilder

erell,

of

Philadelphia,

prominent

a

sum-

resident and president of the Grindstone Neck Co.
mer

Mr.

Smallidge

citizen,

a

was

highly-esteemed

a

genial and generous neighbor,

a

ed

against it

By

vote of

a

voted

to

with

non-concur

the

House.

the bill dies between the two houses.
The other three measures presented at

Thus
the

special

session

were

all

finally passed

by

both houses.
At 11.50 o'clock both branches adjourned
until 11 o'clock Tuesdayv April 2. when
they will reassemble to elect a United
States senator to fill Senator Fyre’s unexpired term.

malady

Republican.
Harry L. Crabtree...Ellsworth
Ua
George E. Googins. Bar Harbor
Fred L. Mason.Ellsworth
_t'

S.

_

«

Democrat.
Herbert!*. Graham.Bar Harbor
for treasurer.

Republican.
Boyd A. Blaisdell.Franklin
Ellsworth
Charles W. Joy.
Democrat.
Frank L. Heath.-.Ellsworth

past

during which time he underwent a critical operation by Dr. Abbey, at the Bar
Harbor hospital, and treatment at the
Massachusetts general hospital, was supplemented by the fatal illness of his
son,
Leroy C. Smallidge, his only
tuberculosis,
was seeking the advice of specialists and
taking treatment in the sanatoriums of
Maine and Massachusetts, and under the
care of his devoted
mother, was finally
brought home in an emaciated and hope*
afflicted

child, who,

Kep.

OPTION SCHEME

Peters

in

House

Debate

on

Governor's Proposition.
“I want at the outset,” said Mr. Peters,
^to make myself as popular as 1 can by

saying that 1 am not going to make a temperance speech or a long speech. I want
to say a word in behalf of the 90,000 odd
men who voted No in September last.
For

tfventy-five

with

stitution

years

we

have had in the

con-

a

now 1 did a year ago.
detrimental to the beat
interest# of the State, but 1 recognise that
the voters of the State did not agree with

hold

the

same

views

I believe that it is

me.

"Six months ago they had a
put up to them. It was so
clear that to claim they did
stand it is so absurd as to be

proposition
simple and
not

under-

purile. All

they hsd to do was to vote yes or no. 1
cannot believe that the constituency is so
lacking in intelligence that it did not unFOR RBPRBSSNTATIVRS.
derstand. We find ourselves here again
Under the apportionment by the last legislaless condition, and died on Feb. 9 last.
to meet another proposition. As 1 have
ture, there are seven representative classes in
is survived by his aged
Mr.
Smallidge
Hancock county, instead of eight, as follows:
raid the measure in the brief time availher
home
who
made
with
him,
motrber,
Class 1—Eden.
able, it seems to me there is a great deal of
whom he was most devoted,
Class 2 —Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Ded- and to
surplus language in the measure. We all
ham and Verona.
three brothers—Capt. Thomas W., of Gasrealize that the people have refused to
Class
Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora, Amof this place,
Hillard
G.
and
Jess,
tine,
herst, Otis, Mariaville, Waltham and Plantaabandon
const National
prohibition,
and three sisters—Mrs. R. M. Torrey, Mrs.
tions 8, 10, 21, 28, 88.
which is the bar to this or any other legisClass 4—Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Robert Milliken, of this place, and Mrs.
lature enacting a license law, but the
Isle au Haut, Eagle island. Hog island, Butter
of Bar Harbor.
island, Bear island, Pumpkin island and Long Edward Ober,
framers of this measure which is before us
Island plantation.
8.
March 26.
seek to nullify that constitutional proviFranklin,
Class 5— Gouldsboro, Sullivan,
sion. It is certainly not a well-framed
Hancock, Winter Harbor, Sorrento, EastWALTHAM.
brook and Townships 7 and 9.
measure which would be left in the conClass 6— Bluehill, Surry, Brooklin, PenobMrs. Zella Colby is ill of grip.
stitution. The farmer will not be proud
scot and Brooksville.
The family of Herman Jordan is suffering of it.
► Class 7—Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan’s Island, Cranberry Isles, La- from whooping cough.
"It would read that the sale of liqaor Is
moine,

Mt.

Desert Rock and

Marshall island.

Candidates in the primaries in above
classes so far announced are as follows:

Mrs. Effie Hinckley, of Huli’sJCove, visited friends here recently.
The dance

given

be the

day evening

was a

great

Class 3.
Willis A. Ricker,

rep.Castine
Claet 3.

Milton S.

Beckwith, rep.Ellsworth
Class 4.

Joseph C. Harmon, dem.Stonington
Class 6.
J J Roberts,

dem.Winte* Harbor
Class 6.

Joseph M. Hutchins, rep.Penobscot

Dr. Otis Littlefield, dem.Bluehill
Class 7.
Albert K. McBride, rep.Northeast Harbor

Forresters Mon-

success.

Arvill Jordan visited her daughter,
Mrs. Rosa Bragdon, in Franklin last week.
Mrs.

is

Miss Luvie Hasiem, of Ellsworth Falls,
visiting her parents, Koecoe Hasiem and

wife.

Mrs.

Anna

Graves,

us a

better order of

things.

of

Bangor,

is in

town, called here by the illness of her
brother’s wife, Mrs. Hollis Jordan.
H.
March 2>.

auch methods

as

will make the law

We have the direct

primary law because

there

wat» a popular demand for is.
People did not like the method of nominating candidate* by conventions because
there was a feeling that the conventions
were

manipulated

by

nominaliooa made that

politicians,
were

not

and
satis-

piece

at

in for similar treatment.
The bride wee attired in a dress

forever
the

prohibited

cities

and

in

towns.

Maine, except
(Laughter )

in
A

Sitai
”

cabinet. Nrw

cbln»

iabod • rm chair. WWeru*
» tool,, lacludlh,
»b„|
mower__
**4 1 >»■»«
H mu. K He worth

!

II

h»j

*»■

"'I*

b^U„

^ *»*,.
*«"*
ItJd.VTV

Torl.^.'.Vr
ml.

blue with ball trimming*, memaiine and
all-over lace. Sbe carried a bouquet of carMiss Ella M. Jude was the maid
nations.

honor, while the groom was attended
R. Garter, of Bangor, a cousin of
the bride.
l*romptIy at 8 o’clock tbe organist, Mias
Marion Hideout began the wedding march
and tbe bridal party entered ttoa parlor,
where the ceremony waa performed by
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, tbe single ring serwitnessed by
It was
vice being used.
relatives and a few intimate friends, w-bo
extended hearty congratulations. Out-oftown guests were Miss Maggie Hardison,
of Franklin, and Thurston Cunntnghan
and wile of Bluebill.
Tba serving of refreshments by Mrs.
Mias
James
E.
Jade and
Lynch,
a
waa
matter
of
Miaa
Rideout
unuauai interest to the guest* for tbe
reason that tbe wedding cake bad certain
tokens concealed in its delicioua interior.
To tbe dismay of the single young ladies
present, tbe ring waa found by the
minister, but as that functionary, had left
the realm of single blessedness long ago.
he evened up tbe matter by having them
draw lota, with the result that Miss Rideout now wears the ring. Sbe also received
the piece of money. The t him We

IwJ
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rut pit. to bt daltvered >1 out Irrton
tbreow.
Wt hate decided I., na,
lot "truer
5T*T
»oo4», **.* p»r rotxt
For V g. H«
cord. For Xo. «.»»-» per cor.!,
the yard «t oar factor}. All who wuh u>
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wood to bt foralahed at ttawr
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delirertd"
hi.

many wedding gifts, all of
and useful, evidencing the

SprtiAl Xeture,
Po*w*®* an4 i.'sMoa
Hons*. Ellsworth, Main*, Oftc* of c«.
tadtao. Marc % ft. 1818. hmM proposals wiS
IwitcHtwJ wt this building aatii 3 o'cioct a.
on lb* mb day of March !»il. for funU*£
•*I fu*l« Itgbu. water. lew niKrlUt&rouis^
ffHNs washing
hauling
tad
•wrinkling street* for *hla building daring
tb* 8»ctl rear ending Juct b. dtj. or *»ta
porlion of the year m» may be deemed adfte*
•bt*. Th* right to rejwat an? snd all bid* si
mnerved by »be trmnrv depart me at. (hut
W. Ttrut, Cttitodbn.

tTNlTRl>

Bangor.
LAKEWOOD,

Frank Wilbur is at work for Simon Garland.
I Jo wood Garland was hoane Hat unlay.
He has been away all winter.

Edward Garland has returned from
Brewer, where he has spent tbe winter.
Mansel Garland has finished work for
George Garland, and has returned home.
Mrs. Mary Garland Bmwrn, of Livermore Falls, came last weak to assist her
mother, Mrs. Jamas Garland, in tbe care
of Mrs. Charles Garland, who t» now
past

NimCB
is

hereby given

Mat«i
>TOTK*R
8
Bar Harbor.
low*ea

Hr*

years of age*

CA«T?|ON
1 base aaade aoapla.*»sriilon for her support,
and shatli pay no tall* eontracud b» brr
(Jaoii.a w. Be tea
Ki’aworib. March ft*. 1912

daughter

Bernice Franklin, ol KUaworth Fatti,
visited Karel McOown.lael week.

HBjfrtiAmrm.

Latin boring, oI Bar Harbor, Sfjenl
Bonday with her mother, Mre. Frauen
Mctiown.
Mr*.

A

What

of l>r.

Je.

offered

did

not

50 c«U ;»c*ai*

cmaa

fur three

pore

bail

at

thu

money if *

thought. it

be

eon,

from, tua experience

prebabfe

wit!*, other

disease*

that ha

*<*&

many packages retained.
Bam although fee baa told hundred* ol

bam

a

good

aotltaa, not

one

been Drought h*t*.

baa

Ta tbaae suffering wi*b diaaiaeas, head’
tabs, poor digest iota, eoaaiipalioD ud
straining, Dr. Howard's apariHe ofen

qaick mllfef.

It ia

aa

UaaaleaMt boon »

all who tael uncomfortable after aatil(>
and ia ttfeday the [rfi1** runner pdf1D
all the.large cities.

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES
IttfeWrOfeTN,

MAI lit

iaarahaa made amt aba!recta
amt copies furnished on share
notice, and at IUWMH **«•
orncii
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UVIUiK COMKAI r.

When U.

yee^is^aSS*

WOMAN

-he Hiacock
oBpaay, of

T HKIIBBY farMti all person-- noitiif cy
1 wlbw. Minnie £. March, on iar accout.B

Mr*. JtDDm Mcoown and
Hurl were in Bangor Friday.

/^OMPETKNT

that

Taaaram*

Maine, will not b* lUb e for »ar
occurring on o«f standing oritciei nftet

April 1, I M3 All ptruoot boldine policies it
■•id con Mtii »r* rr'jfMMt;*.!
promptly wad
them to tbe noderahuied for cancailstios.
W. B. Hla isdsl
Keceiw,
North Bnlitvan. Mm. March 111. nil

* ICOLI2*.

l.

c—'«

number UUMM.

them pretty
good will of a large number of friends.
Mrs. King is a school teacher, having
taught several terms with fine success.
Mr. King ts well known in Opubo, where
he has been employed. They left for a
short trip, after which they will reside
near

"»

nn,*S;p-

from away.

were

to the voters generally.
Tbe many friends of Boland B. Austin
But if the object sought by the new law and wife
eympethi/.e with them ia the
ia to be realised, then the mass of voters Iom ol their
youngest child, wise died
must attend the primary elections. But
Thursday night. Funeral services were
how can they be induced to do so? And held at the
home Saturday afternoee, Bev.
right at this point we axe met by this per- P. A. A. Killam
officiating.
The direct primary
plexing situation:
law makes a very large amount of work
BL'HRY.
The corrupt practices act
necessary.
Sterling Anderson ia ill.
seems to prevent any practical way of doLari A., yoangeat son ol F. 1,
And this is one of the problems
ing it.
(Jasper a
which the convention must solve by put- Ul.
Mre. Nettie Potnroy, ol Wn
ting the best kind of meu on the commitTremoat,
tees.
iain town.
But surely there will he much diference
Mra. Kagan ia U] at tbe hoaaa ol bar
aiaof opinion as to who are the beet men for
her, Mre. Klla Davis.
committee work. Boas will say: “Select
Mra C. E. Biliington, who
bean
men of experience
and practical knowlseriously Ul, ia slightly improved.
edge of how to get out voters.” Others,
Mra Stella Boss, ol Bag
will say: “Shat the old veterans up in
Harbor, spent
the barracks; man the guna wi*h raw re- a lew days last week with MraOtia Carter.
Mias Coriana Clark, o*
cruits, and march on to victory.”
Togua, who has
But it seems to me that ws should all beea visiting her paresis, Charlaa
Clack
agree that the committees should be made and wile, has returned in her woak.
up of practical men, men who have the
F.
€L
Ingalls, who spent last weak Mi
confidence of the voters generally;, and
Bcooksvttle, has retuaned home. Hs was
also the good sense to see what the comaccompanied by Bev. Mr. Palmar, ol that
mittees ought not to do. tt seems to me
place. Mr. Palmer preached m the Hslhr
that it would he a great mistake for the dial church
Tuesday evening.
commi ttees to be very active in their efMarch 25.
forts to nominate some particular set of
candidates. Many candidates are in the
n CMa section at »h
1^^V*
Guidblry t*s
than
All c^bFr diicufii nut ^wth.,
field with the feeling that the nomina- etmstrt
sad saUlthe last fee
tions are to be made by the independent
4®<iurAble. F*r a great nuoy thu« doctort
action of the voters, uninfluenced by the pronounced it a local dk««iM and ArWriSr,
local rrnjtdie#, and by
conatantlr IbHIbi
politicians or anyone else. But of course
in
where there are many candidates there
will be many defeated and disappointed COBStltutionm
trestmsut.
Hal” cStarr
men.
These men and their friends w&il be Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cbenev ITc
Toledo, Ohio, ia the
coostitutional ci
“Who defeated
asking the question:
is u*en
fit™ 10
tn11^rket*»11
internally mdoi
from
drop* to a teaapoonful.
us?” “Was it the voters acting indepenIt act*
“»*»«»«• aurfAcea
|"uc»u. surfaces
dently, or is the machine stili doing its Ihr FVHttwi ThVv» ow>
huodr^d doiw
to?Jr??,
lor
?tr
:~■ any ease It ifiiia
fait, vo
to care. Bend for
work?”
else
lara and testimonials
Much more might be written about the
F J' CH**** *
CO.. Toted
matter
of
committees.
But
this is
8old by Drugglata. Tie.
! enough to call attention to the importTai< Hall'a Family Pilla for
constipation.
ance of the subject.
Another very import-

stranger would ask: Well, where is it prohibited? And 1 would say : In the planta- ant work of the convention is the making
You will say that it of the platform.
tions and wild lands.
The platform should
; state the party’s ideals in unmistakable
provides for regulation. That is absurd.
"Talk about
majorities,’* said Mr# terms.
1 will not prolong this letter by discusPeters, "being too small, how about some
of the majorities by which we came here? sing the details of the convention’s work.
If elected by one or two votes, did we ask But I hope that the republicans of every
i for another election? My own majority town in the county will understand the
was small, and 1 didn’t want to do that.
great importance of its work, and send
been on the full delegations of their best men.
j
| If the majority last fall had
R. L. Gain DUE.
1 other side, would the democrats have

GOODS
aloctrical
Home

norsKHClU)
Sideboard,

the

came

a sue- ;

cess.

Sot Salt.

factory

LOCAL

provision which forbade the
faithful and bountiful provider in his domanufacture and sale of liqpor in Maine
George E. Davis.Ellsworth mestic affairs, and patient sufferer through
for all time. I am not one of those who
John E. Doyle.*.Ellsworth his
malignant afflictions. His .suffering believes in constitutional
HJ. Fremont Haddocks...Ellsworth
prohibition. 1
from his own
the
six months,
for cocirrv attorney.

laws will give

pretty

A

HOOPS*'KI HO.
wedding took

home of Mr. end Mra. Howard H. Hooper
when
tbe«r
last Wednesday even ink,
daughter. Gracia May, beca.i»eth* bride of
Claude Harold King, of Orono. The house
vmu in glad array Id honor of the occasion,
f be parlor being resplendent in drapery of
white with fern* and flower* arranged
The dining-room
with pleasing effect.

Sixty-four members vot- But practically the semyble course is to |
and seventh-one in its favor. recognize the change, adapt ourselves to j ninety-three
eighteen to eight the Senate it, and make earnest efforts to adopt I

Friday evening.

OBITUARY.

H KDDIXO BK&I

feTBCET.
f. t

'*■

AT HOME

Sbartband and Typewriting instruction *****
by nail by an experienced Court Btcnograp
; Typewrite r^furnUhed free. Limited °u®,
of eludenU. Write to-day. August"*1
Court HtnoiirMphrr, Hath. He.
—

WOD“n

*“*“•

•»' gene
*<Mrese B

j
!

a* ^
The only place to get bargains i*
that advertises for your trade.

store

another

annual

seventh

Lord and wife, who are visiting Amos
Blackington and wife in Attleboro.
Mrs. Samuel L. Lord, who was visiting in
Gardiner, didn’t decid to come to Boston
until last Friday, when she got her son.
Everett W. Lord, on the telephone, and
came along.
She had the good time that

REUNION

ELLSWORTH

Bio BUGOE88.

FOLKS OATH** FOB AN0,D BOMB
SOME
OLAD EVENING
, ; j HUAL
NOTES BY TAB WAY.

she

at
BoOTOS, March 28 (»peci*I>-On
Boston ia
year,
every
evening
one
hall In the
worth and Paul Revert1
seem* ao much like Hanchanic* building
fifteen year* ago, that one
cock hall of
Bllaarorth reunions aa
look* back on the
they were Joyfel dream* rather than

expected

own

seventh

Friday evening, when the eon* and
relatives
daughter* of Elleworlh and their
U*t

from other
and friend*, including many
llBncock coonty town*, gathered for the
seventh annual meeting of the Ellsworth
Reunion association, a bright Jnew moon
sred and chased away t^ic rain, the
,,
and the high winds that had spoiled
And
ill the other nights of the week.

|

utteranoea of

who bad felt it their duty to cheer
the president, by tellDP y r*. Kendrick,
would be the
ing her that her reunion

improvisation,

aacaiem.

Roosevelt, the exponent of the ‘‘square deal”,
believing him to be the choice of the common
people and the strongest man who could be
nominated.
To this end we shall bend oar first efforts to
the election of a Roosevelt delegation to
represent Ellsworth at the State and district
conventions to be held in Bangor on April 10,
No man more truly than Roosevelt has been
the President of the •‘common people” as
against the “special interests”; none more
actively the champion of the wage-earner,
thi soldier and the sailor.
We believe the seven years of his previous
marked
administration were
by greater
achievement in commercial, industrial and
agricultural progress of the couutry than any
like period
since
the constitution
was
written, while during the past three years
the country has done little more than mark
time while the legislators at Washington
were “catching up with Roosevelt”.
We recognize the precedent that gives a
President a claim for renominatiou for a
second term, but when such renomination
Jeopardizes the chances of party success, we
believe it should be swept aside; by the same
token, we believe the third-term bugaboo
raised by machine opponents of Roosevelt
should be swept aside, as equivalent to saying that the people of this country are disbarred from electing their choice for President because he has already served for two
terms, no matter how eminently successful
and satisfactory that service may have been.
W'e believe in the direct primary for nomination of President.
We sum up our platform in the terse phrase
of Roosevelt in his recent New York speech:
“The right of the people to rule.”

pieces

msec as km

versation, and you have in mind the
volume and the character of sound that
volleyed forth aa the lower door of the
There was somethin*?
partial quiet
daring the moment when Howard Adams
read a telegram from George Woodward,
who, because of a business engagement

Coming Chapman Concert.
Director*in-Chief William R. Chapman,
ducted

tinued

applause,

and

so

the call for Miaa Hal man

reunions

order”,

so

an

the

he entertained

Ellscon-

Ellsworth

on
a

the members

what may be expected

account of

; and give

to appear at

arc

Han-

Tuesday evening, April 30,
high-class, popular musical

The concert

will

be

the

great musical

event of the season, no such famous artists
having been here since the well-reraem-

is

a

violinist who

tion

a

reputaof the best in this country.or

Ellsworth Methodist church

con-

| day

It

evening.

banquet

a

was

in

honor

of

ex-

|

j
;

Rev.

pastors and churches of the district.
The principal church officers elected
were: Rev. E. D. Kizer, B. T. Bowie, H. A.
McClellan, John Blood, jr., John O. Kief,
Walter A. Bonsey, Charles A. Brann, C. I.
Staples, trustees; Mrs. Fannie* Hopkins,
Mrs. M. B. Young, Mrs. W. A. Bonsey,
Mrs. John O. Kief, Mrs. Grace Barron,
Mrs. Annie Grant, Mrs. Isabel Wardwell,
Mrs. A. P. Echenagueia, Mrs. Charles H.

floor director
were Mrs. C. E. Ballard, Mrs. E. B.
Bowen, Mrs. Lyman L. Lord, Miss Eva
£>yer. Miss Frances Lcrd, John F. Leighton, Erastua F. Redman, Lyman L. Lord,
Oliver L. Anderson and Howard Forsaith.
The dancing continued from about 9.30

NORTH EbUWOKTH.

the aids to the

the

large dining-room
price of
off

roorn. For the nominal
one obtained

served

the

ball-

ten cents

ice-cream, frozen pudding,
oske and coffee.
GUKFSM

HERB

AND THERE.

In every way the reunion was a success,
is
impossible to think that anyone
failed to get enjoyment from attending.
To bring the event to so
satisfactory a
conclusion no small amount of labor was
Performed by the officers for the year—
Mrs. Fred H.
Kendrick, president; Mrs.
Morey Tripp and Mrs. R. M. Palmer, vicepresidents; Miss Ella F. Jordan, secretary;
Stetson Foster, treasurer, and Howard H.

Adams,

As
corresponding secretary.
uaual, Mrs. C. E. Bullard did a great deal
of work.
Among those who were attending an
Ellsworth reunion for the first time were
fed and Frank
Smith, of Gardiner,
*f*° f°und friends of their boyhood
wuom they hadn’t seen for
thirty-five
years or
more; George E. Foster, who
aPpened to be in town on business, and
who said he wished the
reunion could last
w°
We®ka; Charles Pio, who ran up from
ortsmouth and found himself talking at
°ne time to
four Ellsworth men by the
n»me of
Brown, all unrelated; Frank 8.

Mrs. William F.

of her

Jude, who has been

weeke, during the

here for several

father, Judson A.

illness

Austin, has

re-

turned to her home in Castine.

Moon la slightly better after
attack of tonailitia.
Mra. Hillman

Heatb,

who baa been

All the

an

the

program follows:

parts

were

well
in

taken,

each of

some

points.

death of
and wife,

apent Sunday

school at the

hen.

Mrs. Lena O’Brien, of Bangor, was the
guest of Mrs. Frank Moore over Sunday.
Her daughter Florence, who has been visiting hen, accompanied her home.
The Farmers' club held an interesting
meeting Saturday evening. It was voted
to have a dance and supper on May 15.
Then was also talk of making extensive

GKKKN

the

next.

(

We’ve

NEW GARAGE

outgrown last year's garage; we’re
four times as large; watch it grow.

entirely

new one

MOUTH
in

OF

Pray,

TltK

who has

KIVKR.
been

visiting

Brewer, is home.
Miss Gladys Sadler spent the week-epd

with her brother

Capt. W.

Chaney.

visiting his sister, Mrs. Abe Duffy, at Bluehill.
Irving Closson and wife, after a week
with his parents, D. F. Closson and wife,

LAKE.

G. Bowden is

went to Bar Harbor

PARSONS—BLACK-At Ellsworth, March 20,
by Rev P A A Killam. Miss Myrtle B Parsons to Harlie W Black, both of Mariaville

“It is

Ellsworth,

good

j

to

Albert

insured;

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

II

11

MASON
C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,
GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL E3TATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connecteo with city water and electric
lights, andjabout 1 acre ot land. A bargain on easy terms.
....
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,

g

BUY WHITE PINE SEEDLINGS.
FROM

KEENE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION,
KEENE, N. H.

AUSTIN—At North Ellsworth, Carroll L, son
of Roland B Austin, aged 6 months, 17 days.
COUSINS-At Bangor, March 23, J Holt
Cousins, aged 36 years.
COUSINS —At liangor, March 23, Esley V
Cousins, aged 8 years, 3 months, 7 days.
GRANT—At Eden. March 7, William H Grant,
aged 84 years, 1 month, 8 days.
MAYO—At Brooklin. March 18, Mrs Sarah E
Mayo, aged H6 years, 1 month, 1 day.
MILLETT—At Franklin, March 20, Mrs Erneline Millett, aged 78 years, 11 monthB, 20

encourages re-forestation. Nearly every one gives
land which is planted with forest trees. In thirty years
convert your waste land into a valuable and marketable asset.

Every
exemption from

state in New

you

I HKI>.

can

England

taxation

on

We Can Furnish You Unlimited
WRITE

F"0 F?

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

Joseph

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

days.
SPRAGUE—At North Penobscot, March 21,
tnfaut son of Mr and Mtb Jasper Sprague,
aged 7 days.
TEDESCHl—At Stonington, March 20, Arthur
J Tedeschi. aged 10 months, 3 days.
WEBB—At Stonington. March 22, Stephen B
Webb, aged 68 years, 3 months.
21

Telephone 5—5.
WAL-L-AGE:

R.

HINCKLEY

ARCHITECT
Office,

Bluehill,

atTMiBnn frits.

Loss of

Quantities.

PRICES.

PLUMBING,

POTTER—At Orland, March 13, Mrs Ella M
Potter, aged 60 years, 6 months, 24 days.
POWERS—At North Deer Isle. March 19, Mrs
Lucinda Powers, aged 92 years, 4 months.
REED—At West Tremont, March 18, Capt
Nathan A Reed, aged 54 years, 5 months, 23

Maine

Phone 3-11

Appetite

I Best in America I

Commtaaion ffltrcbanta.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Ib loss of vitality, vigor or tone, and Is
often a forerunner of prostrating disease.

It Is serious and especially so to
people that must keep up and doing or
get behindhand.
The best medicine to take for it is
the great constitutional remedy

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Which purifies and enriches the blood
and builds up the whole system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

BOSTON

COMMISSION MERCHANT

Reliable Clo. Co.,
ELLSWORTH,

WANT

APPLES

ME.

=

Poultry

And Eggs

ONE ELECTRICAL :^oan- POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves
Ful

FOR
YOU

Line* of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Estimate*

sa

AND FIXTURES.
Wlrisf nd Supplle* Cbserfslly QItm

ANDREW M.
Estey Building. State St..

MOOR.
Ellsworth

ELLSWORTH
Guaranteed
1

terllng

silver picture
frame, with
child. Size 3 x 2 1*2 In

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
‘WO

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGGS.
Returns.
Top Market Prices
Prompt
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS..
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

DEAL

quotations

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

FUR

COATS

For quality and price my
stock cannot be excelled.

Write

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street,.Ellsworth

to meet every

J. P.

ELD1UDGE,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

HAIR GOODS
FOR LADIES and MEN
The very latest styles, artistic workmanship. Prices reasonable.
Write us your wants at once.

Professional Cattig.

ALICE

W.

Anyone troubled

with

EIC Z El M A
can

obtain a cure.

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warrkn
Me.

Hutchinson, South Brooksnlle,

or

Wire for

Shipping

Directions.
J.
PHELPS,

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale Commission Merchants
OULTRY. EGGS, FRUIT. PRODUCE
APPLES A SPECIALTY
Faneuil Hall Market.
Stencils, etc., furnished

Boston. Mass.
on

application.

Hall «Sis Cole

Fruit and Produce Commission Mcrcliants
Apples. Potatoes and Cranberries

ERLICK’S, Brown block, Portland, Me.
s

request.

Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mass.
Reference Beacon Trust Company.

Will- stl.ctid Him of Nockwoar Doing dosod out cheap

nace—if it is a

sure

on

Hay Higher

Hooper Co., 50 Bromfleld St., Boston, Maas

CLARION.

—

PAT, NO WASH II.*'

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building, State St.

Closson has gone to SulliH. SCOTT
SPECIALTY MADE OF
get his vessel, the Winchester,
TYPEWRITING.
ACCOUNTING AND
ready for the season’s work.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Union Sale Deposit & Trust Co., of PortCapt. Clifford Fullerton, with his cook, Agent lor
furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Freeman Closaon, left Monday for Salem, land,
Agent Oliver Typewriter typewriter supplies
Mass., to take his vessel, the Lulu W. ;I Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drur
Store). KUsworth. Me.
Eppes, to Rockland for repairs.

Capt.

van

j

Friday.

a

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Maine.

bridge.

__

Mias Caro

building

MARKIKD.
GRASS—TRIPP—At Hancock, March 17. by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Celia L Grass, of
Hancock, to Sanford L Tripp, of Lamoine.
HOOPER—KING-At Ellsworth, March 20, by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Gracia May Hooper,
of Ellsworth, to Claude Harold King, of
Orono.
JOY—MOFFITT-At Winter Harbor, March
18, by B F Leighton, esq, Mias Lettfte M Joy,
of Winter Harbor, to C Fred Moffitt, of Mil-

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

hall.

William L. Miller, of the firm of Kice
A Miller, Bangor, died Thursday, of
Bright’s disease, aged tifty-tive years, at
Mr. Miller was one
his home in Bangor.
of the popular members of tbe Bangor
cottage colony here. Mr. Miller had been
in poor health some time, but it was while
at bis cottage hen, on March 9, that be
suffered the acute attack which terminated fatally.

prize-speaking contest under
auspices of Colby college on May 23

participated.

complete; line op l.igmt delivery trucks

Albert.]

Miss Clough and third to Miss

Mra. Harry Johnson, of Bangor, has
apent the past week with hej grandmother, Mn. Abiah Nason. Mr. Johnson

Agricultural

cars,

endurance in 94 per ceut. of all tests in which we have

CHASE—At Blnehill, March 20, to Mr and Mrs
Edward E Chase, a son.
DOYLE-At East Sallivan, March 20, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin W Doyie, a daughter.
MAYO—At Castine, March 9, to Mr and Mrs
Roy W Mayo, a daughter.
SARGENT—At Winter Harbor, March 22. to
Mr and Mrs Ellwood Sargent, a daughter.
8MALL—At Orland, March 24, to Mr and Mrs
Harry B Small, a daughter.
8MALLIDGE—At Winter Harbor, March 28,
to Mr and Mrs H G Smallidge, a son.
SPRAGUE—At North Penobscot, March 14, to
Mr and Mrs Jasper Sprague, a son.

Estey, with honorable mention for Miss
Doyle. The prizes were |5, $3 and $2.
The faculty of the school who inaugurated these speaking contests this year easel, for man. woman or
Sent postpaid for 35c.
may well feel encouraged by the appreciation shown by the audience.
It is proposed to have another speaking
exhibition during the next term, open to
From the speakers two may
the school.
be selected to represent Ellsworth high

on

Our line for 1912 will comprise SIX MODELS in Roadsters and Toursubstantially the same in design and construction, differing only
in size, all equipped with the famous Buick over head valve engine, which
motor
we guarantee has more speed and more power than any equal sized
on the market.
Competitive tests have demonstrated its superiority and

ing

BICKFORD-At Winter Harbor, March 23, to
Mr and Mrs.C H Bickford, a daughter.
BOWDEN—At Stonington, March 21, to Mr
and Mrs Roscoe B Bowden, a son. [Arthur

—

second to

$1,800.

to

Models--$850

6

Water Street,

Rev. K. B. Mathews, Mrs.
quite the judges
First
Clara O. Hopkins and W. H. Titus.
prize was awarded to Edmund Brady,

tbe infant
which occurred suddenly last Thursday.

repairs

1912

BUICK

BOKN.

The difficult task of aw arding the prizes
on general average of excellence'fell upon

aummer to work aa a carpenter.
Mra. Mary F. Moon baa been ill of
bronchitia. Mn. Abiab Naaon and Mra.
Claudia Kichardaon of grip.

sorry to bear of the
son of Koland Austin

The

speakers excelling

the

tbe

were

of

solo,

111 of pleuriay, ia able to ait np.
Ed. Kichardaon baa gone to Bangor for

All

Saunders. New York
Southwest Harbor—Sid Marchr 16, U S revenue cutter Woodbury
Sid March 28. steam tug Gypsum King with
barge Ontario (Br); sch Merits H Periy
In port March 21, nebs Lydia Webster, Helen
U Barnes. Marile Saunders, Annie Preble

‘Excused.

Blanchard .Haddocks ia iU of tonsilit is.
Forrest

Pupils

Henry W Longfellow
Marcia Louise Beilatty
The Cross of Gold- .William Jennings Bryan
W’esley Mil tor. Moore
The Night Watch.Francois Coppee
Annie Florence Treworgy
Vocal solo.
Miss Myrtle Monaghan
W*ee Willie Winkee.Rudyard Kipling
W'inifred Monaghan Doyle
The True Grandeur of Nations,
Charles Sumner
Edmund Brady
Christmas at Black Rock.Ralph Connor
Alice Gertrude Clough
Piano solo,
Miss Christina Doyle
When Independence was at Stake,
Adele E Thompson
Florence Reed Estey
Centennial Oration.Henry Armot Brown
Charles Edmund Chapman
The Identification of Bronco Jim. George Ade
Rose Geneva Stinson
The Importance of Literary Study,
Lord John Russell
•Eulalie Mary Finn

B.

Grindal, Mrs. M. A. Armstrong, Miss
Annie Emery, Miss Mattie Grant, Walter
A. Bonsey, Capt. John O. Kief, stewards;
Walter A. Bonsey, superintendent of Sunday school; Mrs. N. A. Kizer, president of
ladies’ aid society.
A unanimous call was extended to Dr.
Kizer to return as pastor next year.

by

Miss Hazel Giles
The Son of the Kvening Star,

is

the

until 1 o’clock in the morning.
There
were nearly 200 dancers in the ball-room
to the last minute. From about 10 o’clock

Piano

who
Haskell, of Ellsworth,
sixth
as
year
completing his
superintendent of the Bucksport district,
a position be has filled with distinguished
ability and eminent satisfaction to the

H.

the

Series

sized audience.

held Fri-

.Ladies’ Choice
Duchess ......The Knitting Mill
Wsiu-tierraan.Our County Friends
Quadrille.. Ladies’Choice
Two Htep.Help the Old Town
.Old Times Down River
Indian Point
Schottische.
W*IU.*.Old Home Week
Tw.» step.
Hancock Hall
Walts.Good Night

tn

/

ing exhibitions by pupils of the Ellsworth
high school, members of the junior class ROBINSON—At Southwest Harbor, March 21,
Capt A J Robinson, aged 78 years, 13 days.
participating, was given at Odd Fellows
hall Monday evening.
There was a good- SMALL!DGE—At Winter Harbor, March 21,
L Smallidge, aged 51 years, 8 months,

made the occasion

was

in

Ellsworth High School.
The second of the series of prize speak-

Methodist Church Conference.
The fourth quarterly conference of the

a

Mrs.

Schoiilsche.The Merchants’ Ass’n
Quadrille.Thoughts of Home

were

Second

expect when he is there.
Further details, including the program,
will be given later.

March and Circle......."Boost"
Waltj.—Our President
Two dtep.Vacation Days

midnight refreshment

wife.

days.

national

woat to

became

well

as one

has

in Europe.
Mr. Chapman himself will
preside at the piano, and the public knows

THE DANCES.

until

a

bered Maconda concert in 1901.
to-morrow evening at 7.30.
Miss Mildred Potter is one of the great
contraltos of America; so is John Barnes
Wells as a tenor, and Miss Josefa Schaller'
SPEAKING CONTEST.

Floor-Director Howard H. Adams gild
Oliver Anderson had prepared the dance
orders this year as before, and the names
of the dances caused many smiles. The
list follows:

Among

meeting Monday evening Mr.
Morang gave an interesting report of the
Roosevelt meeting in Portland.
There
will be another meeting erf the Roosevelt
club at the Merchants’ association rooms
At

concert.

that this charm- ! for

been

in

After putting the chorus through various stunts, and handing
out criticisms
and making suggestions “for the good of

of the artists who

ing young lady also stepped upon
■Uge. Never before had the spirit of
Ellsworth
pressed.

rehearsal of

chorus.

cock hall

long

insistent

the

and

was

Thursday evening,

worth last

with

singing made

by the

Maine music festivals,

of the

the

the audience.

called back

$217 47

%

The

Ood guard Maine's children living
Where’re they chance to roam;
May He keep. His blessings giving.
The best of all for Home.
May others when we go.
Mill lead her hallowed light;
May the world, throughout the ages.
Love her as we do to-night!

was

75

45

Bal. to treaa. Merch. Ass’n.

When kindred hearts are swelling.
Old memories to renew.
And familiar voices telling
The things we usedflo do;
Tbeu surgtag o'er the floods,
Aod dnshii/g through the air,
“tries the blessing to enfold us—"Here is Home as well as there'"

Swan

4# 08

1,076 95

get to

ascKiox.

the

191.00
S1496

..

Boston, and for the first time in seven
years there was a pause of several minutes
to allow a soloist to have possession of t he
acoustic resources of the hall.
Then it das that Mabel Monaghan Swan
aang, to the tune of “Annie Laurie", a lit'
tie song poem composed for the occasion
by Miss Doris F. Hatman, and entitled:

Both thesong’and
deep impression on

$143 00
16 69
10 86
807 12

Attractions....
I<abor.
Decorations
Lumber, etc.
Incidentals.

like

There's a thrill along the river,
It caught It from the bay.
Where the moon ahone all a’qulver
Through jet* of silver spray;
The moon tha: gleamed afar.
And made the ocean bright,
E nding o'er the tides the message
<>ming from our hearts to-night.

st**.

Advertising and printing-...
Postage and stenography....
Express, freight, etc..

hall swung open.

unable to

a

the nomination for Presidentof Theodore

cate

..

was

and

nomination of Theodore Roosevelt for
President.
The president and secretary were instructed to prepare a list of Roosevelt delegates to the State and district conventions,

*100 00
; Havings bank deposit of 1912,
Tnere were 574 preeent. From early in Interest on above account...
2 90
until
midnight,
nearly
they Souvenir program.
HA 00
,hc evening
and
the
hall*
sur- i Admission tickets.
hall-room
677
75
the
crowded
9740
rounding it. From 8 to 9.30 there wa* a Reserved Seats
Checkrooms.
22 75
concert bv Poole’s orchestra. Those near
6 00
Private .box...
the stage could bear the musicians. The
10 00
Sale of lumber....
was excellent, but the sound of a
m
Sale of dishes.......
2 75
fraud’* voice ia sweeter to the ear, and Booth rentals.232 67
little
attention.
Immusicians
got
tb
Koro game.
SOSO
making an Sale of confetti.
5 80
agine an orchestra of six
on the combined activitiee of
F E Cooke
1 00
impression
$1,294 42
the
of
concircles
at
height
forty searing

Florida,

Roosevelt republicans at
rooms last Thursday

of

to have.

biggest ever.

in

meeting

j

...

down

a

board of trade

Henry Moore is building a refrigerator
as a token that the
in the store of Arthur W. Sals bury. Mr.
reunion had Ailed her heart with a to be voted for at the caucus April 3.
The president, secretary and W. H. Salsbury will use this in connection with
delight that no formal action could exTitus were elected a committee to draw up his market, doing away with the portable
press.
for refrigerator.
A list of those present will be published i a platform to be submitted to the club
|
adoption. At a recess meeting Saturday j Miss Mildred A. Treworgy came home
next week.
submitted
the
from the East Maine general hospital
evening, this committee
following, which was adopted:
Thursday to help care for her father, C. J.
FOOD FAIR FUNDS.
Mr. Treworgy is improving
We, republican voters of Ellsworth, asso- Treworgy.
Committee Mokes Financial State- ciated together as the Roosevelt campaign now, and able to be about the house.
club, declare our belief in and allegiance to
ment of Exhibition.
E. F. Robinson, ir., treasurer of the food the principles of the republican party. Our
MARINE LIST.
is the success of the
fair committee of the Ellsworth Mer- primary object and desire
republican party in the presidential camchants’ association, makes the following
paign this fall.
Hniirork Count* Port*.
financial statement:
Iu the furtherance of this object, we advoWest Sullivan —8ld March 20, sch Manic

If

prophetic

At
the

Xtifentweminta.

FALLS.

Miss Laura Flood is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, in Bangor.
W. B. Cram, of Bangor, was here Tuesday afternoon, the guest of B. S. Jellison

Active Organisation Formed in Ellsworth Lust Week.

dent of the Ellsworth Reunion association
who, as she stepped from the ballroom into the entrance hall, and, oblivionof the onlookers, danced a little jig of her

actual eventa.

It,,

ELLSWORTH

CLUB.

Charles E. Keisor and wife are receivevening, the Roosevelt campaign club
And so, it seemed, did everybody have a
About forty were present. ing congratulations on the birth of a son,
was organized.
born March 23.
good time. As for the exemplifler of veCharles L. Morang was elected president
Mrs. M. M. Haynes went to Boston Wedleast racity who represents “the only county and William E. Whiting
and
secretary
as correspondent-on-the-spot, his
nesday to join Mr. Haynes. They reElla- paper”
made
brief
remarks
extreasurer.
Several
happiest moment came at the sight of
turned home Saturday.
MeMrs. Bullard, a founder and former presi- pressing their reasons for advocating the

—

thus came true the

ROOSEVELT CAMPAIGN

our

Specialties

100-102 Faueuil Hall Market,
Send for Stencils and weekly

BOSTON

market report.

which has no uniform
for advertising space, and is satis*
tied to take what it can get for it, is a
eheap advertising medium, and the ad0ertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrence burg (Ind.) Proas.

The newspaper

rate

Her many
surgical operation.
hope for a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Alden K. Haslem and daughter,
>Mrs. George Stanley, have returned from

COUNTY NEWS

friends

NORTH LAMOINE.

dpt. Harvey Bragdon
from New

baa

returned

York.

Young returned Wednesday from
Coburn classical institute for the Easter
vacation.
returned

Pearl Stratton and wife

are

spring

Flora Stratton left Saturday fora
visit in Massachusetts.

EIGHTY-SECOND ANNIVEKSABY.

but is

for

The schooner

pained

Miss Hazel Butler is home from Old
Town high school for the Easter vacation.
Arno Foss and wife were recent guests
neighbor, snd proved a very pleasant af- ; of D. W. Springer and wife*
fair.
Eddie Stratton will leave to-day to visit
The evening was spent in social chat,
friends in Boston and vicinity.

improving.

swim, but manege to get
wreckage. The two men jumped

and

son

office

erecting
W. Norwood
are

building for Seth
tbs site of the Ralph studio, which
horned

over a

Refreshments were
served, a pretty birthday cake, made by
Mrs. Julia Graves, being a feature. An
and

games.

original poem

read

was

Young, and many kind wishes
tended the host for many more
turns of the day.
Salisbury, though

Mr.

J.

Mrs. S.

by

March 25.

on

were ex-

happy

re-

was

Bars

year sgo.

pared

eight

about

neighbors of A. T. Small
gave him a chopping bee recently.
William Sterling and wife, of East BosFriends and

ton,

one

the

son,

the age of

youngest,

twelve

wife, who have been
caring for Misa Florence Saunders, have
Allen Small and

Mrs. Abbie

years.

winter at

a earn

me

ox

Smith,

me

of

nrsi

East

wire,

a

being

are

an

j

Mrs. Annie

j

made

for

Mrs.

Y.

is at

abort visit.

a

Faye Bunker

Mrs.

and

G. M. Alien’s

at Mrs.

were
1

Reddy

JoaAna

Closaon's for

Kenneth

son

few

a

days

last

welcome

warm

EAST SURRY.

day

Stevens has joined his family at
Lawrence, Mass., where he has work.
Omar

circle

held

a

Saturday, bringing two

and returned

of her

grandchildren

with her

for

a

visit.

March 18.

A.

Infants/Children

use

Not Nahc

va-

jtL\£mm

/v»WQ.rf*4 £jmr-

WMyniliTfcnr

his season's work.

Apfrffrt Rpiwdv fnrCrmstto

loading empty barrels to take to
Portland.
He is

Hon. Sour Stomach. DlarrtKi

of last

week

A. Rice gave a birthday party
13, his sixty-first anniversary. Refreshment were served and a pleasant

ness and LOSS OF

i*r
fct

Tot.

SLEEP.

FieSa* Si«n»n« <*"

«>

NEW YORK.

SALISBURY COVE.

a

one

him.

or

William Wilson and

two of his

The funeral

rut ®m»Avn ccWwt-

are

birth of

the

few weeks.

Spray.

LAMOINE POINT.

pleasant wit bout, but there were *00t
The appropriastormy aocnes within.
tion* were some f-WO larger then laat y**j.
The State tax will be smaller.
The tax
rate will probably be about the momm

COUNTY NEWS

Rev. Herman A. Clarke, of the Salisbury
Cove Baptist church, is on s vacation af a

afternoon.

March 25.

on

a son.

held at the home

was

wife, of Eden,

receiving congratulations

Two

Saturday

is here

day

a

Euct Copy of Wrapper,

Eden.

sons—Fred and Ralph, and
daughter—Mrs. Lucy Romes, survive

death.

CASTORM

our

the preceding day. Although Capt. j
Mrs. James Wiley, of Milo, is visiting
Robinson, having been in failing health her daughter, Mrs. Ralph]; Robbins, at

for

For Over
Thirty Years

Worms ,f oimiKwni.Frwrisk

Capt. W.

March

March 18.

+

JWtSA-

Kate L.

of schooner

otic.

/-*• isvmman
/fewtftf.’ W’

Karto Stanley and wife have returned
from a visit in Friendship and Sedgwick.
Mr. Stanley is mnch improved in health.
on

of

ness anri Rra/ronliins nrsiir

Opum'Mar|ihine nur.'hatal

starting in oil another term
Northeast Harbor.

(.hpt. Loring Kice,
Pray, la starting out

Signature

PmmoHs Digestion fh/rtftk

Miss Margaret Rich is visiting in Bancommunity ! gor.
H. E. Stearns is building a bungalowwas shocked to learn of the death of Capt.
Judson Robinson, stricken with paralysis near Hull * Cove for Clarence.Tale.

joyed.
Thursday

to be out until within
to Bockland Mon-

Philip

week's

a

picnic j evening enjoyed.

year, having with much reluctance
was yet able
retired from active work

went

ling /In’ S«wacits andlks*]

visiting Ethel

is

Bunker

Bears tlie

mar-

cation before

her honor Wednesday, with
Freeman hostess. A pleasant, I
social afternoon and a fine supper were ensupper in
Mrs. Emily

only

Annie Cloaaon

were

0S2>

Banker is home for

of school at

The Con-

Cole bas returned to his
home, after a visit with his aunt, Mrs.

Roy Allen.

Loella Davis will go to Bass Harbor soon to work for John Closson.
Mrs.

Kenduskeag,

hire. Smith, of Rocklaod, has returned
home, sfter spending five months here.

her old

among

week.
Frederick

liar el

Miss

L.

friends and former neighbors.

SADIE.

Preparations

borne

helping

village.

Easter concert.

and

Winchester, of Brewer,

finds

NORTH SEDGWICK.

sous—Meltiah, jr., who
borne,
Irving, wbo lives in
Ellsworth. Eva, the youngest, died before reaching her third birthday.
Twenty years ago the mother died, and
Mr. Salisbury had since that time bravely

Clarence

oc-

of

Bunker.

L. Pullen is spending a few
weeks with her brother, Henry Tracy,
after a winter with her daughters at
Northeast Harbor. Mrs. Pullen always

the

Greene,
spent
Howard farm, is now

dislocated

the ice and

gregational sewing

ne

Lamoine,

life’s burdens alone.
March 25.

the

March 18.

who bore him two
resides at

who has

her house in the

cupying

all reside in California.
Auer

Mrs.

moved backed to Deer Isle.

a

The others, some of whom have grandchildren, making him great-grandfather,

married Sarab

visiting Mrs. Sterling’s mother*
LeCana.

are

Mrs. Lizzie

Whitney,

8CTTON.

rally day, March 30, was
suitably observed by the Willard W. C.
T. L?. Sunday evening, March 17, at the
Methodist church, with an excellent program of duets, solos, chorus songs and
readings, the children a prohibition band
singing with zest and spirit. A stirring
address by the pastor; Rev. R. W. Brown,
followed. The meeting was ably led by
the local president, Mrs. Emily Freeman.

G. Gray lost a valuable horse recently.
her
Mabel Childs is visiting
mother, Mrs. Lucy Raynes.

for the stove thus far.

on

AVroeteWr PrqwaHflnSrAs

March ID. Mr. Young and his bride
arrived here from Kenduskeag Saturday.
8.
March 35.

kneecap.

Always Bought

PER CERT

ALCOHOL J

ried

Prohibition

Miss

He has been twice married, his first wife
being Susan A. Murch, of Trenton. Four
children were born of this union-three

daughters and
girl, dying at

a

T.

well advanced in

years, is still remarkably strong and active.
He has always been an honest,
sturdy tiller of the soil, and kind-hearted
and genial to all.
Beside his chores he
has cut about tw'enty-flve cords of wood
in the woods the past winter, and pre-

he fell

ago, when

SUNSET.

8.
__

Austin Young, of this place, and Miss

School

Alton.

The Kind You Have

over-

with bis

Superintendent Williams is, to
Harry Rollins, who has been teaching general regret, badly hampered in his
the past year in Washington, Me., is a
spring work through tbs unfortunate acguest at D. W. Springer’s.
cident which befell him about ten days

1

For Infants and Child™..

some

John Norton, who has spent the winter
sons st Pswtocket, H. I., is home-

an

■

music

on

aahore,

swam

March 18.

week.

Lurvey

Seth

board and

to learn of her sudden death at her

home last

CASTORU

Helena, of Boston.

St.

ashore

relatives and friends here of Mrs.
Lizzie Mayo, of Brooklin, were deeply

few weeks.

a

ex-

Os pi.

The

R. L. Stratton is home from Bar Harbor

Friday evening about fifty friends and
neighbors assembled at the home of Meltiah Salisbury, it being the eighty-second
anniversary of his birth. The idea originated with Mrs. I\ B. Russell, a near

recess.

sow

place. They

for that

Church, loaded with salt for K. P.
Parker, went ashore Friday morning on
Petit Menan point, and was wrecked. The
home from Higgins captain and two other men barely escaped
week, seriously ill, with their lives. The captain could not

Elmer Tower came
classical institute last

Miss

Monday

two weeks’ vacation.

Daniel Lawton and Jesse Mills are at
home from Kent's Hill academy for the

visiting here.

toft

pect to be ready to etart on their missionary work about April 1.
Miss Alma Stewart is home from Higgins classical institute. Charleston, for

SOLTHWEST HARBOR.

NORTH HANCOCK.

from the

beyond Milo, where he has been
employed the past winter.
woods

den,

NEWS

The teachers have ret a rued from their
brief vacations, and will open schools
March 2f.

visit to relatives In Boston
and vicinity. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Raymond llaslem, of Machias.
H.
March 18.
several weeks’

Lester

Roy Smith recently

COUNTY

rious

lSLSBPORD.

N. Rich

Miss Marion Sparling is visiting her
chopping wood when the
Mr*. Mary Sawyer, who spent a week
Winchester.
axe slipped, cutting an ugly wound in his
last year.
aunt. Mr*. William Mayo, it Uatioe.
The death of little Keta Deslsle was a
at fck*l Core, is home.
March 25.
hand, nearly severing his thumb. It re*
Uh b'wl
Mrs. Grace Crowley, of Massachusetts, shock to our neighborhood last week, as
A daughter wi» born March 14 to Mr.
Iconic* Pullen, formerly Mrs.
Mrs.
quired eleven stitches to close the wound. and Mr*. Edgar Black.
has rented the summer home of Arthur but few knew she was ill.
Her brother
Mr. Black'*
Amos Brown, of this place, is visiting relaS.
Msrrh 23.
SEAL COVE.
Webber, of New York, and moved here. Harold was planning for.a birthday party,
mother, of Button, is with them.
here.
Mr. Crowley’s health is poor, and they when the news came she was ill, and the j tives
Alien Piero* is driving F. W. Lunt’i
Q. R. Hadlock is stocking ap hi* store
ORLAND.
EAST
come here hoping the change will prove
same day she passed away.
Her father
(.'apt. Emmons Sawyer left to-day for
for the coming season. Miss Elsie Stanley grocery team.
Mrs Ralph Lowell is visiting in BucksBoston to start his schooner, the Mary
was away in the woods, and Saturday and
beneficial.
assists in the post office and wtore.
Letter Lunt it visiting bit grandparent*.
port.
Ann McCann.
he
walked
miles
over
the
Sunday
forty
If every school district in town has lost
Mr*. Fred Spurting left Saturday for the Mr. and Mr*. Dorr, at Souths it Harbor.
is in Dexter, visMrs.
Florence
snow
in
order
to
reach
here
in
to
see
Stanley
time
club
met
21
with
Christmas
The
March
as many scholars as this, there will be
Bar Harbor hospital for surgical treatMrs. Sadie Murphy and litti- 'laughter,
The services Tuesday Mrs. Elisabeth Stanley; twenty-live pres- iting her cousin, Mrs. Albert Luce.
less school money.
One family took her once more.
ment. Mr*. Belle Moore t» keeping house of Southwest Harbor,
spent a few dayi
were
to
the
stricken
a
time.
ent.
All
is
comforting
Grace
Gibbs
at
home
from
Miss
parents,
report pleasant
away six children, one four and two three
for her during her absence.
here latt week.
as was also the music.
The beautiful
Mrs. Ruth Fraxierand Mrs. Emily Man- Bucksport seminary for her vacation.
each, making sixteen children removed
March 16.
S.
Mrs. May Sawyer arifg littie -ui Malfrom the district since last fall, and no flowers, of which there were so many, si- j chester, of Northeast Harbor, who have
Miss Winifred Gray, who has been atMist ina Eddy, of Seal Harbor, is eni- colm, of Southwest Harbor, »pent a week
new ones have come in
to take their lently showed how her little life had made been visiting Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley, have tending Caetine normal school, is at home.
with Mrs. C. D. Sawyer.
her many friends.
ployed at Charles Jarvis*.
returned home.
places.
Horace Robertson and wife, who have
March 25.
Spec,
Mitae* Gladys and Grace Gray, »ho are
March 25.
The Thimble club held a supper and
j March 25.
Spec*.
C.
been with bis father during the winter,
sale at the church Thursday evening.
•pending the spring vacation at home, rehave moved into their bungalow.
New has been received of the death
in the

of

care

father, D.

his

W

8.

SOUTH HANCOCK.

at

Mendocino, Cal., of Fred Jarvis,
formerly of Surry. It will be remembered
that several weeks ago Charles Merrill,
formerly of Surry, was reported as miss- j
ing at Mendocino, with fear of suicide.
Several residents there, formerly of this
town, formed a company and searched the
river, found his body and gave it a burial.
Mr. Jarvis was one of the company, and
contracted

cold which

a

developed

into

daughter at Mendocino,

they have lived thirty years. His
wife was Miss Lizzie Freetby, daughter of
the late Bainbndge and Lois Freethy.
Although absent from this tow'n so many
many here who

mourn

his

are

from

ill of measles.

Mrs. Agnes Mayo spent last week with
relatives in Rockland.

Pearl Smith

last week to

was

see

m

spending

his

vaca-

Braiiey

on

the

on

place

j

Bangor

son

a

Lowell.
are

the birth

of

NEIttHBORHOOD

H.

preaching

employed daring

been

pins by

March 19.

the

ASHVLLLE.

Ethel Fogg has returned to Pitts*
field for the spring term of Maine Central
ftastttilt*.
Miss

Mary Goodwin has returned from
a visit to her niece, Mrs. Howard Martin,
in East Sullivan.
Miss

on a

Elmer Pinkham and wife, of CherryClifford Burrill and wife were called to
Wellington last week by the death of Mrs. : field, are guests of Mr. Pinkham’s sister,
Mrs. Fred Thurlow is in poor health,
BurriU's only brother, Horaoe Smith, who l Mrs. Elmer Hanna.
and expects to go to Bangor soon for treatdied very suddenly of pneumonia while in
Sawyer Bros., who have purchased E. J.
ment at a hospital.
New \ork.
Robertson’s stock of goods, are here takMrs. Florence Hich, who has been visitB.
March 18.
ing account of stock.
ing her sister, Mrs. Judith Kittredge,
March 18.
PlICEBK.
vacation.

went to her home

in New York last Wed-

BAR

nesday.
March 23.

M.

to their home in

and

as soon as

Brew’er.

haqe

Howard and

shortly. Mr. Miller has also
rented a set of greenhouses in town, and
will engage in the nursery and florist
move

Stephen Jordan

moved out of the woods.

Miss Mildred Haslem

was

given

town, called here by the illness of
Mr. Jordan's mother, Mrs. Ida Jordan.
in

there

business.

a sur-

prise party her birthday, March 14. All
report a fine time.
Ralph Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth,
are

the weather warrants.

William Miller, for several years manager of the Mt. Desert nurseries, has rented
of Dr. Charles C. Morrison his farm on
the Cromwell’s Harbor road, and will

wife^have returned

Mrs. Lettie Hardison visited friends in
Northeast Harbor recently.
Herbert

HARBOR.

Work will be resumed on the Young
Women’s Christian Association building

WALTHAM.

George Stanley

Lionel

!
1

Mrs. George Linscott and two little children

are

ill of

grip.

Witherbotbam has been
t
all winter.
W. B. Hastings and wife are in Boston, quite poorly
Frank P. Gordon, wife and little son
where Mrs. Hastings has undergone a seWillie were week-end guests of their parand wife.
Do you know that of all the minor ail- ents, E. E. Scammon
M.
March 25.
ments colds are by far the most dangerous? It is not the cold itself that you
need to fear, but the serious disease's that
dizcauses
headache,
nausea,
Constipation
Moat of these are
it often leads to.
Drastic
ziness, languor, heart palpitation.
known as germ diseases. Pneumonia and
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and
consumption are among them. Why not don’t
Doan's Begulets act gently and
cure.
take Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy and
For sale by cure constipation. 25 cents. Ask your drugcure your cold while yoa can?
Ad
vt.
dealers.
all
; gist
Mrs.

—

Herbert Martin and wife, of Northeast
of East Sullivan, visited

in New York
Arthur

during

Young

is

now

with her

granddaughter, is
daughter, Mrs. W. M.

for her

Pettee.
been

is home.

a new

ren

Moore

are

Mrs. Ida

Fred

Patterson and

Patterson and

winter,

son
are

who

Mrs. Will Foss and. son Freddie, of
Qouldsboro, spent last week with relatives
here.

Roy Stewart, engineer on the new missionary boat which is being built at CamThe most common cause of iusomnia is
disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain’9
Stomach and Liver Tablets correct theae
disorders and enable you to sleep. For
sale by all dealers.

oue

new

been

case

QUARRY.

Georgia Sea turnons, who has been visitmother, has returned to her work in
Bar Harbor.

her

born to Irving Babbidge and
daughter to Alonzo Hodgdon

son was

wife and
and wife
March

a

reoentiy.
18.

Briab.
AURORA.

wife, who have been
parents, Albion Archer and wife,
during the winter, are home.
Lewie Crosby, Fsy
Mills, Doris Msce
and Alice Silsby have returned to Pittsfield to resume their studies at the Maine
Central institute.
March 18.
C.
with his

Don’t let the

baby suffer from eczema, sores
any itching oi the skin. Doan's Ointment
instant
gives
relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
sale for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt.
or

Boston; Capt.

raging here, but

has

been

reported
P.
last

have been

!

Mrs.

is

em-

Fishermen are making and
fixing up
lobster gear for the spring catch.
March 16.
C.

Mr*.
winter

will

who has

emplaf**

been

Booth bay,

cam

h°®*

here gave

.

'.ue*d»J
tapper in tbe bell W<

evening, which wee well attended,
people from Htoaington gave •aoi-suM*

a

of entertainment, for » oic* tie
t0
eoclety la very grateful, and aim
tboae wbo aaetated them In many way*.
HMarch 22.
tbe way

1

—

NORTH PENOBSCOT
*

j
I

Leon Widirer returned to hi* lone
Lynn, Mae*., lut week.
Reuben Devereux, of Weet
l**t
•pent • few day* with J. M. HutehiM

1

week.

>

Penolwrtj

Chry»tal Hutchins, who has
**_
tending the normal achooi at Chet*®*'
turned borne Saturday.
Kalpb Hatch, who baa «peut
weeka with his mother, returned to
in Waterville last week.
March 18.

work

long lumber,
heading.
are
considerably

saw

Ureal

and

Browu-tail moth nests
in

tbe steamer

Wednesday. He will leave April 1 for th*
season’s yachting.
Th. ladle*1 aid society lately urg*al»4

WEST FRANKLIN.
earthquake shock was feit and heard
here Saturday, about 1
p. m.
They have finished sawing spool bars at
now

Brainard Smith, who ha* Hpcntibe
here, ha* moved back to l>«?r W**

Harry Stanley,
on

An

mill, and

here

SOUTH DEER ISU
Mr*. Rich, of laleaford, i* th*. k'u«*t •*
Mr*. Hattie Smith.

their

the

Ella

Hart, of Brookby the death of her mother*
Mr*. Lucinda Power*. Leroy l’1 A«r*,o*
Kockport, also came to attend th* ?unef*L
H.
March 36.

EDEN.

ladders, staves, shingles

E. Hardy and wife went t Hluebill
Wednesday, returning Thur- lay.

called

W lilism il.

Rsipk liesld, of Lineolnville,
ployed St E. W. Bowditch’s farm.

Collins and Warren Power*,

Dear laie.

of

Mrs. Marion Clark, of Caatine, la visiting her parents, William Stinson and
wife.
M«ch a.
Me*.

home.

Selden Archer and

COREA.

Mr*.

_

has

Unix died March 7, at the
bone ot but son, B. V. Grant, alter an Illness ol five days
of iioeumoma, aged
river stream,
opening
eighty-four years. Mr. Urant was born in
when the ioe broke precipitating him into
Vermont and came to Wallbam fifty-five
the water. Bat tor the presence of mind
years ago. He married Min Hebecca Hasot John Farr, who waa with him, and
lem. Three children wen born to them—
palled him out, be might have been Butler
V., Mrs. Cora Brailh, of Los Angeles,
drowned.
Chi., and Frank. B., of Boetoo. Mr. Grant
March 1ft.
B.
was a sufferer tor
years of asthma, but
bon bis affliction with fortitude and
paOCEAN VTLLE.
tienoe.
He will be greatly missed, as
W. E. Herrick and wife, of Brooklia,
“Uncle William” always bad a kind word
are at Mrs. Delia Carter's.
for everybody. He was buried under tbe
Miaa Jessie Johnson, of Deer Isle, is vis- order of tbe P. of
H., assisted by tbe L O.
iting Winfield Joyce and wife.
was laid to rest in Mountain View
Mrs. Moulding, of Bwsn’s Island, is vis- oemetery, West Eden, by tbe side ot his
wife, who died fourteen yean ago.
iting her daughter, Mr. Alfred Qreenlaw.
Manb 23.
V.
Montelle Harmon is spending a few
ISLE AU HAUT.
days with his grandparents, W. B. Hatch
and wife.
Addie Robinson is home from BrunsMarch 23.
A.
wick.

Phoebe.

Melinda

March 16.

Diphtheria

which

Harbor

Bar

Some of the quarries which
idle ail winter have started up.

War-

Fred,

The

lately.

home.

have been away all

NORTH DBEK ISLE
Lucinda, widow of Dva. William E.
Powers, died March 18, aged ninety-two
She leaves six children, twenty
year*.
and
grandchildren
twenty- ;• jrrtatgrandchildren. The children are: Capt.
John Power*, of Little Deer Die; Mr*. Eli*
Hart, of Hrookavilie; Capt. Ptvm *tt Powers, of Salem, Maas.; Mr*. Anna (tott, of

dance in the

free

a

Wednesday evening,

largely attended.
band furotsbed music.

only

house,

Small has

NORTH ORLAKD.

home here.

March 25.

building

boose

was

Anon.

-Roy Trundy,

A

issued for the
fortieth wedding anniversary of William
Martin and wife on March 30, at their
have

winter,

is

relatives here last week.

caring

the

up and boarded. Guy
also started on a new house.
which

HALL

Mrs. Joan Sargent, who has been in East

Jewett Noyeagave

week to

next

H. L. Sawyer and Frank Turner and
went to Bayaide last week, *ud from
there crossed the ice to Surry, getting
load# of bay-an unuaual trip for March 12.
N.
March 23.

Hugh Barbour has returned to Bluehiil,
after spending a few days with his parents, Sterling Barbour and wife.
opera

Harbor

high school.

team*

WEST STONLNOTON.

I
Saturday evening was well patronized.
Miss Delpbine Turnbull, who has been

Harbor, formerly

Invitations

EGYPT.

I

Marion Guptill, who has been employed at Fred Bean’s, baa returned to
Unionville.
Miss

Franklin

attend

here.

Mrs. Blanche Stinson ia visiting Mr*.
J. W. Stinson.

Stanley, of Eden, ia in town.

Edgar Gray had a narrow escape from
defeated
recently. He lay down to drink
bowling drowning
from an
in Deed
8.

%

winter.

services this

were

juniors in a
Saturday night.

the local

tournament here

Miss Edna Miller is home from Castine,

wife.
no

The Bar Harbor juniors
64

parents, O. C. Higgins and

Rev. Hermon Clark is away

M.

March 18.

HOCSE.

with their usual defeat.

spring.

visiting

Miaa Fannie Jarvis left last week for
Harbor, where she has employment.
March 26.
H.

OTTER CREEK.

Miss Josephine Bunker has gone to her
Sullivan for a short vacation.

appreciative audience witfew days j nessed the presentation of “The Wreckers’
Daughter” by the Cranberry Isles Drareceiving rnatic Co. Thurday evening. A dance fola daughlowed, with music by Joy’a orchestra.

DEDHAM.

with

are

this

turn to Southwest

Lurvey and wife, of Great Cranhave been

Bar

Caatine normal school.

March IS.

home in

A small but

March 18.

where be has
and children

berry,

Sutton.

sold to

ments

n»y-

as

E. Banker is

April 2 has been set by the dramatic
stable at the Austin Richardson
George H. Arnold, of Brook- j club for the presenting of their play,
Bells.”
line. Mass., has been sold to Shepard “Wedding
The first and second bowling teams
Richardson, who is tearing it down. Mr.
went to Bar Harbor last week and met
Arnold expects to make great improveplace,

Agnes Hall, of Northeast Harbor,
has been spending a week with Mias Alice

There will be

term of

tion at his home

A son wss born to
ter, born March 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Richardson March 11.

Miss

week,

his

in

Forrest Dickey and wife

Henrietta Mosley has been very ill
of pneumonia, but is now much better.

s

Albert K. McBride is borne from Hot

Springs.
Philip

Ezra

Whittaker, vrho has been in

Bucksport during the winter, is at borne
for a few days. She will attend the spring

there.

MT. DESERT.

Miss

Mrs. Alice

Miss Hattie

Waterville.

The

Miss Mildred Emery has returned to her
home at Salisbury Cove.

MrB. Braiiey

in

Laura

congratulations

Blanche Power and two children

visiting

Mrs. Stella Hill is

Miss Myra Walls, of Oak Point, is in
Mrs. Edward Reed is at Houlton, visit- |
Vincent, who has spent the !
ing her son Harold, a student at Ricker town.
winter with her brother, A. S. Wooater,
clssaical institute.
Mrs. Augustus Small is in the Bar Harhas returned to her home in Washington.
Mr. Wooater accompanied her, and exF. A. Foster, who has been in Boston bor hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Sadie Steele and daughter Lulu, of
pects to spend several rnontns on |the Pa- during the winter, has returned home, ;
cific coast.
accompanied by Mrs. Katherine Smal- I Cranberry iales, visited here last week.
March 18.
W.
lidge, who has been ‘visiting relatives
The ice-cream social at the sc bool house
Mrs.

C.
WEST EDEN.

Mrs.

Harvard Colwell spent a few days last
brother, C. S. Colwell, on

week with his

tion.

!

where

are

B. Scammon’s.

Charleston, to his home at
Prospect Harbor, for a two weeks’ vaca-

—

years, there
death.
March 25.

classical

his way

pneumonia. He was the second son of the
late Charles and Juiia Barrett Jarvis. He
leaves a brother
Charles P., and a
sister—Mrs. Nellie Young, in Surry, besides his wife and

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Shaw, a student at Higgins
institute, has been visiting at H.

Norman

was

evidence, uot only on fruit and shadetrees, but in the forest, miles from
any
habitation.
Town meeting is pa seed.

The

day

tbowf.orft

lease or have summer homes at the
mouutaina or country.
°r (je.
Anyone having a house, farm, COfct*Kl
^
airably located land for aale, or exchange*
^
-n. wl
a summer place to rent for the aeas
>*•
well to secure
apace in this

was

If you have trouble in
getting rid of your
cold you may know that
you are not treatThere is no reason w hy a
r,rolJ^rlyj.
cold should hang on for
weeks, and it w-ill
not if you take
Chamberlain's Cough
K
Kepieny. For sale by aU dealers.

R*al KatJU* laaue.

Saturday. April «. the Boston
Transcript will print a generous *®oU*
reading matter which will be of inter***
real eatate owuera. inventors and
On

'“f,11

advertising

j

for it will have a wide circulation
terested people all over the United
Advt.

COUNTY NEWS

aibrttiannniuk

li*m Hale and Everett Bridges, who
happened to be near in a power boat.
March 25.
Xenophon.

BKOOKUN.
Herbert Tapley returned
Rrooksville Wednesday.

Relieves

Boston to

to

Miss Josie

Me.,

Miaa

Sadie Billings, of Blnehlll, will
corner school grades, and Mias

:

teach the

best

Not T. Rim of Brooklyn, N Y,,
“Sloan'* I.iniment hthebr-it
writ
mutism. 1 have used six bottor:
tle* o( it and It I* frand.H

—

all Dealers.

Price, JSc., SOc.. and $ 1.00.
Hor»k

Sympathy

and beautiful.
the bereaved

is

bert

Miss

lodge was instituted at
Wednesday evening by AlNewburg, P. G. P., of Rockland, as-

refreshments

“An ounce of prevention
b worth a pound of cure”

hall.

Meddeld, Ms
ter with her

March 25.

singing

ing done for

fine

M

rvinpCly, prepaid,
boule. Money
(factory.
0 Tuttle Elixir Co.
1

NEAL TREATMENT

O.

enter-

corps
T. Hinckley and

sew-

president
post,

the national
aide to

the

na-

and

Curtis
a

has

Portland,

to

gone

position.

Capt. Edgar Stearns and wife are visiting relatives in Castineand Belfast.
Mayo A Townsend are finishing
Krchbiel cottage.

an

ad-

dition to the

republican

The
called

a caucus

town

committee

has

to be held in the town hall

Saturday, March 30, at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. Daly has returned to her home in
Black River, N. Y., after spending the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. J. W.
Kane.

Schools McGouldrick and wife
have arrived home, after spending their

Supt.

Much

FOR

of

were acin Cberryfleld. They
companied by Miss Frances Mitchell, wbo

will teach in Brooklin.

given

The ball

last week

men was a success.

Music

by

the

young
furnished

was

by Hull’s orchestra, of Bangor.
Hinckley,

Durgin

Harold and Thomas Snow

had

wi

4.'*

(, ONUI

s *•

*•

an encore,

for the

in

Spec.

Ethel Csndage in in a hospital in Westboro, Mass., training for a nurse.
Misses Julia and Hazel Grindle, of West
Sedgwick, are visiting George Grindle and

NCI

.»Ti

WOWS ST A ION
PORTIANO

hS PLEASANT

A.

f

will be

staged

j
j

under the direc-

Gilbart, of Midland

Park,N. J.
H.

March 25.
WEST

B*

Roy Moody

_

came

Saturday to

to

Wttrtr

AT MILL PRICES
*•»«*» Cloth In PUln and
L*'1 Weave*. Color Natural
Se“d ,or ••mplaa of this
l ,h’ «ad
alao our regular line.

his school here.

PENOBSCOT.
of Somerville, Mass.,
Miss Helen
Joanna Ready, of West Brooklin, is was in town a Snow,
few days recently.
visiting Everett Bridges and wife.
H.C. Perkins’ crew of lumbermen reArthur Cole and family have been visit- turned yesterday from
camp, where they
i
ing relatives in North Bluehill and Bucks- have been getting out logs this winter.
At the meeting of Penobscot chapter,
port the past week.
O. E. 8., Saturday evening, the degrees
Henry Grindle last week accompanied ; were conferred. At the close of the work,
bis daughter Marion to Providence, R. X., ice-cream, cake and coffee were served,
All present
where she will enter a hospital for treat- and a short program given.
report a fine time.
ment.
The officers of Court Bagaduce, I. O. F.,
Leroy and Leslie Flye have finished
were installed Tuesday evening by D. D.
work in the woods and taken out their
H. C. R. Frank Perkins, of Castine. The
Their cut this winter is about 360 ladies were invited to witness the instalcrew.
cords. The wood will be shipped to Rock- lation. Supper was served by the ladies’
were sold
aid society Before the work.
port and Camden, and the logs
Woodlocke.
March 18.
to G. M. Allen A Bon.

P*‘m

Hepels Attack of Death.

I b*d
Pive years ago two doctors told me
state„nlv two rears to live." This startling
by Stillman Green, Malachite,
ment
1
die with eonwould
1
«ae
u>id
“They
■ i,motion
It was up to me then to try the
I began to use Dr.
besWucg medicine and
Discovery. It was well 1 did. for
New
King’s
believe I owe my
and
to-day I am working
cure that
Hie to this great throat and lung
victim. It s
of
another
the
grave
baa cheated
colds
or other
with
coughs,
to suffer
core
ihrnet and lung troubles now. Take the

“ol

waa^made

roily

flo cents
lbatVeaiestUnPrice
free at all druggiet*.
bottle

and »U».

Trial
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Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag. Kallivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar
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10 03
10 14
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tl2 16i
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5
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6
6
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6
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25
81
40
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t Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10 62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
$Htops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Kailroad.

Passengers

are
earnestly requeatly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

cure

especially

Eastern Steamship

Reduced Winter Fares.

Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

Steamer M Incola leaves Bluehill 9am
Monday and Thursday for South Bluehill,
Brooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksville, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
Turbine

Albion Cloason has gone to Stonington,
where he haa employment cutting paving
blocks.

Mrs. Archie Hutchins, of South Brooksville, haa been visiting her parents,
Charles Young and wife.
A.
March 18.

Steamship Belfast

E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
M.

H$Kkick. Agent, Bluebll

Banking.

children,

and like moat

dealers.

Subscribe

for The

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn

1!

Ellswortli Loan and Mini Ant
now

open.

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
mints, 81 per share.

WHY

PAY

REirr

when you can borrow wn your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
ana Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

For

Jane R. Witherle, late of Castlne, in said
ty, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition lor
probate thereof, presented by Ernest G.

Adams, the executor therein named.
J. Atwood Bowden, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Florence A.
Bowden, the executrix therein named.
Melinda L. Tower, late of Ellsworth. In said
deceased.
A certain instrument purconuty,
posing to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition tor probate thereof, presented by Mary A. Leland,
the executrix therein named.
George Blodget, la'e of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
Raid aeceas d, together with petition for
probate thereof,
presented by Mary S. Blodget,
widow of said deceased.
Henry D. Averill, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and
c<u icll or said deceased, together with
petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary
E. AveritJ, the executrix therein named.
Bessie A. Hopkins, late of Orlnud, in said
Petition that Addie L.
county, deceased.
Page or some other suitable person be appointed administ.ratoi of the estate of said deceased, presented by Addie L. Page an heirat law of said deceased.
Mary A. Aiken, late of Bucksport, in said
Petition that Alice H,
county, deceased.
8cott, or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by P. L. Aiken, a creditor of
said deceased.
Willard C. Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
Petition that George M.
county, deceased.
Staples or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by Aurilla V. Gray, widow
ot said deceased.
Philena A Morgrage, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. Petition t hat Robert Crosgrove or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased, presented by Ella Gray, an heir-atlaw of said deceased.
jonn ». Aiken, late of Bucksport, in said
Final account of P. L.
county, deceased.
Aikeu, administrator, filed for settlement.
toward Brown, late of Sedgwick, in said
First account of Inez G.
countv, deceased.
Brown, admin stratrix, filed lor settlement.
John D. Whittaker, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First account of .George M.
Whittaker, administrator, filed for settlement.
Samuel M. Downs, late of Andover, Massachusetts, deceased. Final account of George
U. Poor, executor, filed for settlement.
George W. Bartlett, late of Mount Desert, *n
said county, deceased. First account of Francis G. Bartlett, administrator, filed for settle-

American

atrocTUannnttt

Frank P. Wood, a person of unsound mind,
of Castine, in said county. First account of
Charles P. Wood, guardian, filed for settle-

Real

Martin O. Cunningham, lale of Surry, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Alfred Cjndou, administrator, for license to sell
certain real estate of said deceased, as described in said petition.
Collin E. Bills, a minor, of Cavendish, in the
district of Windsor, and sta*e of Vermont.
Petition filed by Sterling A. Bills, guaidian,
for license to sell certain real estate of said
minor, as described in said petition.
Wes^ott A Preble, of Bar Harbor, town of
Eden, in said county.
Second account of
John K. Preble, surviving partner, filed for
settlement.
Henry Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Resignation of Samuel K.
Whiting, administrator, filed.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the fifth day of March, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred aud
twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a
copy of the last will and testament
and codic.l of
HENRI MARIE CHARLES
COMTE
DE
LAUGIER VILLARS, late a citizen and
resident of the REPUBLIC OF

A

NOTICK OF FOKECLOSURK.
A. Maddocks, of Ellsby his
twenty-sixth day of
May. a. d.of1900, and recorded in the Hancock
deeds, book 349, page 372, conveyed
registry
to me, the undersigned, certain lots or parcels
of land
situate lit Ellsworth, in the said
county of Hancock, bounded and described as
follows, to wit: First lot: Beginning on the
east side of the Bangor road at the northwestern corner of land of of Charles G. Newhall; thence east on said Newhall’s line fifty
thence noitherly eight rods; thence
roils,
easterly on said NewbalTs line to land now or
Holmes and others; thence
formerly ofto Roscoe
land now or formerly of John P.
northerly
Phillips; thence westerly following line of
land now or formerly of said Phillips to the
Bangor road; thence southerly following said
road to the place of beginning, containing
thirty-five acres, more or less, with all buildings thereon. Expressly excepting from the
operation of this aeed a certain lot conveyed
by A. C. Haverthy to Webster M Higgins by
deed dated November 10, 1899. and recorded in
said Hancock registry of deeds to which reference may be made for a more
particular description of the premises so conveyed,
Second lot- Beginning at the northeastern
corner of Siephen
G. Inman's lot on the
western side of the Bangor
road; thence
westerly on sa d Inman’s line thirty-six and
and one half rods; thence northerly sixteen
rods and six feet to land of Libeous D. Patten;
thence easterly on said Patten's line to the
Bangor road; thence south on said road to
the place of beginning, containing three
and three-fourths acres, more or lens; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Alkxanoeb C. Hackhthy,
by R. E. Mason, his attorney.
Ellsworth, Maine, March 12, 1912.

FRANCE,
deceased, and < t the probate thereof in said
Republic of France, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate for
our

George
worth, Hancock County, Maine,
WHEREAS,
mortgage deed, dated the

said county of Hancock for the purpose of

bate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the second day of April,
a.
d.
1912, that they
may appear ai a
court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said countv of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register

probate

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day
of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
CORNELIUS WELLINGTON, late of LEX

A

INGTON,
in the county of Middlesex, and Com”'onwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, ami of the
probate thereof in said Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for our
said county of Hancock for the
purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of April, a. d.
1912. that they mav appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said county of Hancock, at ten o’olock in the
forenoon, aud show cause, if any they have,
against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register.
NOTICE

FORECLOSURE.
E. Gray, of Sedgwick.
county. State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated Aug. 16, IW4. recorded iu Hancock registry of deeds, book
904, page 528, conveyed to George M. Warren,
of Castine. said courty and State, the follow
ing lot of land situated in Sedgwick and Bluehill, described as follows:
Being the same
fully described in said mortgage deed to
which reference is hereby made, and whereas
Geo. M
Warren by his deed of assignment
dated Nov, 4, 1901, recorded in
Hancock
county registry of deeds, book 456, page 474,
assigned to me Celia Alexander, of Castine,
said county and State, said mortgage deed,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken and still remains so. now
therefore, I claim a foreclosure and give this
notice for that purpose.
Celia Alexander.
Castine, Me., March 15, 1912.
OF

Charles
\\WHEREAS
Hancock
▼ V

been

hereby

particulars Inquire of
0. W. Taplmt, See'y,
First Nat’l BankQttldg.
A. W. Kao, President.

gives

notice that

duly appointed adminis-

of
PHEBE T. BARRON, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,and given
bonds as the law directs. Ail persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Asa M. Barron.
Ellsworth, March 12, 1912.
estate

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth ir ami for said county of Hancock,
on the
fifth day of March in the year of
Lord one thousand nice hundred and

our^

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM P. TENNEY, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Su^olk, and
Commonwealth
! of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of MassajI cbuaetts, duly authenticated, having beta
presented to the judge of probate for our said
! county of Hanock for the purpose of being allow* (1. filed and recorded in the probate court
| of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
!
S all persons interested therein, by publishing
j aincopy of this order three weeks successively
the Elfhuorth
American, a newspaper
|
I printed at Kilt worth, in said county of
! Hancock, prior to the secoud day of April,
u. (1.
iai2, that they
may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate for
in and
said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

j

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
EUGENE 8. HASKELL, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Mabkl Webster,
March 11, 1912.

THE

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
he
been duly appointed
THE
of
istrator of the

hereby
he has been duly
THE
appointed
tor
the last will and testament of

ASA 8. BARRON, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Asa M. Barron.
Ellsworth. March 12.1912.

JENNIE P. DORITY, late of BROOKL1N,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
having demands against the esate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJohn H. Feskthv.
mediately.
Brooklin, March 8, 1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
IDA N. HODGKINS, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLewis Hodgkins,
mediately.
Ellsworth, March 12,1912.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JE88E R. ATWOOD, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJulia E. Wabdwbll.
mediately.
Bucksport. March 12, 1913.

subscriber

A

cause.

cou

24

ASsKSSORS' NOTICK.
ri^HE inhabitants of Ellsworth and all perX. sons legally liable to be assessed in the
city of Ellsworth are hereby notified and
warned to make and bring into the assessors
of taxes of said Ellsworth, for the year 1912,
true and perfect lists of their polls and all of
their estate, real and personal, not by law exempt from taxation, which they were possessed of on the first day of April of the year
1912, agreeably to the provisions of the statutes of the State. The assessors will be in
session at the mayor and aldermen’s room,
under Hancock hail, from April 1 to April 10,
inclusive, duriug the business hours of each
secular day, for the purpose of receiving said
lists.
Hoyt E. Austin,
Sidney P. Stock bridge,
Howard P. Whitcomb,
Assessors of Ellsworth.
N. B.—RBVISLD STATUTES, CHAPTER IX, SECTIONS 73, 74, 75 AND PART OF 78.
Section 73—Before making an assessment,
the assessors shall give seasonable notice in
writing to the inhabitants by posting notifications in some public place in the town, or
shall notify them in such other way as the
town at its annual meeting directR. to make
and bring in to them true and perfect lists of
their polls, and all their estates, real and personal. not by law exempt from taxation, of
which they were possessed on the first dav of
April of the same year.
Section 74
If any resident owner, after
such notice, does not bring in such list, the
assessors shall ascertain otherwise, as nearly
as may be. the nature, amount and value of
the estate, real and
personal, for which, in
their judgment, he is liable to be taxed and
he is thereby barred of his ight to
p».
plication to the assessors or the
missioners for any abatem*
less he offers such list v..ion
and satisfies them thai he
;o offer
It at the time appointed.
Section 7‘>—The assessors or either o? them
may require the person .presenting such list
to make oath to its truth, which oath either of
them may administer, and either of them inav
require him to answer all proper inquiries in
writing as to the nature, situation and value
of his property liable to be taxed in the State,
aud a refusal or neglect to answer such inquiries and subscribe the same, bars an apto the county commissioners, but such
at and answers shall not be conclusive
upon
the assessors.
Section 78—The assessors, for the time being, on written application, stating grounds
therefor, within two years from the assessment, may make such reasonable abatement
as they think proper.

trator

children, own YOUR own HOME.

they frequently take cold. “We have
tired several kinds of cough medicine,"
he says, "bat have never found any yet
that did them aa much good as Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy." For sale by all

Total liabilities and surplus.
*2.052.(86
•JAH. K. MOKTKLL, Agent,
Bluehill, Hancock County, Maine.

subscriber

John W. Sickelsmith, Greensboro, Pa.,
has three

Admitted assets,
*2,052,186 24
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1911.
Net unpaid losses.
*149.887 21
Unearned premiums,
646,514 33
All other liabilities,
9 755 25
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities,
21fl,9€»4fi

THEheof has
the

Is

BROOK. VIELE.

Steel

Leave Boston ft p m Tuesdays and Fridays
for Rockland connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, ft.lft a m, or ou arrival ot steamer
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, for Bar
Harbor, Bluehill and Intermediate landings.

A.

THE

being allowed, filed and recorded in the pro-

commence

John 8. Wells is ill of grip.

Dress Goods

T

5 15 f 8 60

20 t

Roy Carter, who has been scalloping
Bar Harbor and Boston $3.50.
with Clark Bridges, is home.
Moulton Cooper and wi!e went to Ma*
Bliieliill and Boston $3.50.
chaisport Saturday to visit hjs mother,
Mrs. William Cooper.
Frank Bridges and wife, who were called
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 a m
to Portland by the Illness of their daughMonday and Thursday (or Seal Harbor, Northter, Mrs. Roy Eaton, came home Saturday. east Harbor, Manset. Southwest Harbor, Baas

Jennie Y'ouug is keeping bouse for
been attending Hebron academy, came
Sterling Uoritv while Mrs. Dority and ;
home Saturday to spend their vacation.
her daughter are visiting in Rockland.
-B.
March 25.
Xknoi'Ho.v.
March 18.

narGeorge Giles and Amos Harriman
rowly escaped drowning early Saturday
morning by the capsizing of their boat
while bound to Flye’s island for clams.
WilThey were rescued with difficulty by

45

4

i Ml

...

Corporation.

_

OOODALL

tF4«

Sorrento

Sullivan.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock.
Franklin Road...
Wash’gt’n Jane.■
ORTH
BLL8WC
Ellsworth Falls...
Nicolin.
Green I.ake.
Lake.
Egery’s Mill.
Holden.
Brewer June....
BANGOR.
ar.

BROOKUN.

!

*573.950 00
*2.700 00
1,17*,429 84
57,274 91
133.583 18
26.198 33

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,

—

BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Grindle, of Seaville, is scalloping
with Clark Bridges.

/MAINE

GunrontejWiShuMe

In Effect

Dec. 3, foil.

Frank

Benjamin Fogg and wife have gone to
Deer Isle to spend the summer with their
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Saunders.
Winsor and Gaynell Bridges, who have
Mrs.

wife.

Neal Institute

play

tion of Miss Halite P.

March 18.

NORTH BKOOKLIN.

> m

O

to

Kane

help cancel the church debt.
March 25.

MODERN AND SCIENTIFIC
HEALTH IMPROVED

The

sang |

The solo, "Silver Thread* among the
Gold," was beautifully rendered. Misses
Sperry and Lord were dressed in red and
white, and sang their piece well.
After the concert, ice-cream was sold.
The proceeds, about flO, will be used to

POSITiVE AND PERMANENT

»m(

manner

(
*

in

which sang 4 Mush,
Mush". This costume was of the oldest
style, and made the song more effective.

3 DAYS
Till

praise is due Millard

pleasing

DRINK

N»TI,«I

responded

and

They

sashes.

red

with

dressed

were

MAINE
CENTRAL

vacation

.1.Five Girls

girls

The five little
white

beautifully,

ALL CRAVING

us

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

...

was

charge.
The senior class of the academy has deWhat Happened
cided to give the drama,
Good-bye,.my Lover, Good-by,
to Jones,” instead of the customary conElsie Sperry and Mira Lord I
cert on the night of their graduation.
Jauoita. .Choir j
Good-night, I aid

Sailroais imfi SttamfaoatB.

■ ■

______

America.... .Choir
rttar Spangled Banner.Choir
Old Kentucky Home.Male Voices
Jingle Bells.Five Girls
Flow Gently, Sweet Afton.Choir

-un

Him.

benefit of the corps Tues
Abbie 8. Billings has been

recruiting

where he has

Tenting To-night.Male Quartet
Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground.Choir
Silver Threads among the Gold.
Reuben Osgood
Home, Sweet Home.Choir
* Three Blind Mice
Bounds
, Scotland’* Burning
Mush, N.u*h.Willard Kane
My Bonuie Lies over the Ocean.Choir
Way Dowd upon the Suwannee River...Choir
Old Oaken Bueket.Guy Jordan
Just Before the Battle, Mother.Choir

ter.

Eliza A. Hinckley national recruiting aide
to the corps.

The program:

>

*

tional

with white sashes and red and white caps.

and many siini»
Ur draw tucks which deprive you of good health.
Guaranteed under the
pure food laws. Com*
posed of gums, oils and
reget *.;1* extracts.
A*k ■■st druggist. If he
OSB t
»upply you, send US
Wttnii ici sumps, together
eH:h has ime, a id we will

spent the win-

here she

relief

>

day, March I
appointed bv

The old-fashioued jubilee concert in the
hall, under the auspices of the
Methodist choir, was a success. Varden
Lord was dressed in a patriotic suit, while
the others imitated the old colonial style.
The ladies wore red robes over white,

lumbago

»«

by

tained

town

thn>at, toothache,

tnUCTM

some

s

Worna

bsnquet

SURRY.

—

WStTf

to

»wden is at home from

LUEH1JLL.

The

care

BAR HARBOR ....lv

Mrs. Clara

OLD-FASHIONED CONCERT.

ferps the mutepliable and reliable
pradoce? a quick, speedy and permanent
relief li m rheumatism, sprain*, bruises,

^W'iiTl

listening

in the

contracted
to

may
during the next five
years and are legal residents
Haworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care lor them at the City Farm
bouse.
M. J. Drummby

Charles

Babson and wif»»

Lester

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

STOPS

served

Pauper Notice.
with the City of Ellaworth
HAVING
for those who
support and
need assistance

Babaon, of Kggemoggin, is

Joseph
visiting his grandparents, Capt.

by the visiting chapter, at a late hour the
company dispersed. The new “Lookout5’
chapter expresses thanks to Harbor Viewchapter for its help.
March 25.
Unk Femme.

Do not let another day pass without getting a bottle of Tuttle’s
F*M!t.v Klixik.
Bathe the Utnhe well after hard work
orvi >>nt esettise, and you will be rewarded by a healthy, natural circulation. You little realize how much
better you will feel.

Srruriy ft.,

After

were

a

E.

ing, performing the work upon two candidates in a pleasing manner. Mr. Newburg gave a pleasing address, after which
•

Currier pleasantly enterSt. Patrick’s day party Mon-

day evening.

by Mrs. Haskell, of Harbor Viewchapter, as grand secretary; Mrs. Newburg, of Goldenrod chapter, as grand
chaplain, and Mrs. Julia Gross, of Harbor
View chapter, as grand marshal.
After a
short recess, officers of Harbor View chapter, IX*cr Isle,took the chairs for the even-

it

|

Martha

tained at

sisted

;e

I

ing.

An Eastern Star

;

|

Rev. D. Schneider, who Ib a well
known minister In Rice Lake, Wis.,
writes:
"I had a very severe stomach trouble Inst year from which I was kept
In bed three months. I had engaged
the services of a doctor, but to no
avail. I then read of Vinol and determined to try a bottle. Before It was
used up I was out of bed, and four
bottles made me a well man. Vinol la
a splendid medicine, and I can
gladly
recommend It."
Prominent men from all over the
country do not hesitate to endorse
this wondeful tonic.
For twelve years Vino! has been
sold on the “money back” plan, and
every year strengthens Its popularity
and proves by continued testa that It
will do what we claim for It.
G. A. Parcheh,
Ellsworth, Me.

Wytopitlock,

expressed for

ones.

Masonic hall

hr;
kick

friends here.

Miss Jane C. H. Parker has returned to
Hampden, where she is teaching.
Capt. John H. Bennett went to Rockland Monday to join his vessel, the Calvin
P. Harris.

came here to live forty-five years ago.
Mrs. Addle Parker has returned to her
For over forty years she had been a mem- I home in
Sedgwick.
ber of the Baptist church. She was also
j Archie C. Bayard spent last week with
a
charter
member
of Center Harbor
friends in Massachusetts.
Kebekah lodge. She leaves one sister
Miss Jennie E. Grindal has returned
in Lawrence, Mass., and one brother
from a visit in Lynn, Mass.
John Gilley, of Southwest Harbor; j
Miss Marion Jordan, of Waltham, is the
also an adopted daughter—Mrs. Charles
Staples, of this town. Services were j guest of Miss Vera N. Harding.
held at the
home
Wednesday after- j Mrs. Minnie Nolan and children are
Ktv. E.
Sanderson
noon,
officiating. gueats of Mrs. Herbert J. Grindell.
The Hebekah burial service was held at j
Miss Helen Higgins is at home from
the home. The floral tributes were many ;
where she has been teach-

t.

•

R. Meara, of Washington,

visiting

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate coart held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hanoock, on the fifth
day of March, a. cl. 1912.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be hefd at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second da> of
April, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

PHILADELPHIA.

and

remedy for
rheumatism, neuralgia,
:
dir oat and sprains.

Kr-d

is

Bernice Uray, of Brookaville, the Haven
Schools open March 25.
Mrs. Julia H. Hweet is spending a few
Pendleton & Hatch, of Islesboro, have weeks with
Mrs. Harry R. Swift at Mount
finished drilling a well for the Farnsworth
Vernon, N. Y.
Packing Co.
bey will drill another! Lawrence
R. Eaton has returned to
well at the new factory.
Pittsfield, where he is attending the Maine
Mrs. Sarah Elisabeth Qilley Mayo died Central
institute.
suddenly Monday, March 18, after one
March 18.
SiM.
day’s illness of acute iudigeation at the
Kufu9 Hinckley and wife have returned
of
Mrs.
death
age
sixty-six years.
Mayo’s
was a shock to her many friends.
It is to Milton, Masa.
Archie Cordon has returned to his home
four
months
since
her
husband
died, j
only
Mrs. Mayo was born in Southwest Harbor j in Franklin.

SLOANS
LINIMENT

sore

^siting

in

school.

•»| h.»d mjr back hurt ic> the Boer War
gad in Na« Francisco t+o year* ago 1
a street car in the same putr.
+
I tr-ed all kaxU oi 6r»v* without iucTwo weeks ago I saw your tlui«
;n a Hrsg stove and got a bottle to
r,
he .«rst tpplwaiton canard instant
rA now except (or A little itilf■M). I sin iliwtt well.
F LETCH KA NORMAN,
Whittier, Celif.

•

E. Grindal is

legal Notice#.

InST'cST

FIRE

ASSETS DEO. 81, 1911.

Restored to Health by Vinol

William Higgins has gone to Portland
for medical treatment.

Miaa Mina Stewart is home from Providence, K. I., for two months.

Here’s Proof.

by

Miss Jennie
Lynn, Mass.

NATIONAL

Mortgage loans,

Casting.

work.

penetrates and relieves
the pain instantly—no rubbing necessary—just lay
it on lightly.

Sold

Hlake has gone

WELL KNOWN MINISTER

Miss Elizabeth Parker is at home from

Mm. Abbie Allen, who baa been visiting
in Bluehiil, is home.
Charles

Endurance Statements.
PEOPLES’

SARGENTVILLE.

Harriet Kane went to Addison Saturday, accompanied by her niece, Mias
Dorothy Kane.

Sbar.’s Liniment is a great
remedy for backache It

the

West

Miaa

Backache
Instantly

is

from

atibtrtteemms.

has

notice that
admin-

estate

he
THE
trator of

gives

execu-

of

fiersons

THE

atJbrrttf tmmt*.

TOWN MEETINGS

M. E. HOUSES.

Officer! Elected and Appropriation*
Voted In Hancock County Towns.
CA8TINK.

i

Moderator, William A Walker; selectmen and assessors, W A Kicker, Robert
Perkins; clerk,
Crosgrove, George M
Frank 9 Perkins; treasurer and collector,
Stephen W Cash; school committeeman,
Charles E MeClusky; superintendent of
schools, E H Carpenter; road commissioner, William A Bevan; town agent,
Charles E McCluskv; constable, John M
Vogell.
Schools, $625; textAppropriations
books, £300; school supplies, |175; high
school, £*50; school bouse repairs, £1)0;
roads ana bridges, fl.100; sidewalks, $200;
State road, $400; poor, $800; current and
contingent. $700; snow, £300; Memorial
street
day, f76; sewers and drains,
lights, $400; library, £300; increase of

ROYAL

BAKING POWDER
Absolutely
Absolutely has no substitute
Many mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in
so

effectiveness,

library,

i

wholesome and economical,
will make such fine food.

\

nor

only Baking Powder made
Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

is the

Royal

from

35 cents

on

each

poll.

Aerator, F O 9ilabjr, selectmen and
Horace
assessors,
Watts,
tr., Bewail
Nickerson, clerk, A N Jewett; Geo B
9uinner, treasurer; K J Grover; collector,
Arthur Treadwell; school committeeman,
Arthur
Treadwell; superintendent of
schools, Mrs E H Kenniaton; road commissioner, Stephen C Smuh; town agent,
William
G Orcutt; constables, Arthur
Treadwell, Bewail Nickersou.

■,

(iron* assets.
Deduct Items not

Rev. K. VV. Brown
honored member.
officiated. The floral tributes were many
and beautiful.

WEST TEE MONT.

MA&IAYILLX.

26.

March

Thelma.

Moderator, E C Dunham; selectmen and

Mrs. W. D. Thurston is still ill.
Dennis Norwood has gone
to work painting.

assessors, Charles K Goodwin,
Dority, Leslie O Frost; clerk,

FRANK UN.

to Portland

Burrill, of Dedham, is the guest of

Mrs.

Goodwin;

George
Charles

8

\

Rj

collector, William
E Cross; school committeeman, Charles F
Grover; road commissioner, Harlie W
Black; constables, William E Cross, W G

Mrs. Waiter La writ*.

The W. T. I. society will meet April 4

1

treasurer and

Arey and three children leave
Tuesday.
A slight earthquake shock was percepti- Goodwin.
Bchools, $250; textAppropriations
Basil R. Lunt, who has spent the winter ble here Saturday afternoon.
books, $30; school bouse repairs, $15; roads
with his sister. Mrs. W. A. Clark, has
Mrs. M. Q. Collins and daughter Virand
8tate
bridges, $400 ;
road, £300; poor,
gone to his home in Portland.
ginia left for Boston Saturday.
current and contingent, $150. Total,
Charles Reed, w ho wa9 called here by
L. C. Bragdon and F. E. Blaisdell are on $150;
$1,196.
his father’s illness and death, returned to a business
to Boston and New York.

^with

Mrs. R. M. Kutnill.

Mrs. H. B.

for Stockholm

Miss Rena Reed will leave Mrrch 29 for
Castine, to continue her studies.

—

trip

his home in Boston March 21.

Miss

Clark, sr., who spent a week with
his family here, has gone to Portland,
where he has government work.
F. W. Lunt kindly gave a grapbophone
entertainment at the K. of P. ball March
23. The ladies served ice-cream and cake.
Proceeds, fl’2, toward pastor’s salary.

A.

week.

of

last week.

There will be

McKinley,

and

Elmer,

of

hold

busi-

a

Saturday

came

for

Guy Miller and wife returned to DorMiss
Julia
chester, Mass., Mondat.
Macomber accompanied them fora visit of

Spruce Head;

two w«ek§.

Millett,

Mrs. Emmeline

townswoman,
neral

an

estimable

died March 19.

The fu-

Thursday at the Baptist
church, Rev. G. Mayo officiating.
The Relay house is to be under new
management. W. T. Havey and wife, who
have so long and faithfully catered to the
travelling public, will
move, as Mrs.
Havey feels the need of a change. Mr.
Wheeler, an experienced hotel man, will

many other relatives and friends.
The funeral services were held at the
Methodist church under the auspiees of
which

be

was

an

aimrmsrmnTte.

CHICAGO MERCHANT
MAKES STATEMENT.

Mrs. Stella
ville

The

ford Fails two

Miss Adelaide

has been at Rum-

Smallidge,

who has

returned

Charles E. Lord and
of town.

are

Rev. H.

spending

to

been

Pretty

“Peruna has also cured my
wife of catarrh. She always
keeps

Miss

wire

and Miss Julia

their vacations out

W. Conley, of Seal Harbor,

changed pulpits
Sunday morning.

manently.

with

Rev.

Mr.

ex-

Rogers

Lord, who has been
visiting her brother, Charles K. Lord, has
returned to her home.

it in the house for an attack
of
cold, which it invariably cures III
a very short time."

text-

contingent, fft&;
woodshed, fT5. Total f456.
current and

to

Carter,

a

graduate of the

Castine normal school, has taken the position as assistant in the primary school.
A return game of

basketball was played
Friday evening between a team
representing the Boy Scouts, of Ellsworth,
hereon

to

and

the

team

won

local Scowls'
in

a

team.

well-played

The local

game.

Score,

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE.

bowling alleys are being put into
“tip top” condition by L E. Kaipb.
The junior bowling team went over to
Bar Harbor Wedneeday of last week and
rubbed i* into the jnnior team there. It is
sad to relate that they won by 281 pins.
The

March 25.

F.

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Andrew

Martin, of Bar Harbor, recently

visited his mother here.
Mies Hazel fintler, who is attending
high school in Old Town, is home for two
weeks.

March 25.

M.

“The worst thing about these investigacharacters are lost.” *4 differ with you.
On the contrary, they are
discovered.’*
tions is that

IMW.M

28

#2.278.651

78

4.16 66

Admitted ukU,
LIABILITIES DEC. St,
Net unpaid lease*.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash depoeit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

#2.«A.7«0 54

Grow asset*.
not

Dedoct Items

town

i

Total liabilities and surplus,
9401.902 »
MINNIE B HOLMES. Agent, RUsrrortb.
FRANK R. WALLS, Bar Harbor.

1911.

9

INSURANCE COMPAJVT.
uf lb*
8TATR or PKXKlimAirU,

183.504 00
1JBI.1W75
M.W1 «8
♦op.omqoo
601.597 16

THE

rHILADKiritta. PBK*SriVe*IA.

ASSETS DEC. tl. 1911.
Real estate.
•W. « »
M.m«»
Mortgage loans.
Stocks ard bonds.
1.*?*.44? 7S
<'a«h In office and bank.
w
A rant*' balances,
W*.7\6 17
All other
njmtu

KTPt)Bf>. COM*.

91.166.240
ts.mi

admitted.

*1 ;
M

91.110.378 83
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. SI. 1911.
9 17.144 5(0
Net unpaid losse*.
116.419 m
Unearned premium*.
5.978 65
AH other lUblilltte*,
SOO.OOn 00
Cash capital.
380,776 00
Surplus over all liabilities.

j

The Sound of It.
The ladies' aid ladies \Vere talking
Bbout a conversation they had overheard before the meeting between a
mau and his wife.
'They must have been to the zoo.’*
Bflld Mrs. A., •‘because I heard her
mention *a trained deer/ **
“Goodness me!” laughed Mrs. B.
“What quyer bearing you must have!
They were talking about going away,
and she said. ‘Find out about the train,
dear/ "
“Well, did anybody evert** exclaimed
Mrs. C. “I am sure they were talking'
about musicians, for she said ‘a trained
ear* as distinctly as could be/’
The discussion began to warm up.
and in the midst of it the lady herself
appeared. They carried their case to
I her promptly and asked for a settlement.

“Well, well, you do beat ail!” she exclaimed, after hearing each one. “I’d
been out to the country overnight and
was asking my husband if it rained
here last night/’
After which the three disputants re-

)

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

92.075.775

18
16

!

Admitted assets,
92.006356 02
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1911.
Net unpaid iosset.
9110.515 00
Unearned premiums.
632.297 14
All other liabilities.
21.718 63
Cash capital,
750.000 00
492.025 25
Surplua over all liabilities.

;

;

Real estate.
Mortgage loana.
Stock* and bonds.
Cash in office and banka.
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rente.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

\

MAKING
Cork In

A

ot Rubber Core is
Many Cong Hits.

[From Popular

Merhanic&.l

heavy hitting in the professional baseball leagues, due to the
adoption this year of the new cork-centre
ball, it will be interesting to lake a peep
intothe heart of a great factory where no
leas than six million baseballs are turned
out each year, and follow the processes
involved in making this little understood
but most necessary article of American
In view of the

national game.

Outwardly the
to

ten-cent ball

every boy knows,
in the “life”

there is

bears

ball,

the dollar
a

vast

a

close

but

as

differ-

and durability of the
spheres, the reason for which will be
quite apparent when the process of manuence

two

facture is known.
The centre of the cheap ball is tqsde of
ground-up carpet rags closely pressed into a core by machinery. Over this core
string it wound-a very little string compared to the quantity used in winding one
of the professional league balls—and then
the unfinished article is sent to the room
where the women sewers pot the cover on,

Wife—I came across some of your
eld love letters today. How you loved
me. Harry! Husband—Yes. Ia supper
ready? I'm awfully hungTy.

the

seam

1

being

drawn

together by

hand.

the sewers aboot eight or
nine minutes urfinlah a seam. The ball la
placed in a small wooden vise and the
sewing ia done with long needles.
Mot the league ball is a very different
product. In the first place, the construction of this ball has been undergoing an
evolution for years.
At the present tune there la much comIt takes

Etiquette.

101 «M 19
*a

• 14.41* 144 10
101*71 W

admitted.

_luati
*«•**,«*

LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1«U.
Net unpaid losses.
* I.W.IMM
Unearned premiums.
Mwi.inu
All other Itabiiiu#*,
0*.W»
Cash capital.
«■»« .«*) HI
Surplus over ail liabilities.
4.UW.0OS®
Total liabilities and surplus,
HMmtr:*
M. B. HOLM Kb. Agent
OKAMTK

mt*

((i,^

flKMJfs

roarsssocrT*. x.
ABBRTS DEC. SI.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
blocks and bonda,
Caah in office snd bank.
Agent*' balance*.
I merest and rents.
All other assets,

w.

Itti.

Gross assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabtliMa*.
Cash canital.
Hurplo. o,er .11 Umblllti,..
Tnt.1 ti.bUitli.. *nd .orpin.,
II -V» r
M K HOLMES. Atrm. Eltaworlk
R- I* WARKB.N, Back.port
C. B. MARCVKB A CO Bar H.rbcr
Til K

rtNN»\

.VANIA I IKK |>v CO,
i
im.
ASSETS DEO. 81, IMI.

Hf*l e*tste.
lOSBS.
Collateral loans,
Blocks and bond a.
Casta in office and bank.
Aeents' bslsncvt.
Interval and rents.

t

Gross assets.
Deduct itrraa not

IT.H31AI47*

iwjrsr
! M.StC 00

ikjtm

*. WvMi %
1* 4SISI
evtssfT
».«R*4

admitted.

.nwi

Admitted ssaete.
LIABILITIES DEC. II.
Net unpaid losses.
Cnearn«d premiums,
AH other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Bor pitta over all llaMlltlea.

1911.

|

iV2.:«t a
i.2*e.s»«
#JMtS
:v»*e«
o 24

2.2a-

Total liabilities and surplus,
97MMm ®
M. E. HOLM KM. BOV C. If A IN KM. AgeuU.
aTA TKMKXT OP THI OOMDITI

3

UNITED STATES iRtNOi
PaCKNtX AAftt KANCE CO. Ltd.
or utftooN.

On the Hat day o! December 1911.
No. 47 Cedar Htroot, New York. N Y
lion** office. London. England.
The amount of ita U. tk deposit ta. f 314.090 »
The aaaeti of the company in the
V H A. are u follows.
Caab on hand and in the hands of
agrent* or other persona.
I tvT.tOT IE
Bonds owned by the company,
secured as follows;
State bonds,
market value,
t m.f»
*>19
Municipal bonds.
Railroad bonds.
j,r*.«ja
Miscellaneous bonds."
rtw
*«
Stocks.
2.W
Debts otherwise secured,
1WT
I>rbt* for premium*.
di.Sfl
All other securities.
44,.’?'
•*

83 *

|i.-rj.tM 18

Total aaaets.
LIABILITIES.
leases adjudged and not due.

n.0i«
HJ.391

t

unad justed.

Losses in auspenae. wiiiiag tor
further proof,
All other claims against the company.
Amount necessary to reinsure

outstanding risks,
Total

1

liabilities.
M

>

f2,l

E. HOLM EH.

88

it-SCdM

3HI®
»1 *

Agent

HAINES, Representative.

pUiot from

HASKHA1.1,.

Centre

Cause of

Hit Present Love.

Ml 4?0 93

VMB99

admitted.

Admitted assets,

Total liabilities and surplus,
• 14.331423 08
M. E HOLMES. Agent.

some who
would have few machine* firat
place* in position i>n* of
quick game, on account of the the robber and cork
core*, weighing just
way in which the batters are
hitting this one ounce. Tben be start* hi* machine
new cork-centre ball.
The complaint is and the core ia
quickly hidden in th#
heard that the bail is too fast and runs
too winding twine. When the mecb.ue i*
frequent.
•topped, the core i* covered by two ounce*
The explanation of the
experts is that a ot gray woolen twine.
call hit on the ground with the new
ball
The sphere, which now weighs Ihre*
is no faster than with the old
one, but ounce*, is then sent to another man who
that a ball hit in the air
goes farther, thus add* to it one ounce ol white twine.
accounting for the great number of extra Tben the final
winding is done with ifr*y
base hits made in recent years.
twine.. The ball by this time it eireedSome years ago, the balls were
made
and compact.
'uglyi* bard
,
with rubber centres. Then, in
None «
now ready for the cover.
It
response
to a demand for more runs to
the
high-priced balls are intrusted to th*
make the
■*
women.
AU the sewing on these balls
game interesting to the
spectators, the done by me.i.
was
rune

Hoiet With His Own Pstard.
“Why, Harkins, where have you
been? Tou look like a wreck."
"I know It. My twin brother and I
had a quarrel, and I hired a bruiser
to lick him. The fellow mixed us up,
and here I am.”

6 07 WOO
UIIUtfOOD
10,114.4*4 <X>
4*

Admitted assets,
• 14 *98.03 GO
LIABILITIES DEC. |1. 1911
! Net unpaid lease*.
• 4AMT4 45
! Unearned
«..W m A4
premiums.
: All other
liabilities.
MB.OflO ro
; Cash capital.
l.aoe ore no
Surplus over all liabilities.
4.W7.7S6 5!

ROY C.

7

Sint of the Fathers.
Fair Glrl—I am sure papa would not
object to you. but 1 am afraid mamma
will. She says your family have deRich Grocer’s Sonpraved tastes.
Good gracious! Where did she get that
Idea?
Fair Glrl—I think she Judge*
by the butter that yonr father used to
recommend as good.

I=*«I8

Gross assets.
Deduct Items not

M. E. HOLMES,
Ellsworth, Me. Bar Harbor, Me.

tired. abashed and in silence.—W. J.
Lampion in Lippincott’s.
Her Sort.
Alice—What kind of girl has Jack
himself
to? Rose—Oh, ahe*s
engaged
the sort of woman you never dare a9k
to luncheon for fear she'll stay to dinner.—Harper’s Bazar.

CO,

or saw Toaa. s*. t.

91303,478 75
129,057 97
129,488 99
889 82
10 339 55
2310 00

Total liabilities and surplus,
92.006A5602
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.

171.1 <7 IN
2.IM.0K1 43
».BA« m
wo.eoooo
438.770 Tt

ASSETS DEC. «. 1911.

dec. si. mil

or kohth a
m**i«ul
MUL.DIILrai,, rMBnWTLVAWl*
ASSETS DEC. 81. I»u
Real estate.
t
Mortgage loans.
Blocks and oond*,
>3*r.»ao
Cash in office and bank.
uo.mu
Agent*’ balance*.
Bill* receivable.
HMm
Interest and rents.
"w*
All other assets.

•8.710.96107
•

Canning

INM kahck oo

it. ltll.

riDKLITY.rnr.MX riRE INH.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Bil's receivable.
1 nteresl and rents.
All other assets,

69.219

>w (a
H IM M>

Total liabilities and surplus.
•1.7194W 07
M E. HOLMES. ROY C. HAINES. AgenU.

or pmiladblfbia. prmmsyltami*.

assets

la.-nCT

Admitted aaaeta.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned p^minmi.
All other liabilities,
f'ash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

91.1V.878 S3
Total liebilitie* and surplus.
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.

Total, fl.088.60.

Poverty wants some things, lunnry
many, avarice all things.—Cowley.

M
91

9*14.443 00
2.540 45

ASSETS DSC. «J. IMI.
91.095.51* w
Stocks end bond*.
62.19S 70 I
Ce*h In office and bank.
67.38® 47
balanse*.
Grow aaaeta.
Agent*'
20 .WIO 96
All other easels.
Deduct Items Dot admitted.

commissioners,

---

ML3W

Admitted assets.
WI.W1M
LIABILITIES DSC. It. 1911.
Net unpaid losses,
9 \J*X> 00
iSAjaMI#
Unearned premiums.
All othsr liabilities.
2 71*21
542.045 90
Surplus over all liabilities,

104.245 74
801.794 8*
26,689 04

#2,718.9*7 88
120.247 04

11 A

A

Mrs. Blank—Is your husband going
to Mrs. Jason's funeral? Mrs. Hash—
Decidedly not! She never returned my
laat call.

674,090 «T
1.105.SM78
22 0T* *S
w,mw
IM.M0S7

Gross asset*.
Deduct items not admitted,

THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COM FAST

j

5.1*2, IS* S3

HCISCT. MSSSSCBC'SS'TTS.
ASSETS DEC. 91, 1911.
$ 12.900 00
Real estate.
KLV3 20
Mortgage loans,
UL«»00
Collateral loans.
k72.5MCO
Stocks and bond*.
Caan in office and bank.
31.r* *4
13.656 IS
Agents’ balances.
7JW7 07
Interest and rents,

252487 64
2.941.864 52
106400 91
1.000.000 on
2.475,199 18

Gross ssset*.
Deduct items not admitted.

resemblanoe

34 to 16.

v.

treasury.

Gross asset*.
Deduct Items not admitted.

ZE tJfti
*9L73l

<JI INCY MUTUAL FI UK INS. €70.,

THK STANDARD INSURANCE CO..

Haslam;

t

Total liabilities sod surplus.
96,949,391 75
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.

1911.

#

99

Real estate
Mv rtf age »<>*»»*
Collateral loan*.
Stock* and bond*.
Cash in office and bank.
Agent*’ balance*.
Bill* receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

M.M9.591 75
Admitted aasets.
LIABILITIES DECEMBER *1. 1911.
* *!?•??? ®
Net unpaid losses.
9,711,797 97
Unearned premia ms.
530.000 00
All other liabilities.
lJGO.OWOOQ
Cash capital.
52
2.501.4»
over
all
liabilities,
Surplus

92.50.740 M
Totel liebilitie* end surplus,
M. E. HOLMES. Agent.

Madeline

Miss Grace

House
Everybody in Your
day occasionally,
likely

Subscribe for Thx America*

who

Marsh.

say
you that I
have found Peruna the
only remedy that has cured me per*

*’«& » MS today sad wo n eln
»*sand yon?free sample. The X. T.
(edMne On, Portland, Ma

Water-

months, is home.

visiting here, has

Murphy

«I find thaZ. F. Atwood Medicine
for sick headache:—We
Id ear family tot forty
wwMd
aet gat along without
and
ware
l” Mira A. S Zeraaid. lacenia,

from

began Monday.

Sophia Lee,

re-

i rare cm
eve aead It

Hill returned

primary, intermediate, and grammar

Miss

to

have an off
i
t may follow from eating too bountinlly, it may come from overwork, or
lerhaps from exposure when fatigued.
i doll, heavy, tired feeling in the momng. a headache or a cold in the early
gages; these symptoms unfit a person
fcr dping hie host, and may lead to Hints If neglected.
There is a remedy, cafe, sure and ratable which should he in every household far jaet sacb emergencies, the trae
ad original L. T. Atwood’s Medicine.
1 may be safely need by persons of
ny age, from children to those well adin yearn

week-end in

Saturday.

schools

as follows:
“I have had catarrh for more
than thirty years. 'Have tried
everything on earth and spent
thousands of dollars for other
medicines and with physicians.

can

McNulty spent the

town.

dealer, states

and

B.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Arthur

CHICAGO, ILLS.—Mr. J. G.
Becker, of 134 Van Buren St., a
well-known wholesale dry goods

getting any lasting

charge.

March 25.

Spending Thousands of Doll&n
Consulting the Most Hminent
Physicians, He Was Desperate.

lief,

held

was

assume

After
and

without

f&O;

Appropriations—Schools, $153.00; textbooks, $25; school supplies, $10; roads and
bridges, $450; State road, ftOO; poor, $250.
All other bills paid out of surplus in the

visit with

a

ily have moved to the Blaisdell quarry
boarding-house for the summer.

a

#6.728.192 25

Interest sod rents,
All other assets,

agent, W B Jordan; constables, Charles
W Jordan, Henry Braley.

Edward Bohndell and little son, of

—

F., of

Schools,

man, R R Jordan; road
B F Jordan, Milton W

sister, Mrs. L. C. Bragdon.
Fred Brown and Fred Donnell and fam-

half-brother, who
reside in Massachusetts
Misses Lizzie
and Emogene Reed, and Gerald Reed,

the I. O. O.

—

Moderator, Wilson

Edna

her

heart trouble

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premium*.
AH other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

WALTHAM.

Bangor, are home.
ladies' aid society will

Mrs.

—-

two half-sisters and

$200;

build

musicians of the

Elizabeth

Rockport,

husband, and
a kind and loving father.
Besides his devoted wife, he leave's fifteen children, all
of whom were with him during his last
John W.,
illness; also two brothers
of

rausicale at the town ball

a

ness meeting at the home of Mrs. J. W.
Blaisdell Tuesoay afternoon.

devoted

was a

road

winter in
The

#6,742.312 68
6.120 42

Agents'balances,

Googins; selectGates, daughter
and her friend Miss Walker, of Oastine, men and assessors, M K Haslam, Alden K
leave for home Tuesday.
Hsslam, Leona E/ Wilbur; clerk, M K
Haslam; treasurer, W A Googins; colMrs. Harry Havey and daughters GeneW’ B Hastings; school committeevieve and Charlotte, who have spent the lector,
Mrs.

Gross asset*.
Deduct item* not admitted.

Stocks and bond*,
Cs*h in office and bank.

select-

$5; roads and bridges, ffiO; State

societies.

two church

great sufferer, but was
through it all.
Everything
possible was done to prolong his life,

brought the
Capt. Reed

Shuman;

#8774197 01

EXCHANGE A^PKINCE,
1720-1912.
or lojidok.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1911.

school

Appropriations
books.

Friday evening, by the

was a

suffering, but
end suddenly.

visit

practicing attorney.

to grow worse, and a few weeks ago was
brought with his family to his old home

and lessen his

has gone to Medher son Joseph, a

Doyle

ford. Mass., to

Bright's

March 18, at the

fifty-four years.
Capt. Reed was for many years a seacaptain, but ten years ago he retired, and
accepted a position as assistant lightkeeper at Duck island, where he remained
until last December, when he accepted
au appointment as keeper of Nash Island
light. Soon after arriving at Nash island,
Capt. Reed was taken ill. He continued

Reed

R

admitted.

KOVAL

committeemen, A B
Haines, E N Williams, John R Shuman;
superintendent of schools, Robert Laughlin; road commissioner, Raymond Williams; constable, Guy Chick.

& Miss Qussie Robinson, of WTest Sullivan,
was the guest of Miss Julia M scomber

age of

Capt.
patient

Laughlin;

Mrs. Hannah

Reed died

Moderator, .lohn

Buren

OBITUARY.

Capt. Nathan

Van

|

CO.,

K'n. J- Dolton. Bres. Louis
Wrlomann. Sec.
Capital paid op In cash. $ 1,300,000.99.
ASSETS DECEMBER *1, Iff!.

#6.276,192
Total liabilitiea and surplus.
M. E. HOLMES, Agent.

Saturday, to resuifte her work.
men and assessors, John R Shaman, Fred
Ralph Worcester and wife, who came Williams, Edgar Mclnincb; clerk, Fred
from Bangor Thursday, will return this Williams: treasurer and
collector, Robert

W. A.

disease at his home here

left for

Worcester

INS.

IMS.

NIAGARA riRR INM lUNt I CO.,
25 UUtTT rr.. j*aa roan.
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1911.
• 681.000 00
Mortgage loans,
4.129,4:0 00
htocks and bonds,
('ash in office and bank.
1.242.708 52
549.647 21
Agents' balance*.
Interest and rents,
28,486 95

PLANTATION NO. 33.

Mildred

ITKD

Incorporated in 19M- Commenced business In

Total liablUtiee and surplus,
M. E. HOLMES. Agent

Appropriations Schools, $220; textbooks, $50; high school, $70; school house
repairs, $30; roads and bridges, $300; State
road, *200; current and contingent, $300.
Total, $1,170.

AN '>

or saw rssctsco, c»uro>iiu.

♦*71.697 68
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1911.
f 49.819 U
Net unpaid io*«es.
457.291! SO
Unearned premium*.
v
5.175 00
All other ifabUUIa*.
2oo.a« oo
Caah capital.
100.112 5ft
Surplus over all liabilitiea.

—

COUNTY NEWS

FTl(KM

1887-1912.
ASSETS DEC. SI. l»ll
Mortgage loon*.
Stock* and bonds.
Cash In office and bank.
Agents' b&IIMf*.
Interest and rent*.
ok MinocK'

M

|

INSURANCE CO.,

CITIZEN*

AMHKRNT.

or

or

The Agency of the People and for the People,
Honest Insurance of All Kinds.

—

Pure

composition

INSURANCE

one

of

and

a

experiment
with

tried of

small

making

ball

a

piece of cork in the centre,
in the heart of the rubber core.
Thia produced a little of the deaired effeet, and ever; year from that time the
relative sixes of the rubber and the cork
in the centre of the
apheree haa been
chanced until the preaeut fast ball waa
evolved. Home think it la
{
entirely too
fkst,

•

the greater

number of

■

made

rune

with it lengthening the
games ao that
spectators complain of tbe lateneaa of the
hour at when the game* are
flniahed.
The winding of the ball u done

chinery. In the old days, <rhen
brat began to claim
wideapread

by

ma-

ball
attention

in thia country, the balls were
wound by
hand and a akiltul and fast
workman
could wind
perhaps eighteen balls in a
Now
a
day.
tingle machine will wind
several hundred balls in an
hour, and the
balls mads to-day are
superior to
the clomsy spheres madsvaatiy
in the early days
oi

tbe game.

The

man

attending

one

of the

winding

Prior to the cover being sewn on, th*
halls are carefully weighed, and when the
stitched in place the balls s'*
transferred to the labeling room, where
in
are
packad in tinfoil and stowed
they
pasteboard boxes ready for shipment. wiu
A visitor to one of tbeee fectaries
be likely to think that the work « not
taken very eerioualy, for in the lots so
Jacent he wUl find some of the workmen,
in ■
boya and men, apparently engaged
game of ball during working hours.
This is actually part ol the day’s
out V
for the balls are
a
covers are

given

trying

»,<>'*’

over to some of the employe*
and taken out to be practiced on.
A baseball is a delicate piece of
manafaip. The least thing affect* it*
fulness, and whenever a alight change
made in the construction or some
is
the ball mo**

being tamed

»«'*_

contemplated
•retried by those who are competent
judge from the touch of the batw* "
pitched ball last how It Is going
•pond when hit.
than
provement

As there is

better way ol

tastUj

by actoatly playing with the a
final judgment on a new product 1* *•„
to the own who are sent out to P‘*I 7
during working hours with a v**» M
Ing out the new sphere.
■

no

th*

